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Summary 

 

Cross-cultural measurement of eudaimonic well-being 

 

Keywords: cross-cultural measurement, eudaimonic well-being, modern psychometric 

techniques, Rasch modelling, meaning in life, mental health continuum, basic psychological 

needs, positive psychology, language, translation 

 

The overall aim of the present study was to further the understanding and 

measurement of eudaimonic well-being (EWB) or “functioning well” across different 

demographic and cultural groups by implementing modern psychometric techniques. This 

was done by exploring in three manuscripts the cross-cultural psychometric properties of 

measurement instruments that operationalise three prominent theories associated with EWB.  

The first manuscript applied Rasch modelling to explore the psychometric properties 

of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ) among adults from South Africa, Australia, and 

New Zealand (N = 601). The findings revealed that using less response categories and 

removal of the reversed-phrased item in the scale may improve the scale’s functioning. The 

Presence subscale exhibited differential item functioning on several items for the country 

variable. It was found that the Presence subscale was insensitive at high levels of presence of 

meaning while the majority of the respondents fell in that range. Reasons for, as well as the 

far-reaching implications of this finding, were contemplated. 

The second manuscript explored the suitability of applying a bifactor model to 

English, Afrikaans, and Setswana versions of the Mental Health Continuum Short Form 

(MHC-SF) among South African university students (N = 1060). A bifactor model 

consistently displayed superior fit, and it was shown that the scale total score can be used as a 
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reliable indication of overall positive mental health, but that it is not appropriate to interpret 

subscale scores. The findings highlighted the lack of focus on contribution towards a greater 

good beyond the self in the present scale, indicating the necessity of more attention to this 

important aspect of functioning well in future research. The scale exhibited configural, partial 

metric, and partial scalar invariance across the three samples and the average scale total score 

did not differ practically significantly across the groups. 

The third manuscript explored the factorial validity of English, Afrikaans, and 

Setswana versions of the Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS) among South African 

university students (N = 1056). After incorporating a negative-worded method effect and 

removing several problematic items, the fit of the intended three-factor model was good for 

the Afrikaans version, marginal for the English version, and poor for the Setswana version of 

the scale. The resulting factors’ reliabilities were low. Configural, metric, and partial scalar 

invariance were established between the English and Afrikaans versions. These findings not 

only highlighted problems with the particular scale, but also raised questions about the 

universality assumption of the basic psychological needs theory. The study also emphasised 

the linguistic and cultural complexities involved in working within diverse and multicultural 

communities.  

Overall, significant conclusions regarding the theory and measurement of EWB 

crystallised. The study showed that caution should be applied when transferring theories and 

their operationalisations from one context or culture to another and that measurement within 

diverse multicultural communities poses certain complexities and challenges. In addition, it 

was found that the nuances of positive traits and experiences at high levels may not be well 

understood. The findings suggested that a strong general factor of well-being exists, while, at 

the same time, unique subdimensions can be distinguished and interpreted, given that they are 

measured comprehensively. General pointers that will enhance the construction of 
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measurement instruments of EWB in diverse contexts flowed from the study. For example, 

the crucial importance of proper attention to the substantive phase of scale development 

where the construct is clearly conceptualised along the full spectrum of the latent trait 

continuum was highlighted, as well as the importance of using reversed-phrased items in an 

appropriate manner. This study furthered the science of EWB on theoretical and 

measurement levels, which can, in turn, be applied to develop culture-sensitive interventions 

that truly enhance the lives of people. 
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Opsomming 

 

Kruiskulturele meting van eudaimoniese welstand 

 

Sleutelwoorde: kruiskulturele meting, eudaimoniese welstand, moderne psigometriese 

tegnieke, Raschmodellering, lewensbetekenis, kontinuum van mentale gesondheid, basiese 

psigologiese behoeftes, positiewe psigologie, taal, vertaling 

 

Die oorhoofse doelstelling van hierdie studie was om die begrip en meting van 

eudaimoniese welstand (EWS) of “gesonde funksionering” oor verskillende demografiese en 

kulturele groepe heen te bevorder deur die toepassing van moderne psigometriese tegnieke. 

Dit is gedoen deur die verkenning van kruiskulturele psigometriese eienskappe van 

meetinstrumente wat prominente teorieë geassosieer met EWS operasionaliseer soos in drie 

manuskripte uiteengesit.  

In die eerste manuskrip is Raschmodellering toegepas om die psigometriese 

eienskappe van die Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ) onder volwassenes uit Suid-

Afrika, Australië en Nieu Seeland (N = 601) te ondersoek. Die bevindings het daarop gedui 

dat die skaal se funksionering verbeter kan word deur minder responskategorieë te gebruik, 

en deur die omgekeerde item in die skaal te verwyder. By die “Presence”-subskaal is 

differensiële itemfunksionering op ŉ paar items vir die land-veranderlike geïdentifiseer. Daar 

is gevind dat die “Presence”-subskaal nie sensitief was vir hoë vlakke van die 

teenwoordigheid van lewensbetekenis nie, terwyl die meeste van die respondente hoë vlakke 

van hierdie konstruk gemanifesteer het. Redes vir, asook die verreikende implikasies van 

hierdie bevinding is uiteengesit.  
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In die tweede manuskrip is die toepaslikheid ondersoek van die passing van ŉ 

bifaktormodel vir Engelse, Afrikaanse en Setswana-weergawes van die Mental Health 

Continuum Short Form (MHC-SF) ten opsigte van Suid-Afrikaanse studente. ŉ 

Bifaktormodel het deurgaans die beste passing getoon en dit is aangedui dat die skaal se 

totaaltelling as ŉ betroubare aanduiding van algemene positiewe mentale gesondheid gebruik 

kan word, maar dat dit nie toepaslik is om subskaaltellings te interpreteer nie. Die bevindings 

het die gebrek aan fokus op ŉ groter belang buite die self in die huidige skaal uitgelig, wat 

daarop dui dat meer aandag in toekomstige navorsing aan hierdie belangrike aspek van goeie 

funksionering geskenk moet word. Die skaal het konfigurele, gedeeltelike metriese en 

gedeeltelike skalaarinvariansie oor die drie steekproewe heen getoon en die gemiddelde 

skaal-totaaltellings het nie prakties betekenisvol oor die groepe heen verskil nie.  

Die derde manuskrip het die faktoriale geldigheid van Engelse, Afrikaanse en 

Setswana-weergawes van die Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS) onder Suid-

Afrikaanse universiteitstudente (N = 1056) verken. Nadat ŉ negatief-bewoorde metode-effek 

in ag geneem is, en verskeie problematiese items verwyder is, was die passing van die 

gepostuleerde driefaktormodel goed vir die Afrikaanse weergawe, marginaal vir die Engelse 

weergawe en swak vir die Setswana-weergawe van die skaal. Die faktore wat verkry is, het 

lae betroubaarheidsindekse gehad. Die Engelse en Afrikaanse weergawes van die skaal het 

konfigurele, metriese en gedeeltelike skalaarinvariansie getoon. Hierdie bevindings het nie 

alleen probleme met die spesifieke skaal uitgelig nie, maar dit het ook vrae laat ontstaan oor 

die universaliteitsaanname van die teorie van basiese psigologiese behoeftes. Die studie het 

ook die linguistiese en kulturele kompleksiteite uitgelig wat betrokke is wanneer daar binne 

diverse en multikulturele kontekste gewerk word.  

In geheel het belangrike gevolgtrekkings oor die teorie en meting van EWS 

gekristaliseer. Die studie het getoon dat die oordrag van teorieë en hul operasionaliserings 
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van een konteks of kultuur na ŉ ander met omsigtigheid gedoen moet word en dat meting 

binne diverse multikulturele kontekste bepaalde kompleksiteite en uitdagings meebring. Dit 

is verder bevind dat die nuanses van hoë vlakke van positiewe trekke en ervarings moontlik 

nie goed verstaan word nie. Die bevindings het daarop gedui dat ŉ sterk algemene faktor van 

welstand bestaan, terwyl daar terselfdertyd unieke subdimensies onderskei en geïnterpreteer 

kan word, gegewe dat die subdimensies omvattend gemeet word. Algemene riglyne wat die 

konstruksie van meetinstrumente van EWS in diverse kontekste sal bevorder, het uit die 

studie voortgevloei. Byvoorbeeld, die kardinale belang van behoorlike aandag aan die 

substantiewe fase van skaalontwikkeling, waar die konstruk duidelik oor die volle spektrum 

van die latente veranderlike kontinuum gekonseptualiseer word, is uitgelig, asook die 

belangrikheid daarvan om omgekeerde items op ŉ toepaslike wyse te gebruik. Hierdie studie 

kan meewerk aan die bevordering van die wetenskap van EWS op teoretiese en 

metingsvlakke, wat weer toegepas kan word om kultuursensitiewe intervensies te ontwikkel 

wat werklik die lewens van mense verbeter. 
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Section 1: Introduction 

The focus of the present study was to study the measurement of eudaimonic well-

being (EWB) across countries and cultures using modern psychometric techniques. In this 

process, insight would not only be gained on the applicability of the selected measurement 

instruments in various contexts, but also on the theories underlying these measures and their 

transferability to different groups. In addition, the implications of the findings in this study 

would go beyond the specific instruments and theories, as the use of modern psychometric 

techniques in the present study would allow for fresh views on the theory and measurement 

of EWB in general.  

Eudaimonic Well-being (EWB) 

Interest in exploring the nature of and improving psychosocial well-being receives 

widespread attention in contemporary literature. Two main approaches to understanding well-

being are often distinguished, namely the hedonic perspective, which considers “feeling 

good” (Diener, 1984; Kahneman, Diener, & Schwarz, 1999) and the eudaimonic view, which 

focuses on “functioning well” (Deci & Ryan, 2008a; Huta & Ryan, 2010; Waterman, 1993; 

Waterman et al., 2010). While the distinction between hedonic and eudaimonic well-being is 

sometimes debated in the literature (cf., Biswas-Diener, Kashdan, & King, 2009; Kashdan, 

Biswas-Diener, & King, 2008), many researchers agree that, although the two perspectives 

are interrelated, they are distinct, and each viewpoint contributes to a more comprehensive 

understanding of mental well-being (Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker, & Garbinsky, 2013; Delle 

Fave, Brdar, Wissing, & Vella-Brodrick, 2013; Henderson & Knight, 2012; Huta & Ryan, 

2010; Joshanloo, 2015; Vittersø & Søholt, 2011; Waterman, Schwartz, & Conti, 2008). In the 

past, the well-being research arena was dominated by studies of hedonic well-being, but 

lately research on eudaimonic well-being came to the fore. 
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Philosophically, eudaimonia evolved to have different meanings attached to the 

notion (Waterman, 2013). Different angles within eudaimonic philosophy have been 

translated into diverse psychological theories of EWB. For example, Waterman’s work on 

eudaimonic identity theory and personal expressiveness (Waterman, 1990, 1993, 2008; 

Waterman & Schwartz, 2013), Sheldon’s self-concordance theory (Sheldon, 2002, 2013), 

Ryff’s theory of psychological well-being (Ryff, 1989b, 2013; Ryff & Singer, 2008), Keyes’s 

(1998) theory of social well-being, and the self-determination theory (Ryan, Curren, & Deci, 

2013; Ryan & Deci, 2000b; Ryan, Huta, & Deci, 2008) are associated with EWB. The work 

of the virtue ethicists, who assert that excellence is not about one’s possessions or status, but 

about the kind of person one is as expressed in virtues such as courage, honesty, and justice, 

also falls within the domain of eudaimonic research (Fowers, 2005, 2012; Richardson, 2012; 

Slife, 2012). Furthermore, research about meaning in life is related to EWB (Frankl, 1963; 

Morgan & Farsides, 2009; Ryff, 1989b; Ryff & Singer, 2008; Steger, 2009; Steger, Frazier, 

Oishi, & Kaler, 2006; Steger, Shin, Shim, & Fitch-Martin, 2013; Wong, 2011). Recently, the 

relational nature of meaning was emphasised (Delle Fave & Soosai-Nathan, 2014; Wissing, 

2014), where interconnectedness was not only seen as a prominent source of meaning, but 

actually as “the core essence of meaning itself” (Delle Fave & Soosai-Nathan, 2014, p. 33).    

The endeavour to study EWB depends inter alia on the development of high quality 

measurement instruments that accurately and comprehensively operationalise the relevant 

theoretical understanding of the construct, and the development of such measures will, in 

turn, contribute to growth in the theoretical understanding of the construct. It was already 

acknowledged by Cronbach and Meehl (1955) that the development of an assessment 

measure and the understanding of the underlying phenomenon go hand-in-hand – the process 

of measurement and the scientific questions it attempts to answer interact continuously 

(DeVellis, 2012).  
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In the present study, three theories that fall within the domain of EWB and their 

operationalisations were relevant. First, the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (Steger et al., 

2006) operationalises Steger’s (2009) model of meaning in life. This model differentiates 

between presence of meaning, which involves “the extent to which people comprehend, make 

sense of, or see significance in their lives, accompanied by the degree to which they perceive 

themselves to have a purpose, mission, or overarching aim in life” (Steger, 2009, p. 682) and 

search for meaning, which refers to “the strength, intensity, and activity of people’s desire 

and efforts to establish and/or augment their understanding of the meaning, significance, and 

purpose of their lives” (Steger, Kashdan, Sullivan, & Lorentz, 2008, p. 200). Second, the 

Mental Health Continuum Short Form (Keyes, 2006, 2009; Keyes et al., 2008) is an 

operationalisation of a theory of overall positive mental health that includes both hedonic 

well-being (labelled emotional well-being) in terms of positive affect and satisfaction with 

life, and eudaimonic well-being in terms of Ryff’s six dimensions of psychological or 

personal well-being (1989b), and Keyes’s five dimensions of social well-being (1998) in its 

conceptualisation. Although the theory defines hedonic well-being to be one of the 

dimensions of well-being, the emphasis in this theory is on a eudaimonic understanding of 

what it means to be mentally healthy. This is also evident from the ratio of the items in the 

Mental Health Continuum Short Form, where three items measure hedonic well-being, while 

11 items target eudaimonic well-being. In the light of the prominence of EWB in the theory 

and scale, and the fact that hedonic and eudaimonic well-being are interrelated (Delle Fave et 

al., 2013; Waterman, 2008), we deemed it appropriate to include the theory and scale in the 

present study which focuses on EWB. Third, the Basic Psychological Needs Scale (Gagné, 

2003) operationalises basic psychological needs theory, a prominent sub-theory of self-

determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000, 2008b). This theory asserts that the satisfaction of 

the three basic psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness is essential for 
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the actualisation of human potential, and the frustration thereof the source of psychological 

ill-being and dysfunction (Deci & Ryan, 2000). In this theory, autonomy concerns an 

experience of volition and choice in behaviour regulation, competence refers to an experience 

of efficacy concerning one’s internal and external environment, and relatedness concerns a 

sense of being connected to and cared for (Ryan et al., 2008).   

The development of all of the above instruments was based on data from the USA. 

Although several cross-cultural studies have been conducted on some of the scales, a need 

exists for the application of new frontline statistical procedures to obtain insight into the 

functioning of the measures and theories, also cross-culturally. In addition, for some of the 

scales there is a lack of validation studies based on non-Western data. In order for science to 

grow in its understanding of EWB in a diverse global society, further research to explore the 

psychometric qualities of measures of EWB across different cultures and contexts, also using 

modern psychometric techniques, is imperative.  

Cross-cultural Measurement and Scale Validation 

Many different definitions for culture exist. Triandis (2007) identified three aspects 

that are considered characteristic of culture, namely that “culture emerges in adaptive 

interactions between humans and environments”, that “culture consists of shared elements”, 

and that “culture is transmitted across time periods and generations” (pp. 64-65). In the past, 

cross-cultural literature placed much emphasis on differences between individualistic and 

collectivistic cultures, but, according to Cohen (2009, 2010), many other forms of culture 

exist, for example, religion, socioeconomic status, and region within a country.  

Culture is widely considered a fundamental variable to be integrated in theory and 

empirical research on human behaviour (Matsumoto & Yoo, 2006). Although cross-cultural 

comparisons have been conducted on various positive psychology constructs in quantitative, 

qualitative, and mixed methods studies, there is still much space for exploration and growth 
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in comprehension (Knoop & Delle Fave, 2013). This is especially the case for studies from a 

EWB perspective, since much of the cross-cultural explorations to date was done on hedonic 

well-being constructs (Diener, 2009; Veenhoven, 2010, 2012). One avenue of development 

involves validly assessing and comparing levels of EWB across different cultural contexts. 

This involves establishing cross-cultural equivalence of the construct and the measurement 

instruments designed to assess it – a vital step to ensure valid inferences in studies across 

cultures (Oishi, 2010; Van de Vijver & Leung, 2011).  

Bias is defined as the presence of nuisance factors and occurs when aspects of the 

measurement instrument do not have the same meaning within and across cultures 

(Poortinga, 1989). Van de Vijver (2011) and Van de Vijver and Leung (1997, 2011) 

distinguished three types of bias. Construct bias occurs if the definitions of the construct 

overlap only partially across different cultures, often because of differential appropriateness 

of behaviours associated with the construct. Method bias occurs, for example, if the samples 

from the different cultural groups are not comparable, when there are differences in the 

administration conditions, when questionnaire instructions differ, due to communication 

problems between respondents and interviewers, when the different groups have differential 

familiarity with the stimulus materials or response procedures, or due to differential response 

styles (e.g., acquiescence) in the various groups. Item bias refers to differential item 

functioning and occurs due to incongruities at item level, which causes respondents on the 

same level of the underlying construct to have different mean scores because of different 

cultural origins. Item bias can, for example, arise due to poor item translations, ambiguities in 

the original item, or inappropriateness of the item content in some cultures.      

Bias has an effect on the comparability of measurement outcomes. Equivalence can 

be understood as the level of comparability of scores and hierarchically nested types of 

equivalence are often distinguished (Poortinga, 1989; Van de Vijver, 2011; Van de Vijver & 
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Leung, 2011). Construct inequivalence implies that the construct lacks shared meaning, 

which impedes any cross-cultural comparisons. This can, for example, occur when 

psychological constructs are culture-specific, such as culture-bound syndromes. Examples 

include Amok in Asian countries like Indonesia and Malaysia, which involves a brief period 

of persecutory thoughts and aggressive behaviour succeeding an insult, not afterwards 

recollected by the individual (Van de Vijver & Leung, 2011), as well as Brain Fag Syndrome 

in African countries, including South Africa, which is a condition experienced by high school 

or university students (often during periods of intensive reading prior to examinations) where 

they experience cognitive impairments in concentration, memory and comprehension, as well 

as somatic symptoms like head and neck pain and burning, blurred vision, and pain and tears 

in the eyes (Aina & Morakinyo, 2011; Peltzer, 2002; Peltzer, Cherian, & Cherian, 1998). An 

instrument shows structural equivalence if it measures the same construct(s) in all the groups 

involved. In operational terms this implies that the instrument must have the same factor 

structure in all groups. Functional equivalence, a specific type of structural equivalence, 

involves that the nomological network of the scale is identical across the different groups. In 

other words, the instrument has similar patterns of convergent and discriminant validity in the 

various groups. Instruments demonstrate metric equivalence if their measurement scales have 

the same units of measurement, but different origins. Interval- or ratio-level scale scores are 

assumed. Any source of bias, such as social desirability or stimulus familiarity, will move the 

scores of the different groups differentially, but the relative scores of the individuals within a 

group will not be influenced. Scalar or full score equivalence assumes identical interval or 

ratio scales and the same origin for all groups in the study. Only if the instrument shows 

scalar equivalence for the different groups, can cross-cultural comparisons on the mean 

scores be made (Poortinga, 1989; Van de Vijver, 2011; Van de Vijver & Leung, 2011).    
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In cross-cultural research, the aim is firstly to establish measurement equivalence for 

respondents from all groups involved in the study, so that future studies can compare the 

occurrence, determinants and consequences of the latent factor scores (Van de Schoot, 

Lugtig, & Hox, 2012). Measurement equivalence can be dealt with by a priori procedures 

(applied before data collection), as well as a posteriori procedures (applied after data 

collection). These procedures are complementary and the validity of the conclusions drawn 

from the cross-cultural study can be maximised by combining these approaches. A priori 

procedures include the qualitative evaluation of the relevance and representativeness of the 

content of the measurement instrument within each cultural group where it will be applied, 

formulation of the items to maximise the appropriateness of the items for all groups involved, 

careful planning of the sampling approach, thorough training of test administrators, and 

development of an extensive manual and administration protocol (Fischer & Fontaine, 2011; 

Van de Vijver & Leung, 2011). A posteriori procedures deal particularly with the assessment 

of structural equivalence and the detection of item bias. Methods to investigate structural 

invariance include multidimensional scaling, principal component analysis, exploratory factor 

analysis, and confirmatory factor analysis (cf., Fischer & Fontaine, 2011). To detect item bias 

one can use, for example, the delta plot method, standardisation, the Mantel-Haenszel 

method, item response theory, and logistic regression (cf., Sireci, 2011).  

This study will address the limited extent of cross-cultural studies of EWB in existing 

literature by exploring the psychometric properties of widely used EWB scales cross-

culturally using a posteriori procedures from a modern psychometric perspective. 

Measurement from a Modern Psychometric Perspective 

Various approaches exist to explore scales’ psychometric attributes. Modern 

psychometric techniques enable us to develop and assess the functioning of measurement 

instruments with increasing rigour. Techniques that arose as superior alternatives to 
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traditional classical test theory approaches to scale validation include item response theory 

and Rasch modelling and structural equation modelling and confirmatory factor analysis. 

These techniques will be introduced briefly.   

Item Response Theory (IRT) and Rasch Modelling 

 IRT has lately received growing attention and is often considered a modern and 

superior alternative to classical test theory (DeVellis, 2012). Classical test theory is based on 

the assumption that an observed score is the true score plus error. In classical test theory, this 

error term includes all other influences on the observed variable and there is no 

differentiation between different sources of error, for example, different time points, settings, 

or items (DeVellis, 2006, 2012). In contrast, IRT methods discriminate more finely among 

different sources of error, especially regarding features of individual items that may influence 

their performance (DeVellis, 2012).  

IRT is a set of mathematical models that is utilised to describe the probabilistic 

relationship between a person’s response to an item from a measurement scale and his or her 

level on the latent trait measured by the questionnaire (Reeve & Fayers, 2005). Different IRT 

models exist, based on the functional form that is specified for the relationship between the 

underlying latent trait and the item response probability. The Rasch model (Andrich, 1978; 

Rasch, 1960) is the simplest IRT model, which specifies only one parameter, namely item 

difficulty. The Rasch model’s significant strength is that it evaluates whether the data 

correspond with the axioms of additive conjoint measurement. This provides a method 

whereby ordinal data, such as data from a Likert scale, are transformed into continuous, equal 

interval units (logits), which allows for the summation of the items’ raw scores, where the 

summed raw score is a sufficient statistic (Da Rocha, Chachamovich, De Almeida Fleck, & 

Tennant, 2013; Hagquist, Bruce, & Gustavsson, 2009; Karabatsos, 2001).  Rasch analysis is 

useful in the development of new measurement instruments and in the evaluation of the 
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psychometric properties of existing instruments where it can provide insight into the 

functioning of the response categories, unidimensionality, the scale’s targeting, and 

differential item functioning across demographic groups (Myers, Wolfe, Feltz, & Penfield, 

2006; Tennant & Conaghan, 2007). Given the positive characteristics of the Rasch model and 

the possibilities it creates in terms of data analysis and interpretation, the analytical procedure 

was applied in the present study.  

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 

Structural equation modelling (SEM) is a confirmatory approach to statistical analysis 

where the structural theory of some phenomenon is tested (Byrne, 2012). The aim of SEM is 

to test hypotheses regarding the mean, variance, and covariance structures of a set of 

variables that are strongly rooted in theoretically or empirically derived expectations (Bowen 

& Guo, 2012). SEM is particularly suitable for assessing hypotheses regarding “latent 

constructs”, which are abstract phenomena typically found in the social sciences, such as 

emotions, attitudes, cognitions, behaviour patterns, or experiences that are not directly 

observable or measurable using a single item (Bowen & Guo, 2012). When applied to latent 

variables, SEM can involve a measurement model that describes how a set of observed 

variables represents the latent construct that is measured, and a structural model that 

postulates how the latent variables are related (Bowen & Guo, 2012; Byrne, 2012). 

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) within a SEM framework pertains specifically to the 

measurement model.  

CFA provides an alternative to traditionally used exploratory factor analysis (EFA). 

Both CFA and EFA aim to establish which sets of observed variables define latent constructs, 

as is evident in the fact that they share common variance-covariance features (Schumacker & 

Lomax, 2010). In EFA, the aim is to explore which sets of observed variables group together 

to form factors. One would typically explore various alternative models in order to find a 
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model that fits the data well and then seek for theoretical support for the obtained model 

(Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). To the contrary, the goal of CFA is to statistically test a 

hypothesised model based on theory or previous empirical findings in order to confirm 

whether the sample data endorse that model (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). EFA is typically 

appropriate for use in the early phases of developing a scale to obtain preliminary insight into 

an instrument’s factor structure and the functioning of the items. CFA is suitable in the later 

stages of scale development to determine how well the items capture the hypothesised 

structure of the latent variables and to determine whether the measure is equivalent across 

different groups or time points (Bowen & Guo, 2012). Recently, exploratory structural 

equation modelling (ESEM) has been introduced, which integrates the features of SEM-based 

CFA and EFA (Marsh, Morin, Parker, & Kaur, 2014).  

When used at the appropriate point during scale development, SEM-based CFA has 

some advantages over traditional EFA approaches. For example, when using CFA it is 

possible to specify that certain items’ error terms are correlated, which is not possible with 

EFA (DeVellis, 2012). In addition, whereas EFA requires the analyst to either allow all the 

factors to correlate with one another or to all be independent, CFA provides options where 

some factors can be specified to correlate while others are independent, as postulated by the 

underlying theory (DeVellis, 2012). Also, CFA provides appropriate weights (the factor 

loadings) for all items when composite scores are calculated for use in subsequent analyses, 

which yield more accurate factor scores than scores obtained when item scores are simply 

averaged (Bowen & Guo, 2012). Yet another advantage is that SEM-based CFA offers 

opportunities to test more complex models that better represent the nuances of sophisticated 

theories, such as higher-order models (Byrne, 2012), bifactor models (Reise, 2012; Reise, 

Moore, & Haviland, 2010), and models where method effects are accounted for (Brown, 

2015). In the light of the fact that the theories and their corresponding instruments that were 
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investigated in the present study are well-researched in other contexts, or using other 

statistical methods, it was deemed appropriate to apply confirmatory factor analysis in the 

present study. In addition, it was hypothesised that more complex models that allow for the 

incorporation of a bifactor approach or a negative-worded method effect, would suit the data 

best. In order to apply these models, a CFA approach is needed.   

The Present Study 

The overall aim of the present study was to further the process of understanding and 

measuring EWB across countries and cultures by exploring the cross-cultural psychometric 

properties of scales that operationalise three prominent theories that fall within the domain of 

eudaimonic well-being using modern psychometric approaches. This was done by preparing 

three manuscripts for target journals that will be presented in accordance with the guidelines 

provided for the authors of the respective journals. The first study (Section 2, Manuscript 1) 

applied Rasch modelling to explore the psychometric properties of the Meaning in Life 

Questionnaire (Steger et al., 2006) among adults from South Africa, Australia, and New 

Zealand. This manuscript was published by Health and Quality of Life Outcomes (Schutte, 

Wissing, Ellis, Jose, & Vella-Brodrick, 2016). The second study (Section 3, Manuscript 2) 

investigated the appropriateness of a bifactor model for three language versions of the Mental 

Health Continuum Short Form (Keyes, 2006, 2009; Keyes et al., 2008) with analyses done on 

single- and multi-group levels. This manuscript was submitted to Social Indicators Research. 

The third study (Section 4, Manuscript 3) explored the psychometric properties of three 

language versions of the Basic Psychological Needs Scale (Gagné, 2003). This manuscript 

was submitted to the Journal of Personality Assessment. The thesis concludes with a final 

section (Section 5) presenting conclusions, implications, and recommendations based on the 

findings from this study.  
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This study contributes by: (i) Exploring the psychometric properties of measurement 

instruments of eudaimonic well-being across different countries and cultures, and thereby 

providing insight into validity and usefulness of the scales in these contexts and cross-

culturally; (ii) Providing new insights into the functioning of commonly used measures of 

eudaimonic well-being through the application of modern psychometric techniques; and (iii) 

Contributing towards the further development of theoretical understandings of eudaimonic 

well-being. 
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Section 2: Manuscript 1 

 

Rasch analysis of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire among adults from South Africa, 

Australia, and New Zealand 

 

Published in 

 

Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 
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2.1. Guidelines for authors 

Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 

These guidelines were retrieved from:  

https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines  

“Before you submit your manuscript, please ensure that you have satisfied all formatting 

requirements and have all the required supporting information as listed below. If you have 

any questions about the submission process or preparation of your manuscript, please contact 

info@biomedcentral.com. 

Manuscripts cannot be submitted to more than one journal at a time and cannot be submitted 

by anyone other than one of the authors. The submitting author takes responsibility for the 

submission on behalf of all authors. All authors must consent to the submission. 

1. Correctly format your manuscript 

Health and Quality of Life Outcomes publishes the following article types. Please click on the 

relevant article type below for instructions on how to format your manuscript. 

 Research article 

 Commentary 

 Letter to the Editor 

 Review 

 Short report 

 Study protocol 

Figures  

Figures must be uploaded as separate files and not embedded in your manuscript. 

See Preparing figures for more information. 

Tables 

Smaller tables that are considered integral to the manuscript can be pasted at the end of the 

manuscript file in A4 portrait or landscape format. Larger tables can be uploaded separately 

as additional files. 

See Preparing tables for more information. 

Additional files 

You may provide datasets, tables, movies, or other information as additional files. These will 

be published along with the article. Do not include files such as patient consent forms, 

https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines
mailto:info@biomedcentral.com
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/research-article
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/commentary
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/letter-to-the-editor
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/review
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/short-report
https://hqlo.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/study-protocol
http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/preparing-your-manuscript-and-supporting-information#preparing+figures
http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/preparing-your-manuscript-and-supporting-information#preparing+tables
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certificates of language editing, or revised versions of the main manuscript document with 

tracked changes. 

The maximum file size for additional files is 20MB each, and files will be virus-scanned on 

submission. 

See Preparing additional files for more information. 

2. Prepare supporting information 

Please make sure you have the following information available before you attempt to submit 

your manuscript: 

Author information 

Full names and email addresses of all co-authors on your manuscript. 

Cover letter 

A cover letter that includes the following information, as well as any additional information 

requested in the instructions for your specific article type (see main manuscript section 

above): 

 An explanation of why your manuscript should be published in Health and Quality of 

Life Outcomes 

 An explanation of any issues relating to journal policies 

 A declaration of any potential competing interests 

 Confirmation that all authors have approved the manuscript for submission 

 Confirmation that the content of the manuscript has not been published, or submitted 

for publication elsewhere (see our duplicate publication policy) 

 If you are submitting a manuscript to a particular special issue, please refer to its 

specific name in your covering letter 

You may suggest potential peer reviewers for your manuscript. If you wish to do so, please 

provide institutional email addresses where possible, or information which will help the 

Editor to verify the identity of the reviewer (for example an ORCID or Scopus ID). 

Intentionally falsifying information, for example, suggesting reviewers with a false name or 

email address, will result in rejection of your manuscript and may lead to further 

investigation in line with our misconduct policy. See our editorial policies for guidance on 

suggesting peer reviewers. 

Excluding peer reviewers 

During submission you may enter details of anyone who you would prefer not to review your 

manuscript. 

The following information must be included under the Declarations section of your 

manuscript. You will be asked about this information during submission of your manuscript. 

http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/preparing-your-manuscript-and-supporting-information#preparing+additional+files
http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#duplicate+publication
http://orcid.org/
http://www.scopus.com/
http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#peer+review
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found. For some journals, deposition of your data is mandatory (see information on 

individual article types above). For journals where data deposition is not mandatory, BioMed 

Central strongly encourages all datasets on which the conclusions of the manuscript rely be 

either deposited in publicly available repositories or presented in the main paper or additional 

supporting files. If you do not wish to share your data, please state that data will not be 

shared, and state the reason. 
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 All authors of the manuscript have read and agreed to its content and are accountable 

for all aspects of the accuracy and integrity of the manuscript in accordance with 

ICMJE criteria 

 That the manuscript is original, has not already been published in a journal, and is not 
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Abstract 

Background: Meaning in life is a key indicator of subjective well-being and quality of 

life. Further developments in understanding and enhancing the construct will depend inter 

alia on the sound measurement thereof. This study is at the forefront of applying modern 

psychometric techniques to the Meaning in Life Questionnaire, a scale widely used to assess 

meaning in life.  

Method: The Rasch rating scale model was applied to the Presence and Search 

subscales of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire using a sample of 601 adults from South 

Africa, Australia, and New Zealand.  

Results: The Presence subscale was insensitive at high levels of presence of meaning 

while the majority of the respondents fell in that range. Removal of item 9 (“My life has no 

clear purpose”) and collapsing the response categories indicative of low and medium levels 

of the latent construct significantly improved the subscale’s targeting and fit to the Rasch 

model, resulting in a subscale that exhibited differential item functioning on items 1 (“I 

understand my life’s meaning”), 4 (“My life has a clear sense of purpose”), and 5 (“I have a 

good sense of what makes my life meaningful”) for country, but none for gender, age group, 

or education level. The Search subscale yielded disordered category threshold calibrations, 

but after collapsing some of the response categories representing low and medium levels of 

the target construct, a subscale that demonstrated good fit to the Rasch model, good targeting, 

and no differential item functioning resulted.  

Conclusions: In terms of this particular scale, adaptation of the rating scale and 

removal of item 9 is recommended. Country-level parameter estimates may be needed for 

items that exhibited differential item functioning. The study also has significant implications 

for the theory, measurement, and practice of meaning in and quality of life in general. 

Reasons for and the far-reaching implications of the insensitivity of the Presence subscale for 
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high levels of presence of meaning on, for example, the correlation between meaning in life 

and indicators of health are contemplated. Further investigation of the construct’s nature and 

measurement, especially at high levels, is indicated. 

 

Keywords: Rasch modelling, Meaning in Life Questionnaire, eudaimonic well-being, 

psychometric properties, modern psychometrics, item response theory, positive psychology, 

quality of life  
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Rasch analysis of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire among adults from South Africa, 

Australia, and New Zealand 

Background 

Quality of life involves an evaluative judgement of an individual’s physical, 

cognitive, emotional, and social functioning and can be based on subjective (self-report) 

and/or objective (independent sources of information) indicators [1, 2]. Although quality of 

life research traditionally focused on situations and factors that undermine or endanger 

quality of life, recent research has increasingly stressed the importance of incorporating 

positive constructs, such as subjective well-being, positive emotions, and character virtues 

and strengths in the conceptualisation and study of quality of life [2, 3]. One of the key 

constructs that is widely considered an integral part of a life well-lived and quality of life is 

meaning in life [4-7]. A myriad of studies have explored the relationship between meaning in 

life and mental well-being, as well as psychopathology [8]. Also, the association between 

meaning in life and health-related quality of life has been established in multiple studies [9].  

In order to study meaning in life and its quality of life concomitants, the construct has 

to be conceptualised theoretically. Different models are used in the literature to conceptualise 

this complex phenomenon, for example those of Wong [10], Schnell [11], and Steger [12]. 

Steger’s model differentiates between presence of meaning, which involves “the extent to 

which people comprehend, make sense of, or see significance in their lives, accompanied by 

the degree to which they perceive themselves to have a purpose, mission, or overarching aim 

in life” [12], and search for meaning, which refers to “the strength, intensity, and activity of 

people’s desire and efforts to establish and/or augment their understanding of the meaning, 

significance, and purpose of their lives” [13].   

Theoretically and empirically sound measurement instruments that assess meaning in 

life are crucial for the rigorous study of the construct, to understand its associations with 
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psychological well-being and psychopathology, and to assess the impact of interventions 

targeting meaning in life. Various models of meaning have been operationalized in self-report 

questionnaires (see [14] for a systematic review of these measures). One such scale that is 

widely used and recognized for its outstanding psychometric properties [14] is the Meaning 

in Life Questionnaire (MLQ) [15], which operationalizes Steger’s [12] model of meaning in 

life. Steger et al. [15] showed that the scale, which consists of two subscales corresponding to 

the theory, namely Presence of Meaning (MLQ-P) and Search for Meaning (MLQ-S), 

demonstrated sufficient internal consistency and test-retest reliability, as well as structural, 

convergent, and discriminant validity in three American student samples.  

Since the initial development study of the MLQ [15], which utilised only data from 

American student samples, good psychometric properties of the scale have been shown in a 

number of other contexts, cultures, and translations. For example, validity and reliability were 

shown for the English version of the scale among a web-based survey of adults [16], an 

American sample of people diagnosed with serious mental illnesses in an inpatient setting 

[17], and in a multi-cultural South African student setting [18]; for the Japanese translation of 

the scale among a Japanese student sample [19]; for the Spanish translation of the scale 

among a Spanish student sample [20]; and for the Turkish version of the scale among a 

combined college student and adult community sample [21]. 

Even though the MLQ is widely appraised to possess good psychometric properties 

[14] and the measure has been found to function well across age groups [13] and cross-

culturally [13, 21, 22], the scale has, as far as we are aware of, never been evaluated from an 

item response theory (IRT) perspective. IRT provides a modern and reputedly superior 

alternative to classical test theory, as it discriminates more finely among different sources of 

error, especially regarding features of individual items that may influence their performance 

[23]. The family of IRT models share the assumption that the probability of a respondent 
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endorsing any particular item is considered to be a function of the respondent’s level on the 

underlying latent variable that is measured and the characteristics of the item [24].  

The Rasch model, specifying only one parameter to characterize each item (item 

difficulty), is the simplest IRT model and was developed by the Danish mathematician, 

Georg Rasch [25, 26]. Unlike in other IRT models and classical test theory techniques where 

the intent is to find a model that best fits the data, the Rasch model requires the data to fit the 

model in order to yield objective measurement [27]. The Rasch model postulates that useful 

measurement involves a unidimensional construct increasing or decreasing monotonically 

along an interval scale [28]. Rasch modelling provides a method to transform ordinal data 

(e.g. data from Likert-type items) into continuous, equal interval units (logits), which allows 

for the summation of the items’ raw scores, where the summed raw score is a sufficient 

statistic [29, 30]. Rasch analysis can be used in scale development, for example by reviewing 

the functioning of the response categories, the unidimensionality of the scale, and the 

targeting of the measure [31]. Moreover, Rasch modelling can be used to investigate 

differential item functioning (i.e., when different demographic groups responded 

differentially to an item despite equal levels of the latent construct), thus enhancing the 

assessment of item-level cross-cultural invariance of measurement scales [32]. 

The Present Study 

In the present study, the Meaning in Life Questionnaire [15] was examined against the 

assumptions of the Rasch model. This is the first known study where the scale is analysed 

using an item response theory (in particular, Rasch modelling) approach. By applying the 

Rasch model, we explored the unidimensionality of each subscale, the functionality of the 

response categories, and how well the sample was targeted by the scale. We also examined 

differential item functioning (DIF) of the scale for a range of demographic variables.  

Method 
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Participants 

The sample (N = 601) consisted of about equal sized groups of adults from South 

Africa, New Zealand, and Australia, who all completed the original English version of the 

MLQ as part of a battery of scales used in the international Eudaimonic and Hedonic 

Happiness Investigation (EHHI) project [33]. Participants were selected to be fluent in 

English, have at least secondary education, and be between 30 and 60 years of age. The aim 

was to factorially cross gender, age (three age groups of 30-39 years, 40-49 years, and 50-60 

years), and education level (secondary and tertiary education). The socio-demographic profile 

of the sample is summarised in Table 1. 

Measures 

Socio-demographic questionnaire. Demographic information of each participant, 

including country of residence, gender, age group, and education level, was obtained.  

Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ) [15]. The MLQ comprises two subscales 

that was developed to be relatively independent: Presence of Meaning (MLQ-P) and Search 

for Meaning (MLQ-S) [15]. Responses to 10 statements are provided on a rating scale with 

response options 1 = Absolutely Untrue, 2 = Mostly Untrue, 3 = Somewhat Untrue, 4 = Can’t 

Say True or False, 5 = Somewhat True, 6 = Mostly True, and 7 = Absolutely True. In the 

original validation study among American students, the scale exhibited good internal 

consistency and test-retest reliability, as well as structural, convergent, and discriminant 

validity, with the Cronbach’s alpha values of the Presence subscale varying between 0.82 and 

0.86 and for the Search subscale between 0.86 and 0.87 [15]. Good internal consistency 

reliability was found in South African student [18], New Zealand adult [34], and web-based 

Australian samples [35], with alpha-values of .85, .90, and .88, respectively, for the MLQ-P, 

and .94, .91, and .92, respectively, for the MLQ-S.  .  

Procedure and Ethical Considerations  
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A mixed-methods cross-sectional survey design was used, where participants 

responded to open-ended questions related to happiness, meaning in life, and goals, and 

completed a battery of quantitative measurement scales. For the current investigation, only 

responses to socio-demographic questions and the MLQ were used. In order to avoid the 

potential complications of missing values and imputation techniques in Rasch analyses, 

respondents who generated missing values on the MLQ were removed from the sample. This 

involved 15 participants from South Africa, whose removal was justified by the fact that the 

original South African sample was larger than the samples from Australia and New Zealand. 

The sample from New Zealand contained no missing responses, and for the Australian 

sample six respondents were removed. Ethical approval was obtained from the respective 

regulatory ethics committees in each country. Participants were recruited by research leaders 

within each country using poster and newspaper advertisements and the snowball-method. 

Participants were provided with information on the study prior to voluntary participation.  

Data Analysis 

Data were analysed using the Rasch rating scale model [25], which assumes that the 

distances between the thresholds of polytomous items (i.e., the probabilistic midpoints 

between adjacent response categories) are equal across all items. The Winsteps® 3.81 

software [36] was used for all analyses, except for the graphical presentation of the person-

item threshold distributions (Figure 2), which was obtained from RUMM2030TM [37]. The 

MLQ-P and MLQ-S were evaluated separately, since the scale was designed to yield two 

relatively independent subscales [15]. Since no single aspect of Rasch analysis is definitive in 

identifying the optimal data-model relationship, multiple tests and graphical representations 

should be used to examine the characteristics of the items and persons [30]. The following 

interrelated facets of Rasch analysis should be considered simultaneously to inform decisions.  
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Person and item separation and reliability. Person separation and reliability indices 

indicate how well one can discern persons along the measured variable [28] and values larger 

than 2 and 0.8, respectively, imply that the items are sensitive enough to differentiate two 

levels of persons according to their level of intensity on the construct (high and low scorers) 

[38]. Item separation and reliability indices are indicative of the capacity of the instrument to 

define a unique hierarchy of items along the measured construct [28] and values larger than 3 

and 0.9, respectively, suggest that the sample is large enough to confirm the item challenge 

order (on three levels of item challenge) [38].  

Unidimensionality and local independence. According to the Rasch model, useful 

measurement is obtained when a unidimensional construct is measured by locally 

independent items [30]. In terms of unidimensionality, item infit or outfit mean square 

statistics smaller than 0.6 can be indicative of overfit, and values larger than 1.4 of underfit 

when the rating scale model is used [28]. The point-biserial correlation of an item indicates 

whether higher scores on the item correspond with higher levels of the underlying construct 

and positive values are expected [38]. In addition, lack of unidimensionality may exist when 

the eigenvalue of the first contrast in a Rasch principal components analysis of the residuals 

(PCA-R) (i.e., the first component after the Rasch component has been removed) is larger 

than 2.0, and when the variance explained by the Rasch component is small (e.g., < 40%) 

[38]. Correlations between the residuals of item pairs of around 0.7 are indicative of high 

local dependence, while correlations around 0.4 are considered to be low [38].  

Response category functioning. Rasch analysis enables the researcher to investigate 

how the respondents used the rating scale so that scale developers can decide on the optimal 

number and combination of rating scale categories [39, 31]. This task can be accomplished by 

examining how the data fit the Rasch model after response categories were collapsed. Bond 

and Fox [28] provided guidelines in this regard, including that the collapse should make 
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intuitive sense and that the ideal is to create a uniform frequency distribution over the 

categories with each category containing at least 10 observations. Also, the average measures 

of the categories and the category threshold estimates should increase monotonically, with 

the category threshold estimates having steep gradients (at least 1.4 logits, but no more than 

5.0 logits) to ensure that each category represents a distinct portion of the latent variable – 

this can also be investigated graphically by looking at the category probability curves. Lastly, 

the infit and outfit mean square statistics of each response category should be less than 2.0.   

Targeting. Rasch analysis can be used to detect gaps in the continuum of the 

measured construct by identifying poor targeted items or persons, such as items for which 

there is an insufficient number of persons with an intensity level comparable to the item 

challengea, or persons for which there is an insufficient number of items with a challenge 

level comparable to the person’s intensity [40]. This goal can be attained by examining the 

person-item threshold distributions generated by RUMM2030TM, which offers a visual 

comparison of the distribution of the person intensity levels (top part of the graph) and the 

item challenge levels (bottom part of the graph) along the latent trait continuum, with the 

information provided by the items also mapped onto the person distribution.  

Differential item functioning. Rasch analysis can assist in identifying differential 

item functioning (DIF), which occurs when different groups of people within the sample 

responded in a different way to an item despite equal levels of the construct that was 

measured. In this study, uniform DIF [31] was investigated for country, gender, age group, 

and education level. The degree of DIF was assessed by comparing p-values from the 

polytomous version of the Mantel-Haenszel statistic [41, 42] against a Bonferroni-corrected 

5% significance level, as well as the DIF Contrast, which is indicative of moderate to large 

DIF when it is larger than or equal to 0.64 [38].   

Results 
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Results for the Presence Subscale 

MLQ-P. Although the MLQ-P yielded person and item separation and reliability 

indices that were in line with the guidelines and the results from the PCA-R suggested 

sufficient unidimensionality and local independence of the items (see Table 2), item 9 (“My 

life has no clear purpose”) showed misfit based on its infit and outfit mean square statistics 

(see Table 3). Also, response category 1 (Absolutely untrue) exhibited a low frequency and 

misfit based on its outfit mean square statistic (see Table 4). Although the average measures 

and threshold calibrations increased monotonically as the categories increased, the threshold 

calibrations were close to each other, indicating that categories 2 (Mostly untrue), 3 

(Somewhat untrue), and 4 (Can’t say true or false) were the most likely to be endorsed on 

only a small portion of the latent construct (see Table 4 and Figure 1). From the person-item 

threshold distribution (Figure 2) it was clear that the person intensity was in general higher 

than the item challenge, indicating that the scale exhibited poor targeting for persons with 

high levels of the latent construct. The MLQ-P showed DIF for country on items 1 (“I 

understand my life’s meaning”), 4 (“My life has a clear sense of purpose”), and 9 (“My life 

has no clear purpose”), as depicted in Table 6. There was no significant DIF for gender, age 

group, or education level.  

In an attempt to remedy the problems highlighted for MLQ-P, all possible 

combinations of response category collapses were explored, but none of the collapses 

resolved the problems with item 9. Therefore the next step was to remove item 9, resulting in 

a 4-item scale (hereafter labelled MLQ-P-4). 

Results for the MLQ-P-4. The person and item separation and reliability indices 

improved significantly after item 9 was dropped from the scale (see Table 2). The PCA-R 

yielded results that confirmed satisfactory unidimensionality and local independence (Table 

2) and all point-biserial correlations (values ranged between .79 and .85) and item infit and 
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outfit mean square statistics (Table 3) pointed towards good fit. Although none of the 

response categories showed misfit based on their infit and outfit mean square statistics, the 

category probability curve (not shown) and threshold calibrations (see Table 4) still revealed 

that response categories 2 (Mostly untrue), 3 (Somewhat untrue), and 4 (Can’t say true or 

false) were the most likely to be endorsed over only a small portion of the latent variable, 

suggesting redundant response categories. Category 1 (Absolutely untrue) also still generated 

a low frequency. The person-item threshold distribution (not displayed) suggested even worse 

targeting for persons with high levels of the latent construct when compared to the full MLQ-

P. The MLQ-P-4 showed DIF for country on items 1 (“I understand my life’s meaning”), 4 

(“My life has a clear sense of purpose”), and 5 (“I have a good sense of what makes my life 

meaningful”) as depicted in Table 6. No significant DIF was found for gender, age group, or 

education level. In order to address the redundancy of the response categories, the next step 

was to explore all possible combinations of category collapses. 

Results for the MLQ-P-4, response categories collapsed. Based on Rasch model 

diagnostics, two combinations of category collapses produced superior performance: One 

where category 1 (Absolutely untrue) was collapsed with category 2 (Mostly untrue), and 

category 3 (Somewhat untrue) with category 4 (Can’t say true or false) – hereafter labelled 

MLQ-P-4 1122345; and one where categories 2, 3, and 4 were collapsed – hereafter labelled 

MLQ-P-4 1222345. For both, the separation and reliability indices and the results from the 

PCA-R were in line with the results before collapsing categories (see Table 2). Due to space 

limitations only the results of the MLQ-P-4 1122345 are displayed in Tables 3, 4, and 5, and 

Figures 1 and 2. Results for the MLQ-P-4 1222345 were similar, unless indicated in the text. 

The item infit and outfit mean square statistics (Table 3) and point-biserial correlations 

(values ranged between .83 and .88 for MLQ-P-4 1122345) indicated that all items fitted the 

Rasch model well and the response categories showed good fit, with threshold calibrations 
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increasing monotonically and being sufficiently distanced from each other (see Table 4 and 

Figure 1). For the MLQ-P-4 1222345, the frequency of category 1 (Absolutely untrue) was 

low, while the MLQ-P-4 1122345 yielded a larger frequency for category 1. Collapsing the 

categories improved the targeting of the scale considerably (see Figure 2). Both the MLQ-P-4 

1122345 and the MLQ-P-4 1222345 showed DIF for country on items 1 (“I understand my 

life’s meaning”) and 5 (“I have a good sense of what makes my life meaningful”) as shown in 

Table 6. No significant DIF was found for gender, age group, or education level. 

Results for the Search Subscale 

MLQ-S. The separation and reliability indices for the MLQ-S were in line with the 

guidelines, and the results from the PCA-R pointed to sufficient unidimensionality and local 

independence (see Table 2). Considering the item infit and outfit mean square statistics 

(Table 3) and the point-biserial correlations (values ranged between .80 and .85), all items 

fitted the Rasch model well. Although the infit and outfit mean square statistics of the 

response categories adhered to the guidelines, the threshold calibrations of categories 2 

(Mostly untrue), 3 (Somewhat untrue), and 4 (Can’t say true or false) were disordered, 

pointing towards problematic use of the rating scale (see Table 5), which is also evident in 

the category probability curve (Figure 1). The person-item threshold distribution (Figure 2) 

portrayed that the average item challenge was slightly lower than the average person 

intensity, but from the information curve it is clear that there was substantial information 

available for the majority of respondents. There was no significant DIF for country, gender, 

age group, or education level. In an attempt to remedy the disordered threshold calibrations, 

all possible combinations of response category collapses were explored.  

Results for the MLQ-S, response categories collapsed. Based on Rasch model 

diagnostics, two combinations of category collapses stood out as superior: One where 

category 2 (Mostly untrue) was collapsed with category 3 (Somewhat untrue), as well as 
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category 4 (Can’t say true or false) with category 5 (Somewhat true) – hereafter labelled 

MLQ-S 1223345; and one where categories 3 (Somewhat untrue) and 4 (Can’t say true or 

false) were collapsed – hereafter labelled MLQ-S 1233456. Although the item separation 

dropped slightly after collapsing the categories, the person separation increased and the 

person and item reliability indices remained unchanged (see Table 2). Results of the PCA-R 

suggested sufficient unidimensionality and local independence (see Table 2). Based on the 

item infit and outfit mean square statistics (Table 3) and the point-biserial correlations (values 

ranged between .82 and .89 for MLQ-S 1223345 and between .82 and .88 for MLQ-S 

1233456), all items manifested adequate fit. The problem of disordered category thresholds 

has been resolved, the distances between the threshold calibrations have improved, and the 

infit and outfit mean square statistics of the response categories pointed towards satisfactory 

fit (see Table 5 and Figure 1). The person-item threshold distribution (Figure 2) suggested 

improved targeting for MLQ-S 1233456, but for MLQ-S 1223345 (not shown) the average 

item challenge level was found to be more than the average person intensity level, which 

suggests less optimal targeting. There was no significant DIF for country, gender, age group, 

or education level.  

Discussion 

Rasch analyses were conducted to investigate the psychometric properties of the 

Presence of and Search for Meaning subscales of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire, a scale 

which measures meaning in life – a key indicator of quality of life, from a Rasch modelling 

point of view. Data from three different countries were used. For MLQ-P, removal of item 9 

(“My life has no clear purpose”) and collapsing response categories indicative of low and 

medium levels of the latent construct significantly improved the fit to the Rasch model and 

the targeting of the scale, resulting in a scale that exhibited DIF on items 1 (“I understand my 

life’s meaning”), 4 (“My life has a clear sense of purpose”), and 5 (“I have a good sense of 
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what makes my life meaningful”) for country, but no DIF for gender, age group, or education 

level. The MLQ-S yielded disordered category threshold calibrations, but after collapsing 

some of the response categories representing low and medium levels of the target construct, a 

scale that demonstrated good fit to the Rasch model, good targeting, and no DIF resulted. 

Several specific aspects of the results will now be discussed.  

Reversed Item 

The first significant finding that warrants discussion is the poor performance of item 9 

(“My life has no clear purpose”), the only reversed item in the MLQ-P scale. In a review on 

misresponse to reversed and negated items, Weijters and Baumgartner [43] advocated for the 

inclusion of reversed items in measurement scales as it can provide many benefits (e.g., 

control acquiescence, disrupt careless responding, and promote a broader coverage of the 

content domain), but stressed that it should be done with caution. A reversed item that is 

merely the negation of an item in the main direction (in point of fact, item 9 is basically the 

negation of item 4, “My life has a clear sense of purpose”), does not hold the benefit of 

broadening the content domain tapped by the instrument, and has the disadvantages inherent 

in negated items (e.g., accurately assessing level of agreement with statements that contain 

negation requires considerable cognitive strain) and reversed items (e.g., cross-cultural 

differences in response styles such as acquiescence). We therefore follow the guidance 

provided by Weijters and Baumgartner [43], who advised against the use of negated 

reversals, and consequently we recommend the removal of item 9, which will result in a 4-

item Presence of Meaning subscale.  

Steger et al. [15] stated that the reversed item was retained in the hope of discouraging 

automatic response sets. It is our view that this concern is to a large extent already handled by 

the mixed administration of the Presence and Search subscales. If item 9 is removed, 

however, the remaining items 4 to 6 will tap presence of meaning and the last three items will 
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tap search for meaning. To guard against careless responding and response sets, we 

recommend shuffling the last six items (item 9 excluded) so that the respondent does not 

respond to three items from the same subscale in sequence.  

Number of Response Categories 

For both subscales, the response categories indicative of low and medium levels of the 

latent construct appeared to be redundant and for the search subscale, the category thresholds 

were disordered. These findings suggest that the respondents were unable to distinguish 

reliably among the categories, and consequently fewer categories should yield more 

consistent, reliable scores. Weijters, Cabooter, and Schillewaert [44] suggested that seven 

response categories may be acceptable for populations who are expected to have high 

cognitive abilities, verbal skills, or questionnaire experience, such as college students, but 

that a 5-point scale may be more appropriate for the general population. For future use, we 

recommend either a 6-point rating scale where the midpoint category 4 = Can’t say true or 

false is dropped, or a 5-point scale with categories 1 = Absolutely untrue, 2 = Untrue, 3 = 

Unsure, 4 = True, 5 = Absolutely true (the issue of whether to include a midpoint category is 

much debated in the literature [44, 45]).  

Targeting 

In the present study, the average level of meaning in life captured by the items was 

substantially lower than the average level of presence of meaning manifested by persons who 

completed the scale, suggesting poor targeting. In fact, the scale provided little information 

for respondents with high levels of presence of meaning while at the same time most of the 

respondents fell within that range. This could have significant practical implications. 

Correlations in correlational studies will be largely influenced by the minority of people 

exhibiting lower levels of presence of meaning as reflected by lower scores on the MLQ-P, 

while nuances of presence of meaning at the higher end of the continuum will not be captured 
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well. This can, for example, influence outcomes of studies where the associations between 

meaning in life and indicators of health and quality of life are studied significantly. In 

addition, in experimental studies or studies where intervention programs are evaluated, the 

MLQ-P would probably not detect changes in meaning in life of people on the higher end of 

the continuum, which involves the majority of people, as the scale is not sensitive to changes 

at the higher end of the continuum.  

Different explanations can be given for the findings regarding the targeting of the 

MLQ-P. One apparently obvious explanation is that there are not enough items or response 

options to capture high levels of the presence of meaning continuum and such items or 

response options should be added. However, given that the questionnaire already allows 

respondents to rate statements like “I understand my life’s meaning” to be “absolutely true”, 

it is not clear what kind of items or response options can be added to capture even higher 

levels of presence of meaning in life.  

Another possible explanation pertains to the nature of presence of meaning as a 

construct and its distribution in the general population. The fact that the majority of the 

respondents endorsed high levels of presence of meaning according to their scores on the 

MLQ-P could simply tell us that most people indeed experience their lives as basically 

meaningful: Most respondents’ level of presence of meaning were higher than the levels 

where the scale had optimal information, merely because there is not much variability at the 

upper end of the underlying construct continuum. Such an explanation speaks to the findings 

of Heintzelman and King [46], who conducted a review of research on meaning in life from 

epidemiological data and studies using the MLQ-P [15] and the Purpose in Life Test [47]. 

They found that diverse samples rated themselves significantly above the midpoint on self-

report measures of meaning in life and concluded that most people experience their lives as 

“pretty meaningful”. This line of thought can be linked to psychopathology literature where 
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“quasi-traits” are distinguished. Reise and Waller [48] defines a quasi-trait as “a unipolar 

construct in which one end of the scale represents severity and the other pole represents its 

absence (depression versus not depressed)” which “is in contrast to a bipolar construct, where 

both ends of the scale represent meaningful variation (depression versus happiness)”. In 

psychopathology research, the existence of quasi-traits with their associated peaked 

information curves (with the peaks in the range representing severe levels of the trait) has 

been found in many item response theory applications and often led researchers to conclude 

that items needed to be added or adapted to provide information at low (less severe) levels of 

the trait continuum [48]. According to Reise and Waller [48] this reasoning is problematic 

when working with quasi-traits: If the underlying latent construct is a quasi-trait, such 

attempts may be futile – it will be difficult (if not impossible) to formulate items that yield 

information across the continuum of the trait. Similarly we can ask whether it would be 

possible to develop items designed to capture even higher levels of presence of meaning, or 

whether we should conclude that the variation of presence of meaning is limited at the higher 

end of the continuum, although the majority of people attain such high levels. 

If we settle with the conclusion that the majority of the population attained maximum 

levels of presence of meaning, we will inevitably have to re-evaluate the usefulness of, for 

example, interventions that aim to enhance meaning in life in the general population (most of 

whom have attained high levels of meaning in life). The question would be what the (large) 

portion of people with high levels of meaning would gain from interventions that intend to 

enhance meaning. Accepting that the majority of the population have already attained levels 

of presence of meaning that do not allow for much improvement may pose further questions. 

For example, could it be possible that icons of eudaimonic living, such as Mahatma Ghandi, 

Mother Theresa, or Nelson Mandela, who sacrificed their lives for a greater cause, have 

experienced levels of meaning in life similar to the majority of people? Or should we rather 
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conclude that the nuances of presence of meaning at higher levels are just not captured by the 

current conceptualisation and operationalization of the construct? 

Another way to explain the poor targeting of the MLQ-P may be that the subscale 

applies a rather narrow understanding of meaning in life, with all items paraphrasing the 

notion of having found a sense of meaning or purpose in life. By repeating the same content 

using slightly different syntax, the scale actually operates in a similar way to a one or two-

item measure, which could contribute to the inability of the scale to differentiate well at the 

higher end of the continuum. Alternative measures that capture a broader sense of meaning in 

life, such as the Sources of Meaning and Meaning in Life Questionnaire (SoMe) that 

operationalises meaningfulness through coherence, significance, direction, and belonging 

[11], may display better sensitivity. 

In addition, one can argue that participants’ presence of meaning in life was not really 

as high as they indicated it to be – social desirability may have augmented their scores 

artificially. However, presence of meaning in life has been found to be unrelated to scores on 

measures of social desirability in several studies [49, 15] and, as argued by Heintzelman and 

King [46], high presence of meaning scores have been found consistently among diverse 

samples, including anonymous samples where social desirability may not have been a big 

concern. The high scores could have also been due to a generalisation effect – when asked to 

respond to items that concern global meaning in life, people may not be sure what meaning 

actually refers to. They may have a broad understanding of meaning and therefore think that 

they generally experience meaning. However, if the constituents of meaning are spelled out, 

they might realise that they don’t have as much meaning as they initially thought.  

One may also reason that the lack of sensitivity to varying nuances of meaning in life 

at the higher end of the continuum relates to the fact that the scale relies on self-report and 

alternative avenues to capture meaning in life should be explored. This approach may be 
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problematic because meaning in life is, at its heart, a subjective experience. Several studies 

have argued that self-report is the best way to capture meaning in life [50, 46, 51]. However, 

obtaining self-report using less structured approaches may add value, for example by using 

experience sampling methods [52] or qualitative methods.  

Differential Item Functioning (DIF) 

The data in this study were gathered in three different countries and two gender 

groups, three age groups, and two levels of education were distinguished. Of all these 

demographic variables, significant DIF was only detected for items from the Presence 

subscale based on the country variable. The absence of DIF is the desirable outcome should 

data from the different demographic groups be combined or compared [53].  

The significant country DIF for items from the Presence of Meaning subscale 

warrants further attention. Before removal of item 9 (“My life has no clear purpose”), the 

item exhibited DIF for country: Given equal levels of the latent trait, respondents from South 

Africa tended to respond more strongly towards the extreme True response categories than 

respondents from New Zealand and Australia, and, similarly participants from New Zealand 

were more inclined to extreme responses in the True direction than participants from 

Australia. After removal of item 9 and before collapsing the response categories, item 1 (“I 

understand my life’s meaning”) manifested DIF, where Australians found it harder to endorse 

the item than South Africans given equal levels of the latent construct. After collapsing 

categories, this finding was extended – respondents from both New Zealand and Australia 

found it significantly harder to endorse item 1 than respondents from South Africa given 

equal levels of the construct. Also, before collapsing categories, participants from New 

Zealand found it harder to endorse item 4 (“My life has a clear sense of purpose”) than 

participants from South Africa given equal levels of the latent trait. Last, given equal levels 

of the latent construct, participants from South Africa found it harder to endorse item 5 (“I 
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have a good sense of what makes my life meaningful”) than respondents from Australia and 

New Zealand, both before and after collapsing categories. Country-specific parameter 

estimates may be needed for these items of the Presence subscale, that is, the dataset can be 

split by country and these items should be calibrated separately for each country [54].    

The two items that respondents from Australia and New Zealand found harder to 

endorse than South Africans given equal levels of the latent construct (i.e., items 1 and 4) 

refer to comprehending one’s life meaning and having a clear sense of purpose – both can be 

seen as a global state of grasping one’s life meaning, without referring to the elements that 

brings meaning to one’s life. South Africa is a developing country and together with the 

many challenges the country faces come multiple opportunities for individuals to contribute 

and to have a sense of purpose. This may especially be the case for educated individuals who 

may feel that they have skills and knowledge that can really make a difference in a country 

with many challenges (based on the selection criteria of this study all participants had at least 

secondary education). Australia and New Zealand, on the other hand, are first world countries 

with a lot more stability and certainty. People from such countries may feel that things “go 

right” regardless of their contribution which may possibly lead to having a less clear sense of 

purpose and meaning comprehension. Another possible explanation may be connected with 

the fact that the specific South African group in this study exhibited a higher frequency of 

religious practice (mostly Christianity) than the participants from Australia and New Zealand. 

Religiosity may be associated with a clear sense of purpose and meaning comprehension.  

The item that South Africans found harder to endorse than respondents from Australia 

and New Zealand given equal levels of the latent trait (item 5) refers to an awareness of the 

constituents of a meaningful life – the elements that make one’s life meaningful. One 

possibility is to infer that people (in this case, South Africans) who find it easier to agree with 

items referring to a global comprehension of one’s life’s meaning (items 1 and 4), may not 
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have such a pressing need to know what the elements are that make their lives feel 

meaningful – one may argue that they take it for granted or that they spend less time 

attending to the specific details of why they find their lives meaningful. In contrast, people 

who find it more challenging to agree with items related to comprehending one’s life 

meaning and having a clear sense of purpose (in this case respondents from Australia and 

New Zealand), may be more attentive to the things that add life meaning.  

For both items 4 and 9, South Africans tended to answer more strongly in the True 

direction when compared to respondents from Australia and New Zealand given equal levels 

of the latent construct. In other words, South Africans were more inclined to find both the 

non-reversed, non-negated statement “My life has a clear sense of purpose” (item 4) and the 

reversed, negated statement “My life has no clear purpose” (item 9) true. This points to a 

discrepancy which poses questions about the possible influence of response styles involved in 

responding to the reversed item that could have caused DIF. This finding provides additional 

support for the deletion of item 9.  

Since all aspects of Rasch analysis are interconnected [30], the existence of cross-

country DIF on the Presence subscale could have influenced the rest of the findings. Future 

research should explore whether the findings of this study replicate in more culturally 

homogeneous samples where DIF is not present.  

Limitations and Future Directions 

While the study makes important contributions to the body of knowledge about 

meaning in life and the measurement thereof across three countries, it also possessed several 

limitations. This study made use of the Rasch model, which is considered to be a one-

parameter IRT model that includes only item difficulty as a parameter. Although the Rasch 

model has very attractive mathematical properties, analysing MLQ data using more complex 

IRT models will also be of value.  
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In this study, recommendations regarding the removal of item 9 (“My life has no clear 

purpose”) and category collapses were made a posteriori based on removing the item from 

and collapsing categories of data attained using the original full scale. These 

recommendations should be tested in new datasets gathered with a revised scale.  

The fact that the sample in this study comes from three different countries can be seen 

as a strength in the sense that diversity is reflected in the study of an already well-established 

scale. In addition, it allowed us to investigate DIF across the three countries. The fact that 

evidence was found for DIF across the countries, however, points towards the possibility that 

the scale may function differentially across the different country groups which could have 

had an influence on the rest of the results. This suggests the need for repetition of the study in 

more culturally homogeneous groups to investigate whether the findings replicate when 

cross-country influences are not present.  

Another important avenue for future research is the revisiting of presence of meaning 

in life as a construct, in particular with regards to the higher end of the construct continuum. 

The content domain of presence of meaning should be explored qualitatively in order to 

deepen our understanding of the construct, especially at high levels. For example, by 

investigating lay people’s conceptualisations of meaning in life, we may identify sub-facets 

of meaning in life which may provide greater variance at the upper end of the continuum. 

Conclusions 

The rigorous measurement of meaning in life is essential for the study of this key 

aspect of well-being and quality of life. The present study was the first to apply item response 

theory, in particular Rasch modelling, to investigate the psychometric properties and item-

level equivalence of the MLQ across different demographic variables. The study offered 

valuable insights into the functioning of the MLQ in groups from South Africa, Australia, and 

New Zealand and the construct of meaning in life and the measurement thereof in general. In 
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particular, the MLQ displayed good psychometric potential from a Rasch modelling 

perspective. However, several directions for revision were highlighted. First, the study 

pointed out that seven response categories may be too many when measuring meaning in life 

in the general population, and suggested that five or six response categories may be more 

appropriate. In addition, the study confirmed the potential problems involved in reversed, 

negated items, and suggested that this type of item should rather be avoided – removing the 

reversed phrased item 9 (“My life has no clear purpose”) was indicated. Although no DIF 

was found for the Search subscale, the Presence subscale displayed significant DIF for the 

country variable on four of its five items. Hypotheses were articulated to explore possible 

sources of the DIF, and it was suggested that country-level parameter estimates may be 

needed for these items. The existence of DIF pointed to the necessity of repeating this study 

in more mono-cultural settings to investigate whether the findings replicate. Furthermore, it 

was shown that people with high scores on presence of meaning were not targeted well by 

this highly commended meaning in life scale, while at the same time most of the respondents 

fell in that range. Reasons for and the extensive implications of this finding were 

contemplated and the vital importance of further exploration of the nature of the construct of 

presence of meaning and the measurement thereof, particularly at high levels, was indicated.     
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Endnotes 

a. In the ability testing environment, where Rasch modelling originated, the term item 

difficulty is often used to refer to the level of the latent construct captured by the item, while 

person ability describes the level of the latent trait held by the respondent. For the purpose of 

the current study where meaning in life is studied, we deemed the terms item challenge and 

person intensity more suitable and used them in the manuscript.  
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Figure 1.  

Title: Category probability curves of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ).  

Legend: MLQ-P = Original Presence of Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 1 and 2 

collapsed and categories 3 and 4 collapsed. MLQ-S = Original Search for Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-S 1233456 = MLQ-S with 

response categories 3 and 4 collapsed.   
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Figure 2. 

Title:  Person-item threshold distributions of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ). 

Legend: MLQ-P = Original Presence of Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 1 and 2 

collapsed and categories 3 and 4 collapsed. MLQ-S = Original Search for Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-S 1233456 = MLQ-S with 

response categories 3 and 4 collapsed. Person-item threshold distributions were obtained from RUMM2030TM. 
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Table 1 

Demographic Profile of the Sample 

 South Africa New Zealand Australia Total 

Gender     

   Male 101 107 79 287 

   Female 115 108 91 314 

Age     

   M (SD) 44.11 (8.53) 44.45 (8.85) 44.62 (8.84) 44.38 (8.72) 

   30-39 77 71 53 201 

   40-49 71 72 58 201 

   50-60 68 72 59 199 

Education level     

   Secondary 106 106 68 280 

   Tertiary 106 109 102 317 

   Missing 4 0 0 4 

Total 216 215 170 601 
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Table 2.  

Separation, Reliability, Fit, and Dimensionality by Subscale and Analysis 

Analysis Separation  Reliability  Infit MNSQ  Outfit MNSQ  Dimensionality and local independence 

 Person Item  Person Item  M SD  M SD  Eigenvalue of 

1st contrast 

% Variance 

explained 

Max 

residual r  

MLQ-P 2.00 3.84  .80 .94  1.01 0.57  1.01 0.59  1.7 59.3 .04 

MLQ-P-4  2.42 5.81  .85 .97  0.99 0.16  0.96 0.14  1.6 69.7 None 

MLQ-P-4 1122345 2.41 5.91  .85 .97  0.99 0.14  0.98 0.14  1.6 69.1 None 

MLQ-P-4 1222345 2.43 5.71  .86 .97  0.99 0.14  0.96 0.14  1.4 69.0 None 

MLQ-S 2.45 5.90  .86 .97  0.99 0.17  0.97 0.17  1.6 68.7 None 

MLQ-S 1223345 2.50 5.59  .86 .97  0.99 0.17  0.99 0.17  1.6 63.5 None 

MLQ-S 1233456 2.52 5.74  .86 .97  0.99 0.16  0.98 0.99  1.6 66.5 None 

Ideal values >2 >3  >0.8 >0.9  <1.4 Small  <1.4 Small  <2 >40% <0.2 

Note. MNSQ = mean square statistic; Eigenvalue of 1st contrast = eigenvalue of the 1st contrast in the Rasch principal components analysis of the 

residuals; % Variance explained = % variance explained by the Rasch component in the Rasch principal components analysis of the residuals; 

Max residual r  = maximum positive residual correlation; MLQ-P = original Presence of Meaning subscale of the Meaning in Life 
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Questionnaire; MLQ-P-4 = MLQ-P with item 9 removed; MLQ-P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 1 and 2 collapsed and 

categories 3 and 4 collapsed; MLQ-P-4 1222345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 2, 3, and 4 collapsed; MLQ-S = original Search for 

Meaning subscale of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire; MLQ-S 1223345 = MLQ-S with response categories 2 and 3 collapsed and categories 4 

and 5 collapsed; MLQ-S 1233456 = MLQ-S with response categories 3 and 4 collapsed. 
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Table 3 

Meaning in Life Questionnaire: Item Measures, Standard Errors, and Fit Statistics 

 δ SE Infit Outfit  δ SE Infit Outfit  δ SE Infit Outfit 

 MLQ-P  MLQ-P-4  MLQ-P-4 1122345 

1. I understand my life’s meaning. 0.09 0.04 0.92 0.90  0.10 0.06 1.23 1.17  0.09 0.07 1.21 1.20 

4. My life has a clear sense of purpose. 0.17 0.04 0.60 0.62  0.23 0.06 0.79 0.80  0.31 0.07 0.83 0.82 

5. I have a good sense of what makes my life 

meaningful. 

-0.34 0.05 0.71 0.66  -0.61 0.06 1.04 0.97  -0.75 0.07 0.96 0.94 

6. I have discovered a satisfying life purpose. 0.19 0.04 0.69 0.70  0.27 0.06 0.92 0.88  0.36 0.07 0.94 0.94 

9. My life has no clear purpose.a -0.12 0.05 2.13 2.18           

 MLQ-S  MLQ-S 1223345  MLQ-S 1233456 

2. I am looking for something that makes my life 

feel meaningful. 

-0.30 0.04 1.14 1.11  -0.44 0.07 1.09 1.09  -0.36 0.05 1.11 1.10 

3. I am always looking to find my life’s purpose. -0.06 0.04 0.96 0.93  -0.12 0.07 0.96 0.96  -0.06 0.05 0.99 0.98 

7. I am always searching for something that 

makes my life feel significant. 

-0.20 0.04 1.05 1.03  -0.29 0.07 1.02 1.04  -0.24 0.05 1.02 1.04 
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8. I am seeking a purpose or mission for my life. 0.10 0.04 0.67 0.65  0.18 0.07 0.69 0.69  0.12 0.05 0.69 0.69 

10. I am searching for meaning in my life. 0.46 0.04 1.12 1.12  0.67 0.07 1.19 1.17  0.54 0.05 1.13 1.11 

Ideal values 

  >0.6 

<1.4 

>0.6 

<1.4 

   >0.6 

<1.4 

>0.6 

<1.4 

   >0.6 

<1.4 

>0.6 

<1.4 

Note. MLQ = Meaning in Life Questionnaire; MLQ-P = original Presence of Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-P-4 = MLQ-P with item 9 

removed; MLQ-P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 1 and 2 collapsed and categories 3 and 4 collapsed; MLQ-P-4 1222345 = 

MLQ-P-4 with response categories 2, 3, and 4 collapsed; MLQ-S = original Search for Meaning subscale of the MLQ; MLQ-S 1223345 = 

MLQ-S with response categories 2 and 3 collapsed and categories 4 and 5 collapsed; MLQ-S 1233456 = MLQ-S with response categories 3 and 

4 collapsed.  δ = average item challenge; SE = standard error of the item challenge; Infit = infit mean square statistic; Oufit = outfit mean square 

statistic.  

aThe original item 9 was reversed in these analyses. 
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Table 4 

Meaning in Life Questionnaire – Presence Subscale: Comparisons of the Rating Scale 

Categories 

 Observed 

count 

Average 

measure 

Infit Outfit Threshold 

calibration 

MLQ-P 

1 – Absolutely untrue 79 -1.02 1.58 2.44 None 

2 – Mostly untrue 111 -0.65 1.26 1.54 -1.47 

3 – Somewhat untrue 208 -0.46 0.82 0.81 -1.19 

4 – Can’t say true or false 352 -0.07 0.67 0.66 -0.67 

5 – Somewhat true 700 0.64 0.67 0.60 -0.31 

6 – Mostly true 919 1.71 0.87 0.89 0.83 

7 – Absolutely true 636 2.55 1.39 1.19 2.82 

MLQ-P-4 

1 – Absolutely untrue 56 -2.23 1.29 1.48 None 

2 – Mostly untrue 73 -1.72 0.87 0.83 -2.59 

3 – Somewhat untrue 152 -1.09 0.95 1.01 -2.09 

4 – Can’t say true or false 288 -0.34 0.87 0.93 -1.32 

5 – Somewhat true 633 0.83 0.74 0.74 -0.55 

6 – Mostly true 810 2.85 0.96 0.91 1.49 

7 – Absolutely true 392 4.56 1.75 1.21 5.05 

MLQ-P-4 1122345 

1 (Original categories 1 and 2 collapsed) 129 -3.40 1.16 1.13 None 

2 (Original categories 3 and 4 collapsed) 440 -1.82 0.94 1.00 -4.00 
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3 (Original category 5) 633 0.02 0.75 0.73 -1.22 

4 (Original category 6) 810 2.20 0.92 0.94 0.78 

5 (Original category 7) 392 3.98 1.44 1.27 4.43 

Ideal values    <2 <2  

Note. MLQ-P = original Presence of Meaning subscale of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire; 

MLQ-P-4 = MLQ-P with item 9 removed; MLQ-P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response 

categories 1 and 2 collapsed and categories 3 and 4 collapsed; MLQ-P-4 1222345 = MLQ-P-

4 with response categories 2, 3, and 4 collapsed; Infit = infit mean square statistic; Oufit = 

outfit mean square statistic. 
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Table 5  

Meaning in Life Questionnaire – Search Subscale: Comparisons of the Rating Scale 

Categories 

 Observed 

count 

Average 

measure 

Infit Outfit Threshold 

calibration 

MLQ-S 

1 – Absolutely untrue 335 -1.99 1.53 1.52 None 

2 – Mostly untrue 406 -1.45 0.72 0.77 -2.23 

3 – Somewhat true 254 -0.55 0.83 0.84 -0.46 

4 – Can’t say true or false 408 -0.07 0.75 0.67 -0.81 

5 – Somewhat true 731 0.51 0.81 0.84 -0.38 

6 – Mostly true 530 1.38 0.98 0.99 1.17 

7 – Absolutely true 341 2.14 1.70 1.30 2.70 

MLQ-S 1223345 

1 (Original category 1) 335 -3.11 1.43 1.39 None 

2 (Original categories 2 and 3 collapsed) 660 -1.87 0.79 0.77 -3.55 

3 (Original categories 4 and 5 collapsed) 1139 0.21 0.74 0.75 -1.27 

4 (Original category 6) 530 1.72 0.91 0.91 1.64 

5 (Original category 7) 341 2.68 1.37 1.43 3.18 

MLQ-S 1233456 

1 (Original category 1) 335 -2.47 1.52 1.46 None 

2 (Original category 2) 406 -1.80 0.69 0.71 -2.65 

3 (Original categories 3 and 4 collapsed) 662 -0.39 0.78 0.76 -1.45 

4 (Original category 5) 731 0.53 0.76 0.79 -0.06 
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5 (Original category 6) 530 1.52 0.96 0.99 1.25 

6 (Original category 7) 341 2.35 1.55 1.43 2.90 

Ideal values    <2 <2  

Note. MLQ-S = original Search for Meaning subscale of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire; 

MLQ-S 1223345 = MLQ-S with response categories 2 and 3 collapsed and categories 4 and 5 

collapsed; MLQ-S 1233456 = MLQ-S with response categories 3 and 4 collapsed.  Infit = 

infit mean square statistic; Oufit = outfit mean square statistic. 
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Table 6 

Meaning in Life Questionnaire – Presence Subscale: Differential Item Functioning for Country  

 MLQ-P (Bonferroni α = 0.003)  MLQ-P-4 (Bonferroni α = 0.004)  MLQ-P-4 1122345 (Bonferroni α = 0.004) 

Item DIF Measure 

(DIF S.E.) 

Contrast MH  DIF Measure 

(DIF S.E.) 

Contrast MH  DIF Measure 

(DIF S.E.) 

Contrast MH 

 AU SA NZ    AU SA NZ    AU SA NZ   

1 0.38 

(0.08) 

-0.28 

(0.08) 

0.16 

(0.07) 

AU>SA 

 

AU>SA 

NZ>SA 

 0.36 

(0.10) 

-0.28 

(0.11) 

0.19 

(0.09) 

AU>SA AU>SA  0.45 

(0.13) 

-0.41 

(0.13) 

0.25 

(0.12) 

AU>SA 

NZ>SA 

AU>SA 

NZ>SA 

4 0.32 

(0.08) 

-0.12 

(0.08) 

0.30 

(0.07) 

 AU>SA 

NZ>SA 

 0.25 

(0.10) 

0.00 

(0.10) 

0.41 

(0.09) 

 NZ>SA       

5       -0.76 

(0.12) 

-0.15 

(0.11) 

-0.89 

(0.11) 

SA>NZ SA>AU 

SA>NZ 

 -0.97 

(0.14) 

-0.24 

(0.12) 

-1.07 

(0.12) 

SA>AU 

SA>NZ 

SA>AU 

SA>NZ 

9a -0.79 

(0.10) 

0.41 

(0.07) 

-0.19 

(0.08) 

SA>AU 

 

SA>AU 

NZ>AU 

SA>NZ 
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Note. MLQ-P = original Presence of Meaning subscale of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire; MLQ-P-4 = MLQ-P with item 9 removed; MLQ-

P-4 1122345 = MLQ-P-4 with response categories 1 and 2 collapsed and categories 3 and 4 collapsed; Bonferroni α = Bonferroni-corrected 

significance level; DIF measure = item challenge for the particular country; DIF S.E. = standard error of item challenge for the particular 

country; Contrast = if the DIF contrast (i.e., the difference between the two countries’ DIF measures) was larger than or equal to 0.64, the 

countries are specified in this column; MH = if the p-value of the Mantel-Haenszel test was smaller than Bonferroni α, the countries are specified 

in this column; AU = Australian sample; SA = South African sample; NZ = sample from New Zealand. In columns DIF Contrast and MH, x > y 

implies that respondents from country x found it significantly harder to endorse the item than respondents from country y given equal levels of 

presence of meaning.  

aThe original item 9 was reversed in these analyses.
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Section 3: Manuscript 2 

 

Clarifying the factor structure of the Mental Health Continuum Short Form in three 

languages: A bifactor model approach 
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Social Indicators Research 
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3.1. Guidelines for authors 

Social Indicators Research 

These guidelines were retrieved from:  

http://www.springer.com/social+sciences/journal/11205  

“General remarks 

Language 

We appreciate any efforts that you make to ensure that the language is corrected before 

submission. This will greatly improve the legibility of your paper if English is not your first 

language. 

Offprints and Page Charges 

The author will receive, without charge, 25 copies of the article. Additional offprints (both 

hard copies and PDF files) may be ordered by the corresponding author. 

No page charges are levied on authors or their institutions. 

Manuscript Submission 

Manuscript Submission 

Submission of a manuscript implies: that the work described has not been published before; 

that it is not under consideration for publication anywhere else; that its publication has been 

approved by all co-authors, if any, as well as by the responsible authorities – tacitly or 

explicitly – at the institute where the work has been carried out. The publisher will not be 

held legally responsible should there be any claims for compensation. 

Permissions 

Authors wishing to include figures, tables, or text passages that have already been published 

elsewhere are required to obtain permission from the copyright owner(s) for both the print 

and online format and to include evidence that such permission has been granted when 

submitting their papers. Any material received without such evidence will be assumed to 

originate from the authors. 

Online Submission 

Please follow the hyperlink “Submit online” on the right and upload all of your manuscript 

files following the instructions given on the screen. 

Title page 

http://www.springer.com/social+sciences/journal/11205
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Title Page 

The title page should include: 

 The name(s) of the author(s) 

 A concise and informative title 

 The affiliation(s) and address(es) of the author(s) 

 The e-mail address, telephone and fax numbers of the corresponding author 

Abstract 

Please provide an abstract of 150 to 250 words. The abstract should not contain any 

undefined abbreviations or unspecified references. 

Keywords 

Please provide 4 to 6 keywords which can be used for indexing purposes. 

Text 

Text Formatting 

Manuscripts should be submitted in Word. 

 Use a normal, plain font (e.g., 10-point Times Roman) for text. 

 Use italics for emphasis. 

 Use the automatic page numbering function to number the pages. 

 Do not use field functions. 

 Use tab stops or other commands for indents, not the space bar. 

 Use the table function, not spreadsheets, to make tables. 

 Use the equation editor or MathType for equations. 

 Save your file in docx format (Word 2007 or higher) or doc format (older Word 

versions). 

Manuscripts with mathematical content can also be submitted in LaTeX. 

 LaTeX macro package (zip, 182 kB) 

Headings 

Please use the decimal system of headings with no more than three levels. 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviations should be defined at first mention and used consistently thereafter. 

Footnotes  

Footnotes can be used to give additional information, which may include the citation of a 

reference included in the reference list. They should not consist solely of a reference citation, 

http://static.springer.com/sgw/documents/468198/application/zip/LaTeX.zip
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and they should never include the bibliographic details of a reference. They should also not 

contain any figures or tables.  

Footnotes to the text are numbered consecutively; those to tables should be indicated by 

superscript lower-case letters (or asterisks for significance values and other statistical data). 

Footnotes to the title or the authors of the article are not given reference symbols.  

Always use footnotes instead of endnotes. 

Acknowledgments  

Acknowledgments of people, grants, funds, etc. should be placed in a separate section on the 

title page. The names of funding organizations should be written in full. 

References 

Citation 

Cite references in the text by name and year in parentheses. Some examples: 

 Negotiation research spans many disciplines (Thompson 1990). 

 This result was later contradicted by Becker and Seligman (1996). 

 This effect has been widely studied (Abbott 1991; Barakat et al. 1995; Kelso and 

Smith 1998; Medvec et al. 1999). 

Reference list  

The list of references should only include works that are cited in the text and that have been 

published or accepted for publication. Personal communications and unpublished works 

should only be mentioned in the text. Do not use footnotes or endnotes as a substitute for a 

reference list. 

Reference list entries should be alphabetized by the last names of the first author of each 

work. 

 Journal article 

Harris, M., Karper, E., Stacks, G., Hoffman, D., DeNiro, R., Cruz, P., et al. (2001). 

Writing labs and the Hollywood connection. Journal of Film Writing, 44(3), 213–245.  

 Article by DOI  

Slifka, M. K., & Whitton, J. L. (2000) Clinical implications of dysregulated cytokine 

production. Journal of Molecular Medicine, doi:10.1007/s001090000086 

 Book 

Calfee, R. C., & Valencia, R. R. (1991). APA guide to preparing manuscripts for 

journal publication. Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. 

 Book chapter 
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O’Neil, J. M., & Egan, J. (1992). Men’s and women’s gender role journeys: Metaphor 

for healing, transition, and transformation. In B. R. Wainrib (Ed.), Gender issues 

across the life cycle (pp. 107–123). New York: Springer. 

 Online document 

Abou-Allaban, Y., Dell, M. L., Greenberg, W., Lomax, J., Peteet, J., Torres, M., & 

Cowell, V. (2006). Religious/spiritual commitments and psychiatric practice. 

Resource document. American Psychiatric Association. 

http://www.psych.org/edu/other_res/lib_archives/archives/200604.pdf. Accessed 25 

June 2007. 

Journal names and book titles should be italicized. 

For authors using EndNote, Springer provides an output style that supports the formatting of 

in-text citations and reference list. 

 EndNote style (zip, 3 kB) 

Tables 

 All tables are to be numbered using Arabic numerals. 

 Tables should always be cited in text in consecutive numerical order.  

 For each table, please supply a table caption (title) explaining the components of the 

table. 

 Identify any previously published material by giving the original source in the form of 

a reference at the end of the table caption. 

 Footnotes to tables should be indicated by superscript lower-case letters (or asterisks 

for significance values and other statistical data) and included beneath the table body. 

Artwork and Illustrations Guidelines 

Electronic Figure Submission 

 Supply all figures electronically. 

 Indicate what graphics program was used to create the artwork. 

 For vector graphics, the preferred format is EPS; for halftones, please use TIFF 

format. MSOffice files are also acceptable. 

 Vector graphics containing fonts must have the fonts embedded in the files. 

 Name your figure files with "Fig" and the figure number, e.g., Fig1.eps. 

Line Art 

http://static.springer.com/sgw/documents/944737/application/zip/SpringerSocPsychAuthorDate.zip
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 Definition: Black and white graphic with no shading. 

 Do not use faint lines and/or lettering and check that all lines and lettering within the 

figures are legible at final size. 

 All lines should be at least 0.1 mm (0.3 pt) wide. 

 Scanned line drawings and line drawings in bitmap format should have a minimum 

resolution of 1200 dpi. 

 Vector graphics containing fonts must have the fonts embedded in the files. 

Halftone Art 

 

 Definition: Photographs, drawings, or paintings with fine shading, etc. 
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 If any magnification is used in the photographs, indicate this by using scale bars 

within the figures themselves. 

 Halftones should have a minimum resolution of 300 dpi. 

Combination Art 

 

 Definition: a combination of halftone and line art, e.g., halftones containing line 

drawing, extensive lettering, color diagrams, etc. 

 Combination artwork should have a minimum resolution of 600 dpi. 

Color Art 

 Color art is free of charge for online publication. 

 If black and white will be shown in the print version, make sure that the main 

information will still be visible. Many colors are not distinguishable from one another 

when converted to black and white. A simple way to check this is to make a 

xerographic copy to see if the necessary distinctions between the different colors are 

still apparent. 

 If the figures will be printed in black and white, do not refer to color in the captions. 

 Color illustrations should be submitted as RGB (8 bits per channel). 

Figure Lettering 

 To add lettering, it is best to use Helvetica or Arial (sans serif fonts). 

 Keep lettering consistently sized throughout your final-sized artwork, usually about 

2–3 mm (8–12 pt). 

 Variance of type size within an illustration should be minimal, e.g., do not use 8-pt 

type on an axis and 20-pt type for the axis label. 

 Avoid effects such as shading, outline letters, etc. 

 Do not include titles or captions within your illustrations. 
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Figure Numbering 

 All figures are to be numbered using Arabic numerals. 

 Figures should always be cited in text in consecutive numerical order. 

 Figure parts should be denoted by lowercase letters (a, b, c, etc.). 

 If an appendix appears in your article and it contains one or more figures, continue the 

consecutive numbering of the main text. Do not number the appendix figures, 

"A1, A2, A3, etc." Figures in online appendices (Electronic Supplementary Material) 

should, however, be numbered separately. 

Figure Captions 

 Each figure should have a concise caption describing accurately what the figure 

depicts. Include the captions in the text file of the manuscript, not in the figure file. 

 Figure captions begin with the term Fig. in bold type, followed by the figure number, 

also in bold type. 

 No punctuation is to be included after the number, nor is any punctuation to be placed 

at the end of the caption. 

 Identify all elements found in the figure in the figure caption; and use boxes, circles, 

etc., as coordinate points in graphs. 

 Identify previously published material by giving the original source in the form of a 

reference citation at the end of the figure caption. 

Figure Placement and Size 

 Figures should be submitted separately from the text, if possible. 

 When preparing your figures, size figures to fit in the column width. 

 For most journals the figures should be 39 mm, 84 mm, 129 mm, or 174 mm wide 

and not higher than 234 mm. 

 For books and book-sized journals, the figures should be 80 mm or 122 mm wide and 

not higher than 198 mm. 

Permissions 

If you include figures that have already been published elsewhere, you must obtain 

permission from the copyright owner(s) for both the print and online format. Please be aware 

that some publishers do not grant electronic rights for free and that Springer will not be able 

to refund any costs that may have occurred to receive these permissions. In such cases, 

material from other sources should be used. 

Accessibility 

In order to give people of all abilities and disabilities access to the content of your figures, 

please make sure that 

 All figures have descriptive captions (blind users could then use a text-to-speech 

software or a text-to-Braille hardware) 

 Patterns are used instead of or in addition to colors for conveying information 

(colorblind users would then be able to distinguish the visual elements) 
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 Any figure lettering has a contrast ratio of at least 4.5:1 

Electronic Supplementary Material 

Springer accepts electronic multimedia files (animations, movies, audio, etc.) and other 

supplementary files to be published online along with an article or a book chapter. This 

feature can add dimension to the author's article, as certain information cannot be printed or 

is more convenient in electronic form. 

Submission 

 Supply all supplementary material in standard file formats. 

 Please include in each file the following information: article title, journal name, 

author names; affiliation and e-mail address of the corresponding author. 

 To accommodate user downloads, please keep in mind that larger-sized files may 

require very long download times and that some users may experience other problems 

during downloading. 

Audio, Video, and Animations 

 Aspect ratio: 16:9 or 4:3 

 Maximum file size: 25 GB 

 Minimum video duration: 1 sec  

 Supported file formats: avi, wmv, mp4, mov, m2p, mp2, mpg, mpeg, flv, mxf, mts, 

m4v, 3gp 

Text and Presentations 

 Submit your material in PDF format; .doc or .ppt files are not suitable for long-term 

viability. 

 A collection of figures may also be combined in a PDF file. 

Spreadsheets 

 Spreadsheets should be converted to PDF if no interaction with the data is intended. 

 If the readers should be encouraged to make their own calculations, spreadsheets 

should be submitted as .xls files (MS Excel). 

Specialized Formats 

 Specialized format such as .pdb (chemical), .wrl (VRML), .nb (Mathematica 

notebook), and .tex can also be supplied. 

Collecting Multiple Files 

 It is possible to collect multiple files in a .zip or .gz file. 

Numbering 
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 If supplying any supplementary material, the text must make specific mention of the 

material as a citation, similar to that of figures and tables. 

 Refer to the supplementary files as “Online Resource”, e.g., "... as shown in the 

animation (Online Resource 3)", “... additional data are given in Online Resource 4”. 

 Name the files consecutively, e.g. “ESM_3.mpg”, “ESM_4.pdf”. 

Captions 

 For each supplementary material, please supply a concise caption describing the 

content of the file.  

Processing of supplementary files 

 Electronic supplementary material will be published as received from the author 

without any conversion, editing, or reformatting.  

Accessibility 

In order to give people of all abilities and disabilities access to the content of your 

supplementary files, please make sure that  

 The manuscript contains a descriptive caption for each supplementary material 

 Video files do not contain anything that flashes more than three times per second (so 

that users prone to seizures caused by such effects are not put at risk) 

Does Springer provide English language support? 

Manuscripts that are accepted for publication will be checked by our copyeditors for spelling 

and formal style. This may not be sufficient if English is not your native language and 

substantial editing would be required. In that case, you may want to have your manuscript 

edited by a native speaker prior to submission. A clear and concise language will help editors 

and reviewers concentrate on the scientific content of your paper and thus smooth the peer 

review process. 

The following editing service provides language editing for scientific articles in all areas 

Springer 

publishes in: 

 Edanz English editing for scientists 

Use of an editing service is neither a requirement nor a guarantee of acceptance for 

publication. 

Please contact the editing service directly to make arrangements for editing and payment. 

For Authors from China 

文 章在投稿前进行专业的语言润色将对作者的投稿进程有所帮助。作者可自愿选择使

用Springer推荐的编辑服务，使用与否并不作为判断文章是否被录用的依 据。提高文

章的语言质量将有助于审稿人理解文章的内容，通过对学术内容的判断来决定文章的

http://www.edanzediting.com/springer
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取舍，而不会因为语言问题导致直接退稿。作者需自行联系 Springer推荐的编辑服务

公司，协商编辑事宜。 

 理文编辑 

For Authors from Japan 

ジャーナルに論文を投稿する前に、ネイティブ・スピーカーによる英文校閲を希望

されている方には、Edanz社をご紹介しています。サービス内容、料金および申込方

法など、日本語による詳しい説明はエダンズグループジャパン株式会社の下記サイ

トをご覧ください。 

 エダンズグループジャパン 

For Authors from Korea 

영어 논문 투고에 앞서 원어민에게 영문 교정을 받고자 하시는 분들께 Edanz 회사를 

소개해 드립니다. 서비스 내용, 가격 및 

신청 방법 등에 대한 자세한 사항은 저희 Edanz Editing Global 웹사이트를 참조해 

주시면 감사하겠습니다. 

 Edanz Editing Global 

Ethical Responsibilities of Authors 

This journal is committed to upholding the integrity of the scientific record. As a member of 

the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) the journal will follow the COPE guidelines on 

how to deal with potential acts of misconduct.  

Authors should refrain from misrepresenting research results which could damage the trust in 

the journal, the professionalism of scientific authorship, and ultimately the entire scientific 

endeavour. Maintaining integrity of the research and its presentation can be achieved by 

following the rules of good scientific practice, which include: 

 The manuscript has not been submitted to more than one journal for simultaneous 

consideration.  

 The manuscript has not been published previously (partly or in full), unless the new 

work concerns an expansion of previous work (please provide transparency on the re-

use of material to avoid the hint of text-recycling (“self-plagiarism”)). 

 A single study is not split up into several parts to increase the quantity of submissions 

and submitted to various journals or to one journal over time (e.g. “salami-

publishing”). 

 No data have been fabricated or manipulated (including images) to support your 

conclusions 

 No data, text, or theories by others are presented as if they were the author’s own 

(“plagiarism”). Proper acknowledgements to other works must be given (this includes 

material that is closely copied (near verbatim), summarized and/or paraphrased), 

quotation marks are used for verbatim copying of material, and permissions are 

secured for material that is copyrighted.  

http://www.liwenbianji.cn/springer
http://www.edanzediting.co.jp/springer
http://www.edanzediting.com/springer
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Important note: the journal may use software to screen for plagiarism. 

 Consent to submit has been received explicitly from all co-authors, as well as from 

the responsible authorities - tacitly or explicitly - at the institute/organization where 

the work has been carried out, before the work is submitted. 

 Authors whose names appear on the submission have contributed sufficiently to the 

scientific work and therefore share collective responsibility and accountability for the 

results. 

In addition: 

 Changes of authorship or in the order of authors are not accepted after acceptance of 

a manuscript. 

 Requesting to add or delete authors at revision stage, proof stage, or after publication 

is a serious matter and may be considered when justifiably warranted. Justification for 

changes in authorship must be compelling and may be considered only after receipt of 

written approval from all authors and a convincing, detailed explanation about the 

role/deletion of the new/deleted author. In case of changes at revision stage, a letter 

must accompany the revised manuscript. In case of changes after acceptance or 

publication, the request and documentation must be sent via the Publisher to the 

Editor-in-Chief. In all cases, further documentation may be required to support your 

request. The decision on accepting the change rests with the Editor-in-Chief of the 

journal and may be turned down. Therefore authors are strongly advised to ensure the 

correct author group, corresponding author, and order of authors at submission. 

 Upon request authors should be prepared to send relevant documentation or data in 

order to verify the validity of the results. This could be in the form of raw data, 

samples, records, etc. 

If there is a suspicion of misconduct, the journal will carry out an investigation following the 

COPE guidelines. If, after investigation, the allegation seems to raise valid concerns, the 

accused author will be contacted and given an opportunity to address the issue. If misconduct 

has been established beyond reasonable doubt, this may result in the Editor-in-Chief’s 

implementation of the following measures, including, but not limited to:  

 If the article is still under consideration, it may be rejected and returned to the author.  

 If the article has already been published online, depending on the nature and severity 

of the infraction, either an erratum will be placed with the article or in severe cases 

complete retraction of the article will occur. The reason must be given in the 

published erratum or retraction note.  

 The author’s institution may be informed. 

Compliance with Ethical Standards 

To ensure objectivity and transparency in research and to ensure that accepted principles of 

ethical and professional conduct have been followed, authors should include information 

regarding sources of funding, potential conflicts of interest (financial or non-financial), 

informed consent if the research involved human participants, and a statement on welfare of 

animals if the research involved animals. 

Authors should include the following statements (if applicable) in a separate section entitled 

“Compliance with Ethical Standards” when submitting a paper: 
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 Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest  

 Research involving Human Participants and/or Animals 

 Informed consent  

Please note that standards could vary slightly per journal dependent on their peer review 

policies (i.e. single or double blind peer review) as well as per journal subject discipline. 

Before submitting your article check the instructions following this section carefully. 

The corresponding author should be prepared to collect documentation of compliance with 

ethical standards and send if requested during peer review or after publication. 

The Editors reserve the right to reject manuscripts that do not comply with the above-

mentioned guidelines. The author will be held responsible for false statements or failure to 

fulfill the above-mentioned guidelines. 

Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest 

Authors must disclose all relationships or interests that could influence or bias the work. 

Although an author may not feel there are conflicts, disclosure of relationships and interests 

affords a more transparent process, leading to an accurate and objective assessment of the 

work. Awareness of real or perceived conflicts of interests is a perspective to which the 

readers are entitled and is not meant to imply that a financial relationship with an 

organization that sponsored the research or compensation for consultancy work is 

inappropriate. Examples of potential conflicts of interests that are directly or indirectly 

related to the research may include but are not limited to the following: 
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Abstract 

The Mental Health Continuum Short Form was developed to measure and diagnose overall 

positive mental health, a key indicator of quality of life. The aim of the present study was to 

explore the psychometric properties and measurement invariance of three language versions 

of the scale when administered in diverse cultural groups, in particular whether a bifactor 

model exhibited superior fit in comparison with other commonly used models. Confirmatory 

factor analysis was applied to analyse data from South African students (N = 1060) who 

completed either the English (n = 324), Afrikaans (n = 478), or Setswana (n = 258) version of 

the scale. A bifactor model consistently displayed superior fit, and it was shown that the scale 

total score can be used as a reliable indication of overall positive mental health, but that it is 

not appropriate to interpret and calculate subscale scores. The ‘social contribution’ item 

appeared to target a different aspect (contribution towards a greater good) than the other 

items (all self-orientated) and removal of the item significantly improved the model fit. This 

finding highlighted the lack of focus on contribution towards a greater good beyond the self 

in the present scale and, possibly, well-being literature in general, indicating the necessity of 

more attention to this important aspect of functioning well in future research. The scale 

exhibited configural, partial metric, and partial scalar invariance across the three samples and 

the average scale total score did not differ practically significantly across the groups. 

 Keywords: positive mental health, cross-cultural equivalence, scale validation, 

structural validity, translation of measurement instruments 
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Clarifying the Factor Structure of the Mental Health Continuum Short Form in Three 

Languages: A Bifactor Model Approach 

The assessment of mental health should cover the whole continuum from pathology to 

functioning well in order to be comprehensive and holistic. However, traditionally 

psychological health was often considered to merely be the absence of psychological disease, 

disorder, or malfunctioning (Keyes 2002). In reaction to this mainly one-sided focus, Keyes 

(2002) proposed that mental health and mental illness run along two related, but distinct, 

continua. He suggested that the absence of mental illness is not equal to the presence of 

mental health and the aim of mental health programmes should not only be to reduce mental 

illness, but also to promote and maintain positive mental health (also called flourishing, 

Keyes, 2007). This two-continua model of mental health was empirically supported in 

multiple studies (e.g., Keyes 2006; Keyes et al. 2008; Lamers et al. 2011). A recent upsurge 

of research on positive mental health addressed the previous neglect of this continuum.  

In the conceptualisation of positive mental health, two main streams of thought can be 

distinguished, namely hedonic and eudaimonic perspectives on well-being. The hedonic 

tradition focuses on satisfaction with life, the presence of positive affect, and the absence of 

negative effect, and is often associated with happiness and feeling good (cf., Diener 1984; 

Kahneman et al. 1999; Keyes 2006). Eudaimonic well-being, on the other hand, focuses on 

positive functioning in life that results from developing capacities and abilities that enable 

one to become a more fully functioning person and citizen (Keyes 2006). Different 

psychological theories are associated with the eudaimonic tradition. One prominent example 

is Ryff’s (1989b, 1989a) psychological well-being theory which distinguishes six dimensions 

of psychological well-being, namely self-acceptance, positive relations with others, 

autonomy, environmental mastery, purpose in life, and personal growth. Another prominent 

theory that relates to eudaimonic well-being is Keyes’s (1998) theory of social well-being, 
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that defines social well-being as the assessment of one’s functioning and circumstance in 

society and proposes that social well-being comprises five dimensions, namely social 

integration, social contribution, social coherence, social actualization, and social acceptance. 

Aspects of both hedonic and eudaimonic well-being showed negative correlations with 

psychological problems, such as depression, insomnia, and anxiety (cf., Vázquez et al. 2015; 

Steger 2012; Waterman et al. 2010). 

One of the important scientific endeavours that will enhance the understanding and 

promotion of positive mental health involves the operationalisation of relevant constructs in 

the form of measurement scales. Measurement instruments can either target specific aspects 

of positive mental health, or assess the broader construct. One of the most widely used 

instruments that attempts to measure the broad construct of overall positive mental health is 

Keyes’s Mental Health Continuum (Keyes et al. 2008; Keyes 2002). This scale measures 

both hedonic well-being or feeling good (labelled emotional well-being) in terms of positive 

affect and satisfaction with life, and eudaimonic well-being or functioning well in terms of 

Ryff’s six dimensions of psychological or personal well-being (1989b), and Keyes’s five 

dimensions of social well-being (1998). Initially, a long form of the scale was developed 

(Keyes 2002), that measures hedonic (emotional) well-being with six items of positive affect 

and one item of life satisfaction, psychological well-being using Ryff’s (1989b) measure 

where each of the six dimensions of psychological well-being is measured by three items, and 

social well-being using Keyes’s (1998) measure where each of the five aspects of social well-

being is assessed by three items. Later, a short form of the scale (MHC-SF) was constructed 

(Keyes 2006; Keyes et al. 2008; Keyes 2009) that uses two items of positive affect and one 

satisfaction with life item to measure hedonic (emotional) well-being, and one item 

representing each of the six dimensions of psychological well-being together with one item 

representing each aspect of social well-being to measure eudaimonic well-being. Keyes et al. 
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(2008) suggested that the MHC-SF can be used to reach a diagnosis of mental health, where 

high scores on at least one hedonic well-being item and six eudaimonic well-being items 

result in a diagnosis of flourishing, a low score on at least one hedonic well-being item and 

six eudaimonic well-being items lead to a diagnosis of languishing, and individuals who do 

not fit the criteria for flourishing or languishing are diagnosed as being moderately mentally 

healthy.  

The validity and reliability of the MHC-SF have been studied in various contexts, 

cultures and translations. Noticeably, the factorial structure of the scale has been a 

contentious issue in these studies. Most of the authors compared the fit of a three-factor first-

order model (distinguishing between emotional, social, and psychological well-being), with 

the fit of a single-factor first-order model (specifying only overall positive mental health as a 

factor) and a two-factor first-order model (distinguishing between hedonic and eudaimonic 

well-being), and found the three-factor model to be superior. Examples of such studies 

include Keyes (2006) who administered a 12-item English version of the scale, where two 

dimensions of psychological well-being (self-acceptance and purpose in life) were not 

included, to an American adolescent sample; Keyes et al. (2008) who administered the 

Setswana version of the scale to a Setswana-speaking South African community sample using 

a structured interview format; Lamers et al. (2011), who administered the Dutch version of 

the MHC-SF to a representative sample of Dutch adults in an online study; Karaś, Cieciuch 

and Keyes (2014) who administered the Polish adaptation of the MHC-SF to a diverse Polish 

sample; and Lim (2014) who administered the Korean version of the scale to a South Korean 

adolescent sample. Although all of these studies concluded that the three-factor first-order 

structure adequately fitted the data, fit indexes were mostly indicative of only marginally 

acceptable fit. Reliability indexes of the subscales were also not always sufficient. Petrillo, 

Capone, Caso, and Keyes (2015) explored how well a three-factor second-order structure, as 
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well as a three-factor first-order model fitted the data, and fit indexes were, once again, 

indicative of only fair fit. In summary, although multiple validation studies claimed support 

for the three-factor first- and/or second-order models, the fit was in matter of fact not 

convincingly good.         

The lack of good fit of the three-factor first- and second-order models was only 

recently addressed by Jovanovic (2015) and de Bruin and du Plessis (2015) who 

independently showed that an orthogonal bifactor model outperformed the other models for 

the MHC-SF in Serbian student and adult, and South African student samples, respectively. A 

bifactor model stipulates that the covariance among a set of items can be accounted for by a 

general factor that reflects the common item response variance among all the items in a 

measurement instrument and specific factors that reflect the common item response variance 

among subsets of items, such as the items comprising subscales. The general factor denotes 

the broad target dimension that the scale intends to measure, while the specific factors denote 

the conceptually constricted sub-dimensions and represent the factors that may explain 

common variance not accounted for by the general factor. The bifactor model is particularly 

appropriate for multidimensional scales that measure a general broad construct while 

specifying multiple conceptually distinct sub-constructs, such as the MHC-SF that measures 

overall positive mental health (general factor), with emotional, social, and psychological 

well-being as sub-dimensions (specific factors). In the orthogonal bifactor model it is 

assumed that all factors are orthogonal (Reise et al. 2010; Reise 2012). One of the 

recommendations of both Jovanovic  and de Bruin and du Plessis (2015) was that studies are 

needed to explore whether their findings of the good fit of the bifactor model replicate in 

other samples. 

When a scale is valid and reliable in one context, it does not automatically mean that 

the scale will also have good psychometric properties in another context or translation. For 
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example, the typical behaviours that represent the target construct may differ across different 

contexts (construct bias), response styles may differ for different groups (a form of method 

bias), or items may be poorly translated (item bias, Van de Vijver and Leung 2011). 

Therefore, scales need to be validated in every context and translation that it is applied. In 

addition, evidence of validity of the scale in different contexts does not imply that the scores 

can just be compared across the contexts. Before this can be done, the measurement 

invariance of the scale across the contexts must be established. Measurement invariance 

involves that people across different groups interpret the items, as well as the underlying 

construct, in the same way. Once measurement invariance was established, the means, 

causes, and consequences of the latent factor scores can be compared across the groups (Van 

de Schoot et al. 2012).  

The Present Study 

In the light of the need for the replication of the findings of Jovanovic (2015) and de 

Bruin and du Plessis (2015) that the bifactor model fitted the MHC-SF considerably better 

than previously used models, as well as the need for cross-cultural adaptation and the 

assessment of measurement invariance of measurement scales, the objectives of the present 

study were as follows: (1) to examine the validity of the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana 

versions of the MHC-SF among South African students; (2) to examine whether recent 

findings on the bifactor structure of the MHC-SF replicate in these three groups; (3) to 

explore the cross-group invariance of the scale; and (4) if scalar invariance was found, to 

compare the average well-being scores across the three groups.     

Method 

Design and Participants 

A cross-sectional survey design was implemented in this study. Participants (N = 

1060) were students from three campuses of a South African university. English (n = 324), 
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Afrikaans (n = 478), and Setswana (n = 258) versions of the research battery were 

administered to students fluent in each language, respectively. Participants were asked to 

complete the scales in their native language, should it be Afrikaans, English, or Setswana 

(main languages in the area of data gathering), or in the language of choice if none of these 

was their native language. The demographic profile of the participants is shown in Table 1.  

Since the fluency of the participants in the language of the test battery can play such a 

significant role in the validity of the results, the issue of participants’ competence in the 

language of the scale administration warrants some elaboration. For the Afrikaans version, 

the majority of the participants (99.2%) indicated that Afrikaans was their native language. 

For the English version, only 18.2% of the participants indicated that English was their native 

language, while 6.8% selected Afrikaans, 18.8% selected Setswana, and 54.9% chose 

“Other”, which was probably one of the other eight official South African languages. From 

the participants who completed the Setswana version of the research battery, 66.7% indicated 

Setswana as their native language, 0.8% selected Afrikaans, 22.1% English, and 9.3% 

“Other”. Since the language of tuition at the university where the data was gathered was 

English (two campuses) or mainly Afrikaans (one campus), we reasoned that all participants 

should be fluent in either English or Afrikaans, based on the assumption that students should 

be fluent in the language in which they receive tertiary education. Since all participants had 

the choice to complete the battery in English, Afrikaans, or Setswana, no participant was 

obliged to complete the battery in a language that was not either their home language or the 

language of tuition at the tertiary institution where they studied. We therefore considered it 

reasonable to assume sufficient fluency in the language in which the participant chose to 

complete the questionnaires. In the remainder of this paper, the terms “English sample”, 

“Afrikaans sample”, and “Setswana sample” will be used to refer to the groups that 

completed the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana scales, respectively.     
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Measures 

Participants completed a research battery containing various scales of psychological 

wellbeing and illness. The scales that are relevant to this paper will now be introduced. 

Socio-demographic questionnaire. A questionnaire on relevant socio-demographic 

information was administered.  

Mental Health Continuum Short Form (MHC-SF) (Keyes 2006; Keyes et al. 

2008; Keyes 2009). The MHC-SF is a 14-item measure of positive overall mental health that 

consists of three items of emotional well-being (EWB), five items of social well-being 

(SWB), and six items of psychological well-being (PWB). Respondents report how 

frequently each of the 14 statements occurred in the past month using a 6-point Likert scale 

ranging from 0 (never) to 5 (almost every day).  

Procedure 

Preparation of scales. A research committee approach was used to translate the 

MHC-SF from English to Afrikaans and Setswana (Van de Vijver and Leung 1997). The 

scale was translated into each of the target languages by one translator and back-translated 

into English by another translator. The original and back-translated English versions were 

then compared by research committees comprising native Afrikaans and Setswana speaking 

academics, respectively, who were also fluent in English (Van de Vijver and Leung 1997; 

Brislin 1973). Preliminary evaluation of the translated scales involved the administration 

thereof to small pilot samples from the Afrikaans and Setswana speaking populations, 

respectively, to determine whether the items were comprehensible and culturally appropriate.  

Data gathering. Authorities from the data gathering sites were approached to get 

permission and make practical arrangements regarding data gathering. Volunteers who were 

willing to participate in the study were recruited by their lecturers during class periods. Any 
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student who was willing to participate was asked to provide written informed consent, where 

after they completed the research battery in the classroom or at home.  

Data Analysis 

Confirmatory factor analysis was implemented using Mplus 7.31 (Muthén and 

Muthén 1998-2014). As the data showed slight deviations from normality (skewness-values 

ranged from -1.32 to 0.25 for the English group, from -1.07 to 0.15 for the Afrikaans group, 

and from -1.33 to -0.11 for the Setswana group; kurtosis-values ranged from -1.02 to 1.64 for 

the English group, from -0.85 to 1.78 for the Afrikaans group, and from -0.82 to 1.85 for the 

Setswana group), the robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimator was applied to 

accommodate any deviations from normality. The models were parameterized by fixing the 

variances of the latent factors to one (Van de Schoot et al. 2012). Full information maximum 

likelihood estimation was applied to deal with missing data.  

Prior to assessing measurement invariance across the three samples we established a 

best-fitting baseline model for each group. This involved comparing the fit of different 

models, as suggested by previous research and the theory underlying the scale, for each 

group. The following models were tested: a single-factor first-order model, where all items 

load on one underlying factor of overall positive mental health (Model 1); a two-factor first-

order model, where a hedonic well-being factor (comprising items 1-3 of the EWB subscale) 

and a eudaimonic well-being factor (comprising items 4-8 of the SWB subscale and items 9-

14 of the PWB subscale) are modelled and allowed to correlate (Model 2); a three-factor 

first-order model, where the three subscales form three correlated factors (Model 3); a three-

factor second-order model, where the items load on the three subscales to form three first 

order factors which, in turn, load on overall mental health as a second order factor (Model 4); 

and a bifactor model, where the items of the subscales load on the three dimensions of well-
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being, respectively, as well as on the general mental health factor (Model 5). Graphical 

representations of these models are depicted in Figure 1.  

In order to determine how well each model fitted the data, we used model fit indexes 

from different classes based on guidelines provided by Byrne (2012). The comparative fit 

index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis fit index (TLI) are reported from the class of incremental fit 

indexes. Earlier, a cut-off value of 0.90 was suggested, with values larger than the cut-off 

value being indicative of good model fit. More recently, the cut-off value was revised to be 

close to 0.95. The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) with its 90% 

confidence interval and standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) are reported from 

the absolute fit indexes class. For the RMSEA, values smaller than 0.05 indicate good fit and 

values of 0.08 or less suggest reasonable fit. Small values of the SRMR (e.g., less than 0.05) 

indicate good model fit. In addition, we report the chi-square test statistic with its number of 

degrees of freedom and corresponding p-value for the sake of completeness (small p-values 

for this test would suggest that the hypothesized model does not fit the data well), but due to 

its sensitivity to sample size, this result is not used for decision making. If the model fit 

indexes suggested that the model did not adequately fit the data, we were guided by large 

modification index (MI) values to highlight potential revisions of the model that may lead to 

improved model fit, given that these revisions were also theoretically justifiable. 

Some additional indexes of unidimensionality and reliability were considered for the 

bifactor model. First, the explained common variance (ECV) attributable to the general factor 

(MH) and the specific factors (EWB, SWB, and PWB) were considered as an indication of 

the unidimensionality of the scale, and therefore the appropriateness of a total scale score 

(Bentler 2009). The ECV of the general factor is calculated as the variance explained by the 

general factor divided by the variance explained by the general plus the specific factors. In 

parallel, the ECV of a specific factor is defined as the variance explained by the specific 
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factor divided by the variance explained by the general plus specific factors (Reise 2012). 

Second, coefficient omega hierarchical was calculated as an indicator of reliability. This 

index is superior to Cronbach’s alpha when the data are multidimensional (Reise et al. 2010). 

The total score omega hierarchical coefficient estimates the proportion of item response 

variance that is due to the general factor, while the omega hierarchical coefficient for a 

specific factor estimates the proportion of item response variance that is due to the specific 

factor after accounting for the general factor. Coefficient omega hierarchical indicates 

whether it is reasonable to calculate total scale and subscale scores (Reise 2012).  

Once a sufficiently fitting baseline model was established for each group, we assessed 

the measurement invariance across the three groups. In this study we were interested in 

examining three increasingly stringent levels of measurement invariance, as described by 

Byrne and van de Vijver (2010). First, we examined configural invariance, which requires the 

number of factors and the configuration of their factor loadings (i.e., the pattern of freely 

estimated and fixed parameters) to be the similar across the groups, but the parameters are not 

constricted to be equal. The configural model should fit the data well, because it becomes the 

baseline against which subsequent models (all nested within the configural model) are 

compared. Second, we examined metric invariance, which involves that the factor loadings 

across the groups are constrained to be equal. If there is evidence that particular factor 

loadings are inequivalent across the groups (as indicated by large modification indexes), 

these loadings may be allowed free estimation to obtain partial metric equivalence. Third, we 

examined scalar invariance, which involves that the factor loadings and item intercepts are 

constrained to be equal across the groups. Once again, partial scalar invariance can be 

attained by allowing intercepts that show evidence of inequivalence (based on large 

modification indexes) to be estimated freely, while constricting the other intercepts to be 

equal across the groups. Once scalar invariance has been established, the latent factor means 
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can be compared across the groups (Van de Vijver and Leung 2011). In order to determine 

whether each next level of invariance holds, the likelihood ratio test (difference in chi-square 

between nested models) is often used. However, this test is largely dependent on sample size 

and invariance will mostly be rejected if the sample sizes are large (Cheung and Rensvold 

2002). Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Chen (2007) suggested that the difference in the 

CFI- and RMSEA-values of the nested tests (ΔCFI and ΔRMSEA, respectively) should rather 

be used, where |ΔCFI| smaller than .01 and |ΔRMSEA| smaller than 0.015 are indicative of 

measurement invariance. In addition, the Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) will be 

reported, where smaller values indicate better fit (Byrne 2012).  

Ethical Considerations 

Data for this study were gathered as part of the FORT 3 research-project of Wissing 

(2008/2012), titled “The prevalence of levels of psychosocial health: dynamics and 

relationships with biomarkers of (ill) health in South African social context”. The project was 

approved by the Ethics Committee of the North-West University, with project number NWU 

00002-07-A2. All participants gave written informed consent prior to participating in the 

study and participation was voluntary. Data gathering and capturing were done anonymously.  

Results 

Fitting the Baseline Models  

Table 2 presents the results of the baseline models, where the MHC-SF was analysed 

using CFA on each of the groups separately. The single-factor and two-factor first-order 

models (Model 1 and 2, respectively) displayed poor fit to the data, with the two-factor model 

performing slightly better than the single-factor model. The first- and second-order three-

factor models (Model 3 and 4, respectively) fitted the data better, but the fit was still 

insufficient for the English sample and marginal for the Setswana sample. The inter-factor 

correlations of Model 3 were large for the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana samples (.61, 
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.65, and .59, respectively, for EWB with SWB; .79, .77, and .67, respectively, for EWB with 

PWB; and .66, .65, and .61, respectively, for SWB with PWB), suggesting the presence of a 

general mental health factor which points towards the potential appropriateness of a second-

order or bifactor model. The bifactor model (Model 5) performed better than any of the other 

models for the English and Afrikaans samples, attaining marginal fit for the English sample 

and good fit for the Afrikaans sample1. For the Setswana sample, the fit of the bifactor model 

was comparable with the fit of the first- and second-order three-factor models (i.e., marginal).  

Since the fit of the bifactor model was still only marginal for the English and 

Setswana groups, we examined the modification indexes provided for these models. For both 

the English and Setswana groups, the highest modification index suggested that allowing the 

residuals of item 4 (social contribution: “In the past month, how often did you feel that you 

had something important to contribute to society?”) and item 5 (social integration: “In the 

past month, how often did you feel that you belonged to a community [like a social group, 

your neighbourhood, or city]?”) to correlate will improve the model fit. In addition, the R2 –

value of item 4 was the smallest of all items’ R2 –values for the English and Setswana groups 

(.165 and .235, respectively). We therefore explored two avenues of improving the model: 

allowing the residuals of items 4 and 5 to correlate (Model 6); and removing item 4 (Model 

7). Although the Afrikaans sample’s model fit was adequate for the bifactor model and the 

problems with items 4 and 5 were only evident for the English and Setswana samples, we 

                                                           
1 For the Afrikaans sample, the residual variance of item 1 was negative for Models 5, 

6, and 7, which resulted in a residual covariance (theta) matrix that was not positive 

definitive. A similar problem occurred for the English sample where Model 6 resulted in a 

negative residual variance for item 13, yielding a non-positive definite residual covariance 

(theta) matrix. We addressed these problems by fixing the residual variances of these items to 

zero in the respective models (F. Chen et al. 2001).  
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also explored what the impact would be on the model fit if we would apply the same changes 

to the Afrikaans sample. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 2.   

For the English group, Models 6 and 7 showed a significant improvement over Model 

5 and the fit of Models 6 and 7 were relatively similar (with Model 6 outperforming Model 7 

in terms of some of the fit indexes and vice versa). For the Afrikaans sample, the fit of Model 

6 was similar to the fit of Model 5, but Model 7 had a consistently better fit on all fit indexes 

when compared to all other models. For the Setswana sample, the fit of Models 6 and 7 were 

substantially better than the fit of Model 5, and Model 7 outperformed Model 6 slightly on all 

fit indexes. Based on the consistently similar or superior performance of Model 7 when 

compared to all other models, this model was used in the measurement invariance tests. 

The Bifactor Model 

The factor loadings of Model 7 are shown in Table 3 for all samples. Note that the 

factor loadings of the general factor (MH) on the items were significant for all items across 

all groups. The factor loadings of the specific factors (EWB, SWB, and PWB) were 

significant for the Afrikaans group (except for one SWB item, namely item 5 [social 

integration]). For the English and Setswana groups, the factor loadings of the EWB and SWB 

factors were significant for all items, but the factor loadings of the PWB factor were 

significant for only two items in the English group (items 12 [personal growth] and 14 

[purpose in life]) and no items in the Setswana group. Most of the items from the EWB and 

PWB factors had higher loadings on the general factor (except for item 1 [happiness] in all 

samples, item 3 [satisfaction] in the Setswana sample, and item 12 [personal growth] in the 

English and Setswana samples) than on the specific factors. In contrast, most items from the 

SWB factor had higher loadings on the specific factor (except for item 5 [social integration] 

which loaded the highest on the general factor across all samples).   
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The general mental health factor explained 66.3%, 63.9%, and 64.6% of the common 

variance in the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana groups, respectively, while the EWB factor 

accounted for 10.1%, 9.1%, and 13.5% of the common variance, the SWB factor for 15.5%, 

13.8%, and 15.6% of the common variance, and the PWB factor for 8.2%, 13.2%, and 6.4% 

of the common variance in the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana groups, respectively. 

Clearly, the general factor accounted for a significantly larger portion of the variance of the 

scale than the three specific factors of positive mental health.  

The omega hierarchical coefficients of the general mental health factor were 0.79, 

0.78, and 0.78 for the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana samples, respectively, showing that 

there exists a strong and reliable general well-being factor that influences the variation across 

all 13 items (recall that item 4 was removed in Model 7 which was used in these analyses). 

For the specific factors, the omega hierarchical coefficients for the EWB subscale were .27, 

.18, and .40, for the SWB subscale .39, .35, and .41, and for the PWB subscale .09, .25, and 

.00 for the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana samples, respectively, suggesting that only a 

small proportion of the subscale item response variance is attributable to the specific 

components. This implies that the degree to which the MHC-SF subscales reliably measure 

the specific variances of EWB, SWB, and PWB is low. Based on standard convention which 

requires reliability estimates to be above .70 (Nunnally 1978), the total scale had an adequate 

reliability, while the subscales did not measure the specific variances of EWB, SWB, and 

PWB reliably. 

Measurement Invariance  

We assessed the measurement invariance of Model 7. The findings for each step in 

the invariance testing process are summarised in Table 4 and will now be presented.  
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Configural invariance. We started our invariance testing by evaluating configural 

invariance for Model 7 (Invariance Model 1 in Table 4). The fit indices indicated that the 

configural model adequately fitted the data. 

Metric invariance. Large |ΔCFI| and |ΔRMSEA| values indicated that Model 7 did 

not show sufficient metric invariance (Invariance Model 2A). We examined the modification 

indexes and, based on these, allowed the factor loading of the general mental health factor on 

item 14 (purpose in life) to be estimated freely in all groups (Invariance Model 2B). This 

model then yielded sufficient fit as indicated by a small |ΔCFI| and |ΔRMSEA| values 

indicating partial metric invariance.  

Scalar invariance. Next, we assessed the partial scalar invariance of Model 7  

(Invariance Model 3A), where the factor loading of the general mental health factor on item 

14 was still allowed to be estimated freely in all groups because this loading was shown to be 

inequivalent in the metric invariance step. The |ΔCFI| and |ΔRMSEA| values indicated that 

this model did not exhibit invariance. One by one we allowed the intercepts of items 2 

(interest in life), 10 (environmental mastery), 1 (happiness), and 12 (personal growth) to be 

estimated freely in all groups as suggested by the modification indexes. This resulted in a 

final model (Invariance Model 3B) which showed sufficient partial scalar invariance as 

indicated by small |ΔCFI| and |ΔRMSEA| values2.   

                                                           
2 We also assessed the measurement invariance for Model 6. Configural invariance 

was attained (CFI = .955; RMSEA = 0.051), but to attain metric invariance the following 

factor loadings had to be allowed free estimation: the general mental health factor’s loadings 

on items 14, 12, and 10 (in this order) and the social well-being factor’s loading on item 4. 

Partial metric invariance was then attained (ΔCFI = -.010 and ΔRMSEA = 0 when compared 

with the configural model). To attain partial scalar invariance, the intercepts of items 5, 6, 3, 
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Comparison of Latent Factor Means 

The English group was set as the reference group (all factor means were fixed to zero 

for this group) for the purpose of evaluating the differences between the latent factor mean 

scores across the groups. The results are shown in Table 5. The Afrikaans group had a 

statistically significantly higher average score on the general mental health factor than the 

English and Setswana groups. The English group, in turn, had a statistically significantly 

higher factor mean than the Setswana group at a 5% significance level, but not at a 1% 

significance level. For the social and psychological well-being residual factors, the Afrikaans 

group’s scores were statistically significantly lower than the English and Setswana groups’ 

scores. For emotional well-being, the Afrikaans group scored lower than both the English and 

Setswana groups, but the difference was only statistically significant in comparison with the 

Setswana group. The English group had statistically significantly lower scores on all residual 

scales than the Setswana group. None of these differences were practically significant (i.e., 

close to 0.5 or higher, Cohen, 1988), except for the difference between the English versus 

Setswana and Afrikaans versus Setswana scores on SWB. 

Discussion 

The objectives of the present study were to (1) examine the validity of the English, 

Afrikaans, and Setswana versions of the MHC-SF among South African students; (2) 

examine whether recent findings on the bifactor structure of the MHC-SF replicate in these 

three groups; (3) explore the cross-group invariance of the scale; and (4) if scalar invariance 

was found, compare the mean well-being scores across the three groups. We found that a 

bifactor model with item 4 removed outperformed all other models in this study across the 

three groups. In this model, the general mental health factor explained by far the greatest part 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

10, 11, 4, and 12 (in this order) had to be allowed free estimation in addition, resulting in 

ΔCFI = -.009 and ΔRMSEA = 0.002 when compared with the partial metric model.  
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of the common variance in the item responses and exhibited sufficient reliability, while the 

specific factors (subscales) accounted for only a small portion of the response variance and 

attained low reliability scores. This implies that the scale total score can be used as a reliable 

indicator of general mental health, but caution should be applied when interpreting and using 

subscale scores in subsequent analyses. Partial scalar invariance was found, which allowed 

for the comparison of factor mean scores. The Afrikaans group’s average score on the general 

mental health factor was statistically significantly higher than the English and Setswana 

groups’ scores, while the English group’s scores were statistically significantly higher than 

the Setswana group’s scores. Both the Afrikaans and English groups had statistically 

significantly lower scores than the Setswana group on all residual scales, while the Afrikaans 

group’s scores were statistically significantly lower than the English group on the social and 

psychological well-being subscales. Considering the effect sizes, these differences were not 

significant in practice, except for the English and Afrikaans scores that were practically 

significantly lower than the Setswana scores on the social well-being residual scale. The 

implications of these findings will now be discussed. 

Baseline Models 

Bifactor model. Similar to Jovanovic (2015) and de Bruin and du Plessis (2015), 

results of the bifactor model in all three groups of the present study strongly supported the 

presence of a general factor of mental health within the items of the scale. This was evident in 

the fact that a large proportion of the item response variance was explained by the general 

factor, the high coefficient omega hierarchical score for this factor, and the significant factor 

loadings of the general factor on all items. Although the existence of specific factors was 

supported by the remarkably better fit of the bifactor model in comparison with the single-

factor model, the ability of the subscales to reliably measure the specific factors was 

countered by the small proportion of the item response variance explained by the specific 
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factors, the low coefficient omega hierarchical scores for these factors and the small factor 

loadings of some items on the specific factors. These findings suggest that calculating and 

interpreting an overall mental health score based on the sum of all the MHC-SF items (item 4 

excluded) is justified, but the calculation and interpretation of subscale scores are not 

empirically supported.  

The confirmation of the existence of the general and specific factors of mental health 

is in line with previous studies that assessed a bifactor and/or hierarchical structure for well-

being. For example, F. Chen, Jing, Hayes, and Lee (2013) confirmed a bifactor structure of 

well-being and found that both a general well-being factor and specific factors of 

psychological (eudaimonic) and subjective (hedonic) well-being exist in own right; Wissing 

and Temane (2008) found that well-being has a hierarchical structure, with general 

psychological well-being as a higher-order factor across different cultural groups, and lower-

order factors which exhibited varying nuances in relatively collectivistic versus 

individualistic contexts; Gallagher, Lopez, and Preacher (2009) confirmed the hierarchical 

structure of well-being by showing that well-being has a general higher-order factor with 

hedonic, eudaimonic and social well-being as correlated but distinct subcomponents; and 

Joshanloo (2015) found that hedonic and eudaimonic aspects of well-being are correlated but 

distinct using exploratory structural equation modelling. In line with previous research, the 

present study confirmed the multidimensional nature of mental health, while suggesting a 

strong general mental health factor.  

Despite the confirmation of a general well-being factor with an underlying 

multidimensional structure, the variance explained by the specific factors and the reliabilities 

of the subscales were very low in this study. This corresponds with the findings of Jovanovic 

(2015) and de Bruin and du Plessis (2015) when they applied the bifactor model to the MHC-

SF and implies that the subscale scores cannot be trusted and should not be used, for 
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example, in regression analyses. This is in contrast with F. Chen et al. (2013) who, in their 

study of the suitability of a bifactor structure for well-being, found that the subdimensions of 

well-being were clearly distinct when their overlap with the general mental health factor was 

partialled out. The main difference between the study of F. Chen et al. (2013) and the studies 

using the MHC-SF, is that F. Chen and colleagues used separate and more comprehensive 

measurement instruments to assess the specific factors of mental health, while the MHC-SF 

relies on very brief subscales (three to six items each) to assess the specific factors, where the 

subcomponents of the specific factors are mostly measured by a single item. We conclude 

that, although short scales like the MHC-SF may yield usable and reliable scores for the 

general mental health factor, more comprehensive scales are needed to reliably measure the 

subdimensions of the general construct.  

Comparison of fit of the baseline models across the groups. It is noticeable that the 

English group performed worse than the other two groups on almost all baseline models that 

we explored in this study. In addition, the Afrikaans group’s fit consistently outperformed the 

other groups’ fit. This is against what one would expect, given that the English version was 

the original and well-validated scale, while the Setswana and Afrikaans versions were both 

translations of the original scale – which one may expect to lead to more issues. There are at 

least two possible ways to understand these findings. First, in the Afrikaans group the great 

majority of participants indicated Afrikaans as native language (99.2%), in the Setswana 

group the native language Setswana speakers were still the majority but less than in the 

Afrikaans group (66.7%), but in the English group the native language English speakers were 

by far the minority (18.8%). Although we argued that the participants should all be fluent in 

the language in which they completed the assessment, it seems as if native versus non-native 

language scale administration may have played a role in the resulting psychometric 
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properties. This finding highlights the potential danger of not administering scales in 

participants’ native language.  

A second way to understand the finding pertains to the cultural heritage of the groups. 

Afrikaans is a language that comes from Dutch and is often spoken by South Africans with a 

strong Western heritage. The Setswana and English samples mostly indicated African 

languages as native language, suggesting a strong African heritage. The fact that the 

Afrikaans scale displayed better psychometric properties than the English and Setswana 

versions may point towards the notion that theories and their operationalisations developed in 

Western contexts do not necessarily merely transfer to other, non-Western contexts (cf., 

Henrich et al. 2010). This highlights the necessity of also incorporating an emic approach in 

scale adaptation, where the phenomena are studied in a bottom-up manner from the 

perspective of members of the specific cultural group. In particular, qualitative research is 

needed to understand what positive mental health looks like in an African context. 

Problematic items. For the MHC-SF, allowing items 4 (social contribution: “In the 

past month, how often did you feel that you had something important to contribute to 

society”) and 5 (social integration: “In the past month, how often did you feel that you 

belonged to a community [like a social group, your neighbourhood, or city]”) to covary 

improved the fit of the English and Setswana scales significantly. That was not the case for 

the Afrikaans version. On face value, items 4 and 5 seem to be different from items 6 (social 

actualisation: “In the past month, how often did you feel that our society is becoming a better 

place for people”), 7 (social acceptance: “In the past month, how often did you feel that 

people are basically good”), and 8 (social coherence: “In the past month, how often did you 

feel that the way our society works makes sense to you”) which form the rest of the subscale. 

Whereas items 4 and 5 have a personal tone to them (personally contributing to society and 

personally belonging to a community), items 6 to 8 involve general opinions about society 
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and people in general. Allowing items 4 (social contribution) and 5 (social integration) to 

correlate based on empirical and substantive evidence is one way to deal with these items in 

future. Note that the social contribution and social integration subscales also exhibited issues 

in studies where the mental health continuum was administered using comprehensive scales. 

Joshanloo (2015) conducted exploratory structural equation modelling on the long form of 

the MHC-SF and reported that the social integration subscale cross-loaded on the 

psychological and social well-being factors, while the social contribution factor did not load 

strongly on social well-being, but had a large loading on psychological well-being. Also, 

social contribution has been found to load on psychological well-being in addition to social 

well-being in Spanish immigrant samples when a longer form of the MHC was administered 

(Bobowik et al. 2015). Clearly, the conceptualization and measurement of social contribution 

and social integration requires more attention in future research.  

Apart from the implied residual correlation between items 4 and 5, item 4 attained a 

low R2-value for both the English and Setswana groups. Removal of item 4 significantly 

improved the fit in all groups. Upon examination of the item, we noted that item 4 is the only 

item in the entire scale that extends the notion of well-being from a self-orientated 

satisfaction with oneself and the world around one towards a contribution to a greater good. 

More specifically, all items except item 4 is about what one feels (items 1-3), what one thinks 

about oneself (items 9, 10, and 12-14), or what the world has to offer one (items 5-8 and 11). 

Item 4 is the only item that explicitly focuses on looking beyond oneself to what one can 

offer the world. The fact that the item stood alone in its contribution orientation may have 

caused it not to fit well with the other items and, for the purpose of model fit, we removed the 

item in our analyses. The poor fit of item 4 alerted us to the lack of explicit focus on 

contribution towards others and the greater good in the conceptualisation of mental health 

that was operationalised in this scale. This is particularly significant since 11 of the 14 items 
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in this scale aim to measure eudaimonic well-being, which is all about functioning well. 

Reflecting on prominent theories on eudaimonic well-being, one may realise that the focus is 

very often on the self and what one gains from the world as is evident in, for example, 

Waterman’s eudaimonic identity theory and his work on personal expressiveness (Waterman 

2008; Waterman and Schwartz 2013), the self-determination theory (Ryan and Deci 2000; 

Ryan et al. 2008; Ryan et al. 2013) and theories of meaning in life (Steger et al. 2006; Wong 

2011). Although the interpersonal component features in many of these theories, it still tends 

to be self-orientated. While the intrapsychic component of eudaimonic well-being is 

undoubtedly important, a greater emphasis on the interconnectedness aspect of functioning 

well and, specifically, the expression thereof in contribution towards a greater good, may 

enhance our measurement of well-being in general and eudaimonic well-being in particular. 

Recent perspectives that address these aspects of well-being is the relationality-meaning 

model of Wissing (2014), the altruism model of Delle Fave and Soosai-Nathan (2014), and 

the sustainable well-being model of Helne and Hirvilammi (2015).    

Measurement Invariance 

In this study, sufficient configural invariance, and partial metric and scalar invariance 

was found. This implies that not all factor loadings and intercepts were invariant across the 

groups and some needed to be freed before comparing the mean scores. 

Comparison of mean scores. Since the reliabilities of the residual scales were so 

low, we do not interpret the comparison of the subscale scores for the groups at hand. The 

comparison of the average overall scale scores can, however, be interpreted. Although the 

Afrikaans group had statistically significantly higher scores than the English group on the 

general factor, who, in turn, had statistically higher scores than the Setswana group, it is well-

known that statistical significance is greatly influenced by sample size and when sample sizes 

are large statistically significant differences are often found. We therefore base our 
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interpretation on the effect sizes, which give an indication of the practical significance of the 

differences. The overall mental health of the participants who completed the English, 

Afrikaans, and Setswana versions of the scale were not practically significantly different, 

suggesting that cultural heritage as reflected in language does not seem to have a large 

influence on the level of mental health experienced by participants. This is very significant in 

a country with a history of political inequalities. In this study, the majority of the Afrikaans 

sample may typically come from previously advantaged groups who may still enjoy the 

heritage of good opportunities (supported by the standard of living levels depicted in Table 

1), but, at the same time, currently experience political and economic marginalisation as a 

consequence of transformation actions. The majority of the English and Setswana groups 

may, on the other hand, typically come from previously disadvantaged groups with a heritage 

of fewer opportunities, but currently experience multiple opportunities as a result of the 

present political climate and transformation practices in the country. One may have expected 

that cultural heritage and the current political climate should play a significant role in the 

mental health of citizens from such a politicised country, but the contrary seems to be true. 

The fact that all participants in this group have the opportunity to study at a university may 

have a larger influence than their cultural heritage. Although culturally diverse, the group is 

quite homogeneous in terms of educational background (all should have at least secondary 

education), age group, life phase, marital status, and future possibilities. Future research 

should investigate whether other factors, such as socio-economic status, age, life phase, and 

so forth are associated with differences on overall well-being.        

Conclusions 

In order for the study of mental health to be comprehensive and holistic, measurement 

instruments should not only assess mental illness, but also positive mental health. The MHC-

SF is an instrument that was developed to address the traditional lack of focus on positive 
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mental health in research. In the present study, the psychometric properties of three language 

versions of the MHC-SF were explored. A bifactor model showed superior fit. The general 

mental health factor explained the majority of the common variance and demonstrated good 

reliability, indicating that the scale total score can be calculated and used in subsequent 

analyses. The specific factors of mental health, on the other hand, explained only a small 

proportion of the common variance and displayed low reliability, suggesting that it is not 

appropriate to interpret and calculate the subscale scores. It seems as if more comprehensive 

measurement of the specific factors is needed to yield reliable scores. The social contribution 

item of the scale was shown to be problematic and removal of the item significantly 

improved the model fit. The item seems to target a different aspect (contribution towards a 

greater good) than the other items (all self-orientated) and for that reason did not fit well with 

the rest of the scale. This important aspect of eudaimonic well-being that involves 

contribution towards a greater good beyond the self is underrepresented in the MHC-SF and, 

possibly, eudaimonic well-being literature in general, suggesting that more attention to this 

aspect is recommended for future research. The scale exhibited configural, partial metric, and 

partial scalar invariance across samples that completed the English, Afrikaans, and Setswana 

versions of the scale and the average scale total score did not differ practically significantly 

across the groups. 

Limitations and Recommendations 

Although this study makes important contributions to the understanding of the 

structure and measurement of mental health, it is not without limitations. The conclusions 

regarding the fit of the bifactor model in the present contexts and the extent to which the 

scale total score and subscale scores are reliable and interpretable, are based on the 

administration of a very short instrument of overall mental health, namely the MHC-SF. In 

order to establish whether scores for the specific factors could actually be calculated and 
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interpreted in these contexts, and to confirm the bifactor structure of mental health in non-

Western contexts, the study deserves replication using more comprehensive measurement of 

the specific factors of mental health. Although the present study had the strength that 

participants were culturally diverse and came from understudied cultural groups, the samples 

were homogeneous in the sense that all participants were university students. This limits the 

extent to which the results can be generalised and future studies should investigate whether 

the findings replicate in other contexts. In this study, the measurement scale and underlying 

theory come from a Western context. Although the application thereof in the present context 

may yield important information to help us grow in our understanding of well-being in 

various contexts, an emic approach to understanding the well-being construct in the present 

context will add further value. 
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Model 1: Single-factor first-order model 

 Model 2: Two-factor first-order model 

 Model 3: Three-factor first-order model 

 Model 4: Three-factor second-order model 

 Model 5: Bifactor model 

 

Figure 1. Competing models for the baseline structure of the MHC-SF. MH = mental health; 

HWB = hedonic well-being; EuWB = eudaimonic well-being; EWB = emotional well-being; 

SWB = social well-being; PWB = psychological well-being. 
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Table 1 

Demographic profile of the participants 

Demographic variable All (N = 1060) Eng  (n = 324) Afr (n = 478) Set (n = 258) 

Gender     

   Male 336 (31.7%) 80 (24.7%) 171 (35.8%) 85 (32.9%) 

   Female 721 (68.0%) 241 (74.4%) 307 (64.2%) 173 (67.1%) 

Age     

   M (SD) 20.60 (3.91) 21.03 (4.10) 19.78 (3.14) 21.61 (4.60) 

   Range 17 – 67 18 – 54  18 – 67  17 – 46  

Native language     

   English 118 (11.1%) 59 (18.2%) 2 (0.4%) 57 (22.1%) 

   Afrikaans 498 (47.0%) 22 (6.8%) 474 (99.2%) 2 (0.8%) 

   Setswana 233 (22.0%) 61 (18.8%) 2 (0.4%) 172 (66.7%)  

   Other 204 (19.2%) 178 (54.9%) 0 (0%) 24 (9.3%) 

Standard of living     

   Below average 77 (7.3%) 30 (9.3%) 7 (1.5%) 40 (15.5%) 

   Average 786 (74.2%) 256 (79.0%) 327 (68.4%) 203 (78.7%) 

   Above average 192 (18.1%) 36 (11.1%) 143 (29.9%) 13 (5.0%) 

Note. All = Total sample; Eng = English sample; Afr = Afrikaans sample; Set = Setswana 

sample; If percentages do not add to 100%, the outstanding participants did not respond to the 

particular demographic item.  
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Table 2 

Confirmatory factor analysis fit statistics of the baseline models for each sample 

Model χ² df p CFI TLI RMSEA 90% CI SRMR 

Eng (n = 324) 

Model 1 317.17 77 <.001 .790 0.752 0.098 [0.087, 0.109] 0.072 

Model 2 278.04 76 <.001 .824 0.789 0.091 [0.079, 0.102] 0.069 

Model 3 206.11 74 <.001 .885 0.858 0.074 [0.062, 0.086] 0.059 

Model 4 208.65 75 <.001 .883 0.858 0.074 [0.062, 0.086] 0.063 

Model 5 167.35 63 <.001 .909 0.868 0.072 [0.058, 0.085] 0.044 

Model 6a 124.43 63 <.001 .946 0.923 0.055 [0.041, 0.069] 0.042 

Model 7 110.49 52 <.001 .945 0.918 0.059 [0.044, 0.074] 0.038 

Afr (n = 476) 

Model 1 456.82 77 <.001 .812 0.778 0.102 [0.093, 0.111] 0.069 

Model 2 379.36 76 <.001 .850 0.821 0.092 [0.083, 0.101] 0.065 

Model 3 224.89 74 <.001 .925 0.908 0.065 [0.056, 0.075] 0.054 

Model 4 228.63 75 <.001 .924 0.908 0.066 [0.056, 0.075] 0.055 

Model 5a 151.64 64 <.001 .957 0.938 0.054 [0.043, 0.065] 0.035 

Model 6a 151.89 63 <.001 .956 0.937 0.054 [0.043, 0.066] 0.035 

Model 7a 107.64 53 <.001 .971 0.957 0.047 [0.034, 0.059] 0.030 

Set (n = 258) 

Model 1 222.77 77 <.001 .800 0.764 0.086 [0.073, 0.099] 0.077 

Model 2 182.34 76 <.001 .854 0.825 0.074 [0.060, 0.087] 0.070 

Model 3 113.10 74 .002 .946 0.934 0.045 [0.027, 0.061] 0.051 

Model 4 113.31 75 .003 .947 0.936 0.044 [0.026, 0.061] 0.051 

Model 5 100.88 63 .002 .948 0.925 0.048 [0.030, 0.065] 0.052 
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Model 6 86.88 62 .020 .966 0.950 0.039 [0.016, 0.058] 0.049 

Model 7 72.62 52 .031 .969 0.953 0.039 [0.012, 0.059] 0.045 

Note. Eng = English sample; Afr = Afrikaans sample; Set = Setswana sample; χ² = chi-square 

test statistic; df = degrees of freedom; p = probability value; CFI = comparative fit index; 

TLI = Tucker-Lewis fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; 90% CI = 

90% confidence interval of the RMSEA; SRMR = standardized root mean square residual. 

Model 1 = single-factor first-order model; Model 2 = two-factor first-order model; Model 3 = 

three-factor first-order model; Model 4 = three-factor second-order model; Model 5 = 

bifactor model; Model 6 = bifactor model where the residual terms of items 4 and 5 were 

allowed to correlate; Model 7 = bifactor model with item 4 removed.  

aSee footnote 1. 
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Table 3 

Factor loadings of Model 7 (bifactor model with item 4 deleted) for the MHC-SF in the three 

groups 

Item Eng (n = 324)  Afr (n = 476)  Set (n = 258) 

 MH  SF  MH SF  MH SF 

1.  Positive affect, EWB .46** .60**  .67** .74**  .49** .56** 

2.  Positive affect, EWB .67** .26**  .71** .13*  .50** .48** 

3.  Satisfaction with life, EWB .66** .42**  .71** .19**  .46** .50** 

5. Social integration, SWB .46** .23**  .52** .11  .41** .30** 

6. Social actualisation, SWB .42** .59**  .45** .57**  .41** .46** 

7. Social acceptance, SWB .46** .52**  .49** .54**  .37** .54** 

8. Social coherence, SWB .42** .52**  .46** .55**  .43** .56** 

9. Self-acceptance, PWB .63** .13  .64** .25**  .70** .17 

10. Environmental mastery, PWB .67** .05  .50** .39**  .68** .15 

11. Positive relations with others, PWB .68** -.13  .58** .20**  .68** .22 

12. Personal growth, PWB .31** .43**  .43** .49**  .53** -.12 

13. Autonomy, PWB .59** .33  .53** .49**  .70** -.49 

14. Purpose in life, PWB .66** .41**  .71** .40**  .56** -.15 

Note. MHC-SF = Mental Health Continuum Short Form; Eng = English sample; Afr = 

Afrikaans sample; Set = Setswana sample; MH = general mental health; SF = specific factor; 

EWB = emotional well-being; SWB = social well-being; PWB = psychological well-being. 

Boldface print indicates the factor (general or specific) where the factor loading was the 

highest.  
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Table 4 

Measurement invariance of Model 7 (bifactor model with item 4 deleted) 

Model χ² df p CFI RMSEA AIC Model comparison Δχ² df p ΔCFI ΔRMSEA 

Inv model 1 289.18 157 <.001 .963 0.049 39442.44       

Inv model 2A 385.39 201 <.001 .948 0.051 39487.57 2A vs 1 93.87 44 <.001 -.015 0.002 

Inv model 2B 352.58 199 <.001 .957 0.047 39451.69 2B vs 1 65.55 42 .012 -.006 -0.002 

Inv model 3A 553.15 217 <.001 .906 0.066 39642.66 3A vs 2B 256.13 18 <.001 -.051 0.019 

Inv model 3B  390.99 209 <.001 .949 0.050 39478.10 3B vs 2B 38.31 10 <.001 -.008 0.003 

Note.  χ² = chi-square test statistic; df = degrees of freedom; p = probability value; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square 

error of approximation; AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; Δχ² = likelihood ratio test (difference in chi-square between nested models); ΔCFI 

= difference in CFI between nested models; ΔRMSEA = difference in RMSEA between nested models. Inv Model 1 = configural invariance 

model; Inv Model 2A = metric invariance model; Inv Model 2B = partial metric invariance model where the factor loading of general mental 

health on item 14 was allowed free estimation in all groups; Inv Model 3A = partial scalar invariance model where the factor loading of general 

mental health on item 14 was still allowed free estimation in all groups; Inv Model 3B = partial scalar invariance model where the factor loading 

of general mental health in item 14 as well as the intercepts of items 2, 10, 1, and 12 were allowed free estimation in all groups.  
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Table 5 

Comparison of the latent factor mean scores across the three samples 

Scale  M (SD)   z-score, p-value, and d-value  

 Eng (n = 324) Afr (n = 476) Set (n = 258)  Eng vs Afr   Eng vs Set    Afr vs Set  

    z p d z p d z p d 

MH 0 (0) 0.72 (0.21) -0.63 (0.25) 3.43 .001 0.25 - 2.56 .011 -0.21 4.94 <.001 0.38 

EWB 0 (0) -1.09 (0.65) 2.18 (0.80) -1.68 .092 -0.12 2.73 .006 0.23 -3.20 .001 -0.25 

SWB 0 (0) -0.73 (0.20) 1.39 (0.22) -3.76 <.001 -0.27 6.18 <.001 0.52 -7.89 <.001 -0.61 

PWB 0 (0) -2.50 (0.64) 1.66 (0.56) -3.90 <.001 -0.28 2.98 .003 0.25 -4.46 <.001 -0.34 

Note. M = Mean factor score relative to the English sample; SD = Standard error of the mean score; z = z-score for the test comparing the means 

of two samples; p = probability value; d = Cohen’s d-value; MH = general mental health, EWB = emotional well-being, SWB = social well-

being, PWB = psychological well-being. Eng = English sample; Afr = Afrikaans sample; Set = Setswana sample.
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Abstract 

Self-determination theory is a macrotheory of human motivation that describes fundamental 

matters such as personality development, goals and aspirations, and self-regulation. Basic 

psychological needs theory, a subtheory of self-determination theory, postulates that the 

needs for autonomy, competence, and relatedness are universal and the satisfaction thereof 

essential for human functioning. Despite the theory’s strong universality claim, almost no 

studies tested the assumption on the African continent. The present study addressed this by 

exploring the factorial validity of English, Afrikaans, and Setswana versions of the Basic 

Psychological Needs Scale (N = 1056). After incorporating a negative-worded method effect 

and removing several problematic items, the fit of the intended three-factor model was good 

for the Afrikaans version, marginal for the English version, and poor for the Setswana 

version. The resulting factors’ reliabilities were low. Configural, metric, and partial scalar 

invariance were established between the English and Afrikaans versions. These findings not 

only highlighted problems with the particular scale, but also raised questions about the 

universality assumption of basic psychological needs theory and/or assumptions about 

denotations or manifestations of main constructs in various cultural contexts. The study 

indicated the conceptual and linguistic complexities involved in assessment across diverse 

and multicultural contexts. 

 

Keywords: Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS), scale validation, measurement 

invariance, cross-cultural assessment, self-determination theory, positive psychology, South 

Africa 
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Problematic Factorial Validity of Three Language Versions of the Basic Psychological Needs 

Scale (BPNS): Why and What are the Implications?  

The question of what drives and motivates human beings has interested psychology 

since its earliest days. This matter has been addressed from multiple angles and perspectives, 

for example by the study of people’s drives, goals, aspirations, purposes, and needs. One of 

the prominent theories that connects many of these constructs is self-determination theory 

(SDT), which can be considered a macrotheory of human motivation that describes 

fundamental matters such as personality development, goals and aspirations, self-regulation, 

basic psychological needs, and the impact of social environments on motivation, behaviour, 

and well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2008b). SDT works from the premise that people are naturally 

internally motivated, curious, interested, and vital (Deci & Ryan, 2008a). In order to realise 

this proactive nature, the three basic psychological needs of autonomy, relatedness, and 

competence have to be satisfied – they are considered essential for human functioning (Deci 

& Ryan, 2008a). Basic psychological needs theory or subtheory is considered one of the 

corner stones of SDT (Deci & Ryan, 2000). 

Basic Psychological Needs Theory 

In basic psychological needs theory, autonomy concerns an experience of volition and 

choice in behaviour regulation, competence refers to an experience of efficacy concerning 

one’s internal and external environment, and relatedness concerns a sense of being connected 

to and cared for by others (Ryan, Huta, & Deci, 2008). The theory postulates that social 

environments that satisfy individuals’ three basic psychological needs support their natural 

growth tendency and will facilitate optimal motivation which will result in psychological 

well-being (Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013). On the other hand, social milieus that frustrate or 

thwart the basic psychological needs activate less optimal types of motivation. This results in 

psychological ill-being and may manifest in seeking unhealthy need substitutes as expressed 
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in the striving for extrinsic goals, compensatory behaviours, or rigid behavioural patterns 

(Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013). 

A large number of studies have shown that the satisfaction of the three basic 

psychological needs is associated with health and well-being. For example, Ng et al. (2012) 

showed in a meta-analysis that basic psychological need satisfaction was positively 

associated with beneficial mental and physical health outcomes and Milyavskaya, Philippe, 

and Koestner (2013) found that basic psychological need satisfaction at three levels of 

experience (general, domain-specific, and episodic) correlated positively with well-being. In 

addition, need frustration or thwarting has been related to psychological ill-being in multiple 

studies, for example, need thwarting predicted negative affect when being physically active 

(Gunnell, Crocker, Wilson, Mack, & Zumbo, 2013) and low levels of basic psychological 

need fulfilment  were associated with burnout in elite rugby players (Hodge, Lonsdale, & Ng, 

2008). See Vansteenkiste and Ryan (2013) for a review of correlates of basic psychological 

need satisfaction and frustration.  

One of the central premises of basic psychological needs theory is that the needs are 

universal: Every human being, regardless of culture, life stage, or context, needs these 

elements to function and flourish, just like plants need water and sunlight to grow and thrive 

(Deci & Ryan, 2000). This will be the case regardless of whether the individual considers the 

needs as important or not (Ryan & Deci, 2000a). Several cross-country studies have found 

support for the positive association between need satisfaction and well-being and/or between 

need frustration and ill-being across different cultures (e.g., B. Chen, Vansteenkiste, et al., 

2015; Church et al., 2012). However, since need satisfaction is proposed to be facilitated by 

the integration and internalisation of culturally endorsed values and behaviours, the 

expression thereof may differ for different cultural climates (Ryan & Deci, 2000b). In other 

words, while the benefits related to need satisfaction are claimed to be universal, the ways in 
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which the needs are met and the paths taken to experience satisfaction of the needs may differ 

from culture to culture (B. Chen, Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015).  

Measurement of Basic Psychological Needs 

In order to test the premises of SDT and basic psychological needs theory, good 

measurement of the constructs is essential. Furthermore, to study claims such as the 

universality of the needs, the measurement instruments should be cross-culturally valid and 

invariant. Several domain-specific measurement instruments of basic psychological needs 

have been developed, for example for the work context (e.g., Van den Broeck, 

Vansteenskiste, De Witte, Soenens, & Lens, 2010), for physical exercise (e.g., Vlachopoulos 

& Michailidou, 2006), and for educational settings (e.g., Longo, Gunz, Curtis, & Farsides, 

2016). Although these measures are appropriate in studies where the theory is applied in a 

specific context, domain-general measures of psychological need satisfaction are needed 

when the constructs are studied from a context-free perspective. For many years, the Basic 

Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS, Gagné, 2003)  has been commonly used to assess 

context-free basic psychological need satisfaction. More recently, the Balanced Measure of 

Psychological Needs (BMPN, Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012) and the Basic Psychological Need 

Satisfaction and Frustration Scale (BPNSFS, B. Chen, Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015) have been 

developed for this purpose. In this study, the focus will fall on the BPNS. 

The BPNS was first used by (Gagné, 2003), who modified the domain-specific Basic 

Need Satisfaction at Work Scale (Deci et al., 2001; Ilardi, Leone, Kasser, & Ryan, 1993; 

Kasser, Davey, & Ryan, 1992). For example, the item “I really like the people I work with” 

was modified to read “I really like the people I interact with”1. The BPNS has been applied in 

numerous studies after Gagné first used the instrument, sometimes obtaining subscale scores 

(e.g., Kashdan, Mishra, Breen, & Froh, 2009), sometimes a total scale score (e.g., Philippe, 

Koestner, Beaulieu-Pelletier, & Lecours, 2011), and sometimes both (e.g., Meyer, Enström, 
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Harstveit, Bowles, & Beevers, 2007). The first proper validation study of the scale has been 

conducted by Johnston and Finney (2010) among American students. These authors found 

that only after removal of five problematic items and when incorporating a negative-worded 

method effect did the scale show sufficient structural validity. An exploration of the 

shortened scale’s external validity confirmed the distinctiveness of the three subscales. 

Sheldon and Hilpert (2012) reported that, among American students, both the 21-item version 

(original scale) and 16-item version (obtained by Johnston and Finney, 2010) of the scale 

displayed only marginal fit, with the 16-item measure not performing better than the 21-item 

version. Both Johnston and Finney (2010) and Sheldon and Hilpert (2012) pointed out that 

findings needed confirmation in replication studies in other contexts.  

Basic Psychological Needs in an African Context 

Even though self-determination theory claims that the three basic psychological needs 

and their links with psychological well- and ill-being are universal (c.f., B. Chen, 

Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015; Chirkov, Ryan, & Sheldon, 2011; Church et al., 2012) very few 

studies investigated this theory in an African context. In addition, as far as we are aware, no 

in-depth validation studies of measurement instruments of basic psychological needs have 

been done based on data from Africa. Examples of studies that measured domain-general 

basic psychological needs include Van Zyl and Rothmann (2012) who applied the BPNS to a 

sample of South African students, Roman et al. (2015) who administered the Balanced 

Measure of Psychological Needs  (Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012) to a group of South African 

adolescents, and B. Chen, Van Assche, Vansteenkiste, Soenens, and Beyers (2015) who 

applied the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction and Frustration Scale (B. Chen, 

Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015) to a sample of South African students. In more specific contexts, 

Rothmann, Diedericks, and Swart (2013) applied the Work-related Basic Need Satisfaction 

Scale (Van den Broeck et al., 2010) to a sample of employees of South African agricultural 
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companies and Muller and Louw (2004) measured the satisfaction of basic psychological 

needs in a learning context among a sample of South African university students. Apart from 

Cronbach’s alpha-values, none of these studies gave any indication of the scales’ validity or 

reliability in the new context. In addition, in some of the studies the Cronbach’s alpha-values 

were low and/or items had to be removed to obtain sufficient alpha-values. Clearly there is a 

gap in the literature when it comes to the validation of measurement instruments for basic 

psychological needs theory and the underlying assumptions of this theory in an African 

context. Addressing this gap is imperative not only for the development of psychological 

theories that are nuanced and sensitive for cultural variation, but also for the development of 

interventions and applications that are culturally sensitive, appropriate, and effective. 

The Present Study 

The aim of the present study was to address the gap in the literature by assessing the 

psychometric properties of three language versions of the BPNS using data from South 

Africa. We hypothesised that a three-factor model consisting of the factors Autonomy, 

Competence, and Relatedness with incorporation of a negative-worded method effect would 

best fit the data and that removal of some items was expected to improve the functioning of 

the scale. In addition, we aimed to evaluate the measurement invariance of the scale among 

the three groups and expected invariance after removal of problematic items. This study is the 

first to thoroughly explore the validity of a measure of basic psychological needs in an 

African context and will in that way contribute significantly to the body of knowledge about 

basic psychological needs theory and its applicability across the world.  

Method 

Design and Participants 

The study implemented a cross-sectional survey design with students (N = 1056) 

from the three campuses of a university in South Africa. Respondents who completed less 
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than 50% of the BPNS were removed from the dataset prior to data analysis. The research 

battery was administered in three of the main languages in the areas of data gathering, namely 

English (n = 322, 75% female, Mage = 21.04, SDage = 4.11), Afrikaans (n = 478, 64% female, 

Mage = 19.78, SDage = 3.14), and Setswana (n = 256, 68% female, Mage = 21.61, SDage = 4.60). 

From the group who completed the English scale, 18% indicated English as their native 

language, 18% Setswana, 7% Afrikaans, and 55% “Other”. 99% of the group who completed 

the Afrikaans scale indicated that Afrikaans was their native language. From the group who 

completed the Setswana scale, 22% indicated English as their native language, 67% 

Setswana, 1% Afrikaans, and 9% “Other”. “Other” probably indicated another African 

language. Participants were requested to complete the questionnaires in their native language 

or, if they did not speak one of the three languages natively, in their language of choice. Since 

either English or Afrikaans was the language of tuition at the respective campuses, it was 

assumed that participants who did not speak one of the three languages at home would select 

the language in which they receive tertiary education, making them sufficiently fluent in the 

language of the instruments. The groups who completed the English, Afrikaans, and 

Setswana versions of the research battery will be referred to as the English, Afrikaans, and 

Setswana samples, respectively.  

Measures 

Multiple scales were included in the research battery. Instruments relevant to this 

study will now be briefly presented. 

Socio-demographic questionnaire. Socio-demographic information was obtained 

from the participants, for example gender, age, and native language. 

Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS, Gagné, 2003). This 21-item scale consists 

of three subscales, where respondents rate the extent to which their needs for autonomy (7 

items), relatedness (6 items), and competence (8 items) are met on a scale from 1 (not true at 
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all) to 7 (very true). Nine of the items are reversed-phrased. Subscale scores can be calculated 

to get an indication of the extent to which each individual need is satisfied, while the total 

score can be used as a general index of need satisfaction. Gagné (2003) obtained Cronbach’s 

alpha scores of .69, .86 and .71 for the three subscales, respectively. Johnston and Finney 

(2010) conducted a validation study of the scale and found that a reduced 16-item three-factor 

model displayed adequate structural and external validity.     

Procedure 

The BPNS was translated from English to Afrikaans and Setswana using a research 

committee approach (Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997). One translator translated the scale into 

the target language and another translator back-translated the translated version into English. 

A research committee consisting of Afrikaans and Setswana-speaking academics that were 

also competent in English compared the original and back-translated versions of the scale and 

addressed any discrepancies by revising the translated version (Brislin, 1973; Van de Vijver 

& Leung, 1997). The translated scales were administered to small pilot samples from the 

target populations to investigate if the items were clear and culturally acceptable. Participants 

were recruited by their lecturers during class lectures and participation was voluntary. After 

giving written informed consent, volunteers completed the questionnaires in class or at home. 

Data Analysis 

IBM SPSS Statistics 22 was used to obtain descriptive statistics, while Mplus 7.31 

(Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2014) was applied to conduct confirmatory factor analysis. Both 

the robust maximum likelihood (MLR) and the robust weighted least squares (WLSMV) 

estimators were used. For model parameterisation, the latent factor variances were fixed to 

one (Van de Schoot, Lugtig, & Hox, 2012) and missing data were handled by full information 

maximum likelihood estimation. 
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Guidelines suggested by Byrne (2012) were used to assess single group model fit. In 

terms of the global fit of the models, the comparative fit index (CFI) and root mean square 

error of approximation (RMSEA) with its 90% confidence interval will be reported. For the 

CFI, earlier recommendations were that values of .90 or larger are indicative of good fit, but 

more recently a revised cut-off value of .95 was suggested. For the RMSEA, values of 0.05 or 

less suggest good fit and values smaller than 0.08 indicate reasonable fit. Results for the chi-

square test will also be reported, but since the test is very sensitive to sample size it will not 

be used in decision making. To assess the local fit of the items, modification indices (MI’s) 

and corresponding expected parameter change (EPC) indices were considered, where large 

values indicate misfit. In addition, small R2-values (percentage of the item variance explained 

by the model) and small factor loadings on the intended factor were interpreted as indications 

of local misfit. Omega coefficients were calculated as an indication of the factor reliabilities. 

We followed Johnston and Finney (2010) by calculating the reliability in the presence of a 

method effect as the systematic variance associated with the substantive factor divided by the 

sum of the systematic variance associated with the substantive factor, the sum of the items’ 

unstandardized error variance, and the systematic variance associated with the method effect.  

Once a baseline model with sufficient fit was established for the separate groups, a 

multi-group analysis was conducted to assess measurement invariance. Three increasingly 

strict levels of measurement equivalence were evaluated (Byrne & Van de Vijver, 2010). 

First, configural invariance was assessed, where the number of factors and the pattern of 

freely estimated and fixed parameters are constrained to be the same across the groups, but 

the parameter values are allowed to vary. Second, metric invariance was assessed, where the 

factor loadings of the different groups are constricted to be equal. Third, scalar invariance 

was evaluated, where the item intercepts are constricted to be equal across the groups in 

addition to the factor loadings. Once scalar invariance is established, the latent factor means 
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of the groups can be compared (Van de Vijver & Leung, 2011). To determine if each 

subsequent level of equivalence holds, the difference between the chi-square tests of the 

nested models (the likelihood ratio test) is often used. Although we will report this test for 

completeness, it is overly sensitive to large sample sizes. Therefore ΔCFI and ΔRMSEA (i.e., 

the difference between the CFI- and RMSEA-values of the nested tests, respectively) will be 

used for interpretation, where |ΔCFI|-values of .01 or less and |ΔRMSEA|-values of 0.015 or 

less will be used as an indication of measurement equivalence (F. F. Chen, 2007; Cheung & 

Rensvold, 2002). In addition, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) will be reported, where 

lower values indicate better fit (Byrne, 2012). 

Ethical Considerations 

This study formed part of the FORT 3 research-project, “The prevalence of levels of 

psychosocial health: dynamics and relationships with biomarkers of (ill) health in South 

African social context” (Wissing, 2008/2012), which received approval from the North-West 

University’s Health Research Ethics Committee with project number NWU 00002-07-A2. 

Participation was voluntary and written informed consent was obtained from all participants 

prior to participation. Data were gathered and captured anonymously.  

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

After reversing the scores of reversed-phrased items, item mean scores ranged from 

3.77 (item 4) to 5.83 (item 18), standard deviations from 1.29 (item 3) to 2.07 (item 7), 

skewness statistics from -1.17 (item 12) to 0.14 (item 3), and kurtosis statistics from -1.14 

(item 4) to 0.91 (item 12) for the English group. For the Afrikaans group, mean scores ranged 

from 3.84 (item 4) to 6.22 (item 12), standard deviations from 1.09 (item 6) to 2.01 (item 16), 

skewness-values from -1.83 (item 12) to 0.11 (item 4), and kurtosis-values from -1.23 (item 

16) to 4.01 (item 12). For the Setswana group, mean scores ranged from 3.78 (item 11) to 
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5.70 (item 1), standard deviations from 1.29 (item 13) to 2.06 (item 7), skewness-values from 

-1.35 (item 1) to 0.25 (item 11), and kurtosis-values from -1.26 (item 7) to 1.23 (item 1). 

Single Group CFA 

We started by fitting a one-factor model to the data in each group, since a total score 

over all items, indicative of  general basic psychological need satisfaction, is often used in the 

literature (Model 1). This model did not fit the data well, and many of the problems lay with 

the reversed-phrased items. We therefore incorporated a negative-worded method effect 

(Model 2). Since this model still lacked good fit for all groups, we fitted a three-factor model 

with Autonomy, Competence, and Relatedness as correlated factors (Model 3). Once again 

the model did not fit the data well, and the reversed-phrased items seemed to be the source of 

many of the problems. We therefore added a negative-worded method effect (Model 4). 

Although the global fit improved, it was still insufficient and several areas of local misfit 

were suggested by the MI’s, EPC-values, factor loadings, and R2-values. We proceeded by 

iteratively removing the one item with the largest misfit based on both empirical and 

substantive evidence, where after the model was fitted again. This process was repeated one 

item at a time until the model fit was adequate and/or there was no clear further evidence of 

items with both empirical and substantive misfit. The best-fitting model for the English and 

Afrikaans groups was similar (see results below) and was labelled Model 5_Eng/Afr. The 

best-fitting model for the Setswana sample was labelled Model 5_Tswana. The global fit 

indices for Models 1 to 5 are presented in Table 1 and graphical representations of the models 

in Figure 12. The process followed for each group to establish Model 5 will now be presented.  

English group. When fitting Model 4 to the data from the English sample using the 

MLR estimator, a large MI (34.14) and EPC-value (1.27) suggested that there was a 

substantial correlation between the residuals of items 7 (“I pretty much keep to myself and do 

not have a lot of social contacts”) and 16 (“There are not many people that I am close to”). 
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The content of these items appear to be very similar, and therefore we deemed one of the 

items to be redundant. Since item 7 had a larger R2-value (.27 vs .20), a larger factor loading 

on the Relatedness factor (.39 vs .34), and seems to be more representative of relatedness as 

conceptualised in basic psychological needs theory, we removed item 16, resulting in a model 

with improved fit (CFI = .805, RMSEA = 0.062). In this model, it was suggested that item 14 

(“People I interact with on a daily basis tend to take my feelings into consideration”), which 

was designed to measure autonomy, also loaded on the Relatedness factor (for Relatedness by 

BPNS14, MI = 30.92 and EPC = 2.02). Considering the interpersonal component apparent in 

the item’s formulation, it appears theoretically reasonable that this item taps both autonomy 

and relatedness. We removed the item, which resulted in a model with CFI = .844 and 

RMSEA = 0.055. In this model, the residuals of item 4 (“I feel pressured in my life”) 

correlated substantially with the residuals of some of the other items that were not intended to 

measure autonomy (for BPNS4 with BPNS18, MI = 25.48 and EPC = -0.79; for BPNS4 with 

BPNS19, MI = 9.20 and EPC = 0.57). Upon examination of the item content, the item’s 

conceptual ambiguity became evident – one may feel pressured due to frustrated needs for 

autonomy (the target psychological need), or for relatedness or competence (not the target 

psychological needs). We therefore removed item 4 and obtained a scale with fit indices CFI 

= .869 and RMSEA = 0.052. In this model, a residual correlation between item 5 (“People I 

know tell me I am good at what I do”) from the Competence subscale and item 6 (“I get 

along with people I come in contact with”) from the Relatedness subscale was suggested (MI 

= 26.04, EPC = 0.63). Although item 5 was intended to measure competence, a relatedness 

component is implied by the “People I know tell me” phrase contained within the item. Due 

to the lack of conceptual clarity for item 5, we removed the item which resulted in a model 

with fit indices CFI = .902 and RMSEA = 0.046. In this model, item 11 (“In my daily life, I 

frequently have to do what I am told”) had a non-significant factor loading on the intended 
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factor, Autonomy. When applying the WLSMV estimator and for the other language versions 

of the scale, MI’s suggested that the item also loaded on the Competence and Relatedness 

factors. This item appears to be conceptually muddled and not uniquely representative of 

autonomy. We removed the item, obtaining a model with fit indices CFI = .907 and RMSEA 

= 0.046. In this model, a loading of the relatedness item 12 (“People in my life care about 

me”) on the Competence factor was suggested (MI=10.62, EPC=1.36). According to basic 

psychological needs theory, competence concerns a sense of efficacy related to one’s internal 

and external environment. Possibly, experiencing care by others may relate to a sense of 

efficacy concerning the external environment, leading to the double loading of item 12. We 

removed the item, resulting in a model with fit indices CFI = .913 and RMSEA = 0.046. In 

this model, item 3 (“Often, I do not feel very competent”) had a low R2-value (.14), which 

means that only 14% of the variance contained within the item is explained by the model. 

Removal of the item improved the model fit substantially (CFI = .932, RMSEA = 0.042). At 

this point no additional high MI’s and EPC-values that made substantive sense were detected, 

all factor loadings were significant, and no R2-values were exceptionally small.  

Using the WLSMV estimator, removal of the same seven items and, in addition, 

removal of item 8, were suggested. In particular, first item 14 was removed (for Relatedness 

by item 14, MI = 54.50 and EPC = 1.76) resulting in a model with CFI = .861 and RMSEA = 

0.077; then item 16 (for Competence by item 16, MI = 16.57 and EPC = -1.95; for Autonomy 

by item 16, MI = 8.06 and EPC = -0.42) resulting in a model with CFI = .878 and RMSEA = 

0.074; then item 8 (for Competence by item 8, MI = 16.94 and EPC = 5.27; for Relatedness 

by item 8, MI = 15.29 and EPC = 0.82) resulting in a model with CFI = .882 and RMSEA = 

0.071; then item 11 (for Competence by 11, MI = 13.29 and EPC = 2.99; for Relatedness by 

11, MI = 6.66 and EPC = -0.25; the factor loading of item 11 was also non-significant) 

resulting in a model with CFI = .893 and RMSEA = 0.071; then item 4 (the item’s factor 
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loading was non-significant) resulting in a model with CFI = .908 and RMSEA = 0.884; then 

item 12 (for Competence by item 12, MI = 14.01 and EPC = 2.88; for Autonomy by item 12, 

MI = 8.12 and EPC = 0.38) resulting in a model with CFI = .910 and RMSEA = 0.072; then 

item 5 (for Relatedness by item 5, MI=15.29 and EPC = 0.55) resulting in a model with CFI 

= .938 and RMSEA = 0.061; and finally item 3 (small R2-value of .17) resulting in a model 

with CFI = .944 and RMSEA = 0.062.  Our theoretical justification for the removal of items 

14, 16, 11, 4, 12, 5, and 3 was similar to our reasoning when the MLR estimator was applied. 

For item 8 (“I generally feel free to express my ideas and opinions”), one may feel free to 

express your ideas and opinions because one feels competent (non-intended Competence 

factor), because one feels comfortable in your relationships with others (non-intended 

Relatedness factor), or because one experiences a sense of volition (intended Autonomy 

factor). The theoretical ambiguity of the item justified its removal. 

Considering the results using the MLR and WLSMV estimators together, we decided 

to remove all items that were problematic for both estimators in order to suggest a best-fitting 

model for the English sample. In this model, labelled Model 5_Eng/Afr, items 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 

14, and 16 were removed. The global fit of this model is displayed in Table 1 and a graphical 

representation thereof in Figure 1. Using the MLR estimator, the reliabilities were .61, .59, 

and .58 for Autonomy, Relatedness, and Competence, respectively. 

Afrikaans group. Using MLR and working from Model 4 in one-by-one removing 

problematic items resulted in the removal of item 14 (for Relatedness by item 14, MI = 21.09 

and EPC = 1.66; removal of item 14 resulted in a model with CFI = .909 and RMSEA = 

0.049), item 11 (for Competence by item 11, MI = 17.13 and EPC = -2.66; for Relatedness by 

item 11, MI = 7.55 and EPC = -0.80; removal of items 14 and 11 resulted in a model with 

CFI = .934 and RMSEA = 0.043), item 5 (for item 5 with item 6, MI = 15.56 and EPC = 

0.21; for Relatedness by item 5, MI = 11.94 and EPC = 0.78; removal of items 14, 11, and 5 
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resulted in model with CFI = .944 and RMSEA = 0.041), item 16 (for item 16 with item 7, 

MI = 14.04 and EPC = 0.53; removal of items 14, 11, 5, and 16 resulted in a model with CFI 

= .954 and RMSEA = 0.028), item 4 (for Competence by item 4, MI = 12.25 and EPC = 2.33; 

removal of items 14, 11, 5, 16, and 4 resulted in a model with CFI = .965 and RMSEA = 

0.034), and item 12 (for Competence by item 12, MI = 12.74 and EPC = -0.24; removal of 

items 14, 11, 5, 16, and 4 resulted in a model with fit CFI = .971 and RMSEA = 0.032). 

Based on the global fit indices, we were satisfied with the fit of this model to our data and no 

further major points of local misfit were identified. Removal of each of the items was 

substantively justified in the same way as for the English group.  

Using the WLSMV estimator and working from Model 4, we removed item 14 (for 

Relatedness by item14, MI = 63.77 and EPC = 1.55; removal of item 14 resulted in a model 

with CFI = .932 and RMSEA = 0.073), item 11 (for Competence by item 11, MI =  38.72 and 

EPC = -3.20; for Relatedness by item 11, MI = 22.50 and EPC = -0.56; removal of items 14 

and 11 resulted in a model with CFI = .950 and RMSEA = 0.066), item 5 (for Relatedness by 

item 5, MI = 40.43 and EPC = 0.81; removal of items 14, 11, and 5 resulted in a model with 

CFI = .960 and RMSEA = 0.061), item 4 (for Competence by item 4, MI = 15.16 and  EPC = 

2.10; for Relatedness by item 4, MI = 13.05 and EPC = -0.45; removal of items 14, 11, 5, and 

4 resulted in a model with CFI = .963 and RMSEA = 0.061), item 12 (for Competence by 

item 12, MI = 20.75 and EPC =0.87; for Autonomy by item 12, MI = 19.26 and EPC = 0.67; 

removal of items 14, 11, 5, 4, and 12 resulted in a model with CFI = .964 and RMSEA = 

0.062), and item 3 (for Relatedness by item 3, MI = 18.02 and EPC =-0.36; for Autonomy by 

item 3, MI = 14.66 and EPC = -0.96; removal of items 14, 11, 5, 4, 12, and 3 resulted in a 

model with CFI = .966 and RMSEA = 0.062). Based on the global fit indices, we were 

satisfied with the fit of this model and no further major points of local misfit were identified. 

Removal of each item was substantively justified in the same way as for the English group.  
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Considering the results using the MLR and WLSMV estimators together, items 4, 5, 

11, 12, and 14 were problematic for both estimators. In addition, item 16 was problematic 

when the MLR estimator was applied and item 3 when the WLSMV estimator was applied. 

Since items 3 and 16 were also problematic for the English sample, we decided to remove 

these items for the best-fitting model for the Afrikaans sample. This model, labelled Model 

5_Eng/Afr, had items 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, and 16 removed. The global fit of this model is 

presented in Table 1 and a graphical representation thereof in Figure 1. Using MLR, the 

reliabilities were .66, .69, and .57 for Autonomy, Relatedness, and Competence, respectively. 

Setswana group. For the Setswana group, the three-factor models (Models 2 and 4) 

did not outperform the one-factor models (Models 1 and 3), regardless of whether the MLR 

or WLSMV estimator was used. In addition, the three-factor models produced a warning that 

the covariance matrix was not positive definitive because the correlations between the latent 

factors were larger than one. We explored whether this issue would be resolved if we 

removed problematic items as indicated by indices of local misfit, but the problem remained. 

We concluded that a three-factor model was not suitable for the Setswana sample, with a one-

factor model being more appropriate. The one-factor model with a negative-worded method 

effect (Model 3) performed considerably better than the model without a method effect 

(Model 1) and became the baseline from which areas of local misfit were identified.  

When applying the MLR estimator, we removed items 17, 11, 9, 10, and 3 one-by-

one, as these items attained small R2-values in each consecutive model (.05, .13, .14, .14, and 

.17, respectively). From this model, items 15 and 16 were removed one at a time, since they 

displayed non-significant factor loadings on the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction factor. 

The resulting model obtained a fit of CFI = .976 and RMSEA = 0.028.  

Using the WLSMV estimator, we one-by-one deleted items 17, 9, and 11 due to low 

R2-values in the consecutive models (.05, .18, and .15, respectively). From this point, items 
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16, 15, and 3 were removed one at a time, since these items attained non-significant factor 

loadings on the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction factor in the consecutive models. The 

resulting model obtained a fit of CFI = .972 and RMSEA = 0.049.  

Considering the results from the MLR and WLSMV estimators together, we removed 

the items that were problematic for both estimators to obtain a best-fitting model for the 

Setswana group. In this model, labelled Model 5_Tswana, items 3, 9, 11, 15, 16, and 17 were 

removed. The model’s fit and graphical representation are displayed in Table 1 and Figure 1, 

respectively. The reliability of the Basic Psychological Needs factor was .64 using MLR. 

Multi-group CFA  

Measurement invariance. Measurement invariance was investigated using the MLR 

estimator (see Table 2). The WLSMV estimator could not be used, because certain items did 

not have values in all categories for all groups, which is a requirement for assessing 

measurement invariance using this estimator. Since the three-factor model did not fit the 

Setswana sample, we could not establish measurement invariance for this sample and 

invariance was only investigated between the other two groups. The best-fitting model for 

these groups, Model 5_Eng/Afr, was used to assess measurement invariance. The model 

showed sufficient configural and metric invariance, but scalar invariance was not established. 

Based on the modification indices, we one-by-one allowed the intercepts of items 9 and 18 to 

be estimated freely. At this point, partial scalar invariance was attained.   

Comparison of mean scores. When the average latent factor scores were compared 

between the English and Afrikaans groups for the final model for which partial scalar 

invariance was found, statistically and practically significant differences (z = 6.07, p < .001, 

d = 0.44) were found for the Relatedness factor between the English group (reference group, 

M = 0.00, SD = 0.00) and Afrikaans group (M = -0.63, SD = 0.10), with the English group 

scoring lower on the construct (d-values of close to 0.50 or more are deemed as medium 
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effect sizes and are indicative of practically significant differences, Cohen, 1988). The 

differences on the Autonomy and Competence factors were insignificant.  

Discussion 

The present study explored the psychometric properties of three language versions of 

the BPNS. After incorporating a negative-worded method effect and removing several 

problematic items, a three-factor model distinguishing between autonomy, relatedness, and 

competence displayed a fair fit for the English sample and a good fit for the Afrikaans 

sample. For the Setswana sample, a one-factor model with a negative-worded method effect 

fitted the data best after removal of problematic items. The resulting factors’ reliabilities were 

poor. Configural, metric, and partial scalar invariance were established between the English 

and Afrikaans versions. Several aspects of these findings deserve further attention. 

Construction of the BPNS 

Similar to Johnston and Finney (2010) and Sheldon and Hilpert (2012) we found that 

the original 21-item version of the scale did not fit the data well for any of the three groups in 

the present study and that incorporation of a negative-worded method effect as well as 

removal of several items were necessary to obtain satisfactory fit. For many of the removed 

items, the problems with the items were clearly evident from the item content as described in 

the Results section: Some items tapped more than one of the needs simultaneously, others 

were redundant, and some were not really representative of the intended constructs. More 

specifically, Johnston and Finney (2010) found that a three-factor model with a negative-

worded method effect where items 4, 11, 14, 16, and 20 were removed exhibited a good fit to 

the data. This corresponds with the findings for the English and Afrikaans samples in the 

present study, except that item 20 was not problematic in this study, while items 3, 5, and 12 

additionally displayed problems. In the Setswana sample, where a one-factor model with a 

negative-worded method effect outperformed the other models, items 11 and 16 were the 
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only problematic items that overlapped with the findings of Johnston and Finney (2010), 

while items 3, 9, 15, and 17 additionally displayed problems.  

The fact that there were so many items that exhibited misfit in the present study and 

that there was considerable overlap with the findings of Johnston and Finney (2010), point 

out that the issues with the scale may have been due to problems in the construction phase of 

the original instrument rather than simply cultural variation or translation issues. Different 

possible sources of error will be explored. First, it seems as there was a lack of substantive 

grounding when some of the items were formulated. For example, an item such as item 14 

(“People I interact with on a daily basis tend to take my feelings into consideration”) that 

clearly taps relatedness while autonomy is the item’s target construct, makes one question 

whether the necessary attention was given to the substantive phase of test construction, where 

the construct and subconstructs are explicitly conceptualised (Simms, 2008). Second, this 

scale was an adaptation of a domain-specific measure of basic psychological need satisfaction 

at work (Gagné, 2003). The findings stress the necessity of first conceptualising the construct 

for the new context and then, from that point of theoretical depth, formulating or adapting the 

items. Third, the BPNS does not distinguish between need satisfaction and need frustration or 

thwarting, a distinction that has been suggested repeatedly in recent literature (Vansteenkiste 

& Ryan, 2013). Scales that measure both aspects may yield better results (cf., B. Chen, 

Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015; Longo et al., 2016; Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012).  

The psychometric properties of the BPNS in its original form have now been shown 

to be problematic in multiple samples (all three groups in the present study, Johnston & 

Finney, 2010; Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012). However, the scale has been used to assess domain-

general basic psychological needs for many years. This places question marks over the 

trustworthiness of the conclusions drawn in those studies. Findings need to be reconfirmed 

using sound measurement instruments before they can be applied responsibly to practice.     
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Universality Assumption of SDT 

One of the major claims of basic psychological needs theory is that the three needs are 

universal, that the satisfaction of the needs are essential for growth and psychological well-

being, and that the frustration thereof will lead to psychological ill-being, regardless of 

factors such as culture, age, and gender (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000b). In this 

study, the three-factor model did not fit the Setswana version of the scale due to very high 

intercorrelations between the latent constructs and, in addition, the fit was only marginally 

acceptable for the English sample, even after removing several problematic items. Different 

explanations can be sought to interpret these findings. First, the problems with the Setswana 

version of the scale may have been due to translation issues. However, the fact that the model 

fit was still only marginal for the English version of the scale, make us query whether 

translation was the main problem. Another possibility is that the three basic psychological 

needs, as theorised by SDT, are not as clearly distinguished in an African context as in other 

contexts where confirmation for the three-factor model was found (e.g., B. Chen, 

Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015; Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012). We found it particularly noteworthy 

that the proposed three-factor model fitted the Afrikaans sample much better than the other 

two samples. In South Africa, native language Afrikaans speakers often have a strong 

Western heritage. The participants in the English and Setswana groups, on the other hand, 

mostly spoke an African language at home suggesting an African heritage. This finding may 

therefore suggest that the three-factor model is more appropriate for people from a Western 

background. Yet another possibility is that the same three basic psychological needs do exist 

and are distinguishable in an African context, but that they manifest or operate in ways that 

was not captured by the BPNS. Ryan and Deci (2000b) explained that, even though SDT 

claims that the three basic psychological needs are universal, their modes of expression and 

avenues for satisfaction may differ for different cultures or developmental phases. For 
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example, the need for autonomy for someone from a collectivistic culture may be satisfied 

when he follows the advice of important people in his life, while the same need for someone 

from a more individualistic culture may be satisfied when he makes his own decisions and 

expresses his personal opinions (B. Chen, Vansteenkiste, et al., 2015). In that sense, an item 

such as item 8 (“I generally feel free to express my ideas and opinions”) may be a typical 

expression of the need for autonomy for someone from an individualistic culture, but may be 

less appropriate for someone from a more collectivistic culture.  

These findings call us back to the drawing board, where an emic approach should be 

applied to study basic psychological needs and their modes of expression within an African 

context. In addition, exploring the psychometric properties of two recently developed 

measures of domain-general basic psychological need satisfaction, namely the Basic 

Psychological Need Satisfaction and Frustration Scale (BPNSFS, B. Chen, Vansteenkiste, et 

al., 2015) and the Balanced Measure of Psychological Needs (BMPN, Sheldon & Hilpert, 

2012) will be a worthwhile endeavour. As many of the problems inherent in the BPNS were 

addressed in the construction of these scales, such studies may shed light on whether the 

issues with the BPNS in the Setswana and English groups were mainly due to poor scale 

construction of the BPNS, or due to a cultural insensitive or inappropriate underlying theory.  

These findings highlight that merely transferring a theory from one context or country 

to another is not good practice. Basic psychological needs theory is widely claimed to be 

universal, and yet the entire African continent has been neglected in research studying this 

claim. When a theory is not applicable in a certain context, measurement instruments and 

interventions based on this theory will be inappropriate and ineffective. The importance of 

cross-cultural sensitivity when it comes to theory, measurement, and practice is imperative.  

The English and Setswana Versions of the BPNS: Working within Multicultural Groups 
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In the present study, the samples that completed the English and Setswana versions of 

the scale both consisted of a majority of native African language speakers. Exploring the 

similarities and differences between the findings for these two groups is therefore an 

important endeavour.  

The overall performance of the English version scale was better when compared to 

the Setswana version in this study. One could have argued that the differential performance 

was due to cultural differences between the samples, but both the English and Setswana 

samples had a strong African heritage. The discrepancy may therefore rather be explained by 

the fact that African language speakers in South Africa often receive their primary and 

secondary education in English. Completing scales such as the BPNS in English may 

therefore require less cognitive strain than completing scales in an African language (such as 

Setswana), which could have influenced the psychometric properties of the scale.  

An interesting finding was that the negative-worded method effect had the greatest 

impact for the Setswana sample (see the difference in fit between Models 1 versus 2 and 

Models 3 versus 4, respectively, for the three groups). One possible interpretation is that 

response style could have influenced the way in which reversed-phrased items were 

answered. According to Weijters and Baumgartner (2012), ambiguity due to reversal of items 

can be particularly prominent in cross-cultural research, as some cultures, such as East Asian 

cultures, tend to view statements that may seem oppositional from a Western perspective in a 

more compatible and inclusive way. In addition, acquiescence bias (i.e., an inclination to 

(dis)agree with items irrespective of the contents) may also be culturally influenced (Johnson, 

Kulesa, Cho, & Shavitt, 2005) and could have impacted the way in which reversed-phrased 

items were answered. Of note is that the impact of the reversed-phrased items was smaller for 

the English sample when compared to the Setswana sample, while African participants 

formed the majority of both samples. This finding counters the argument that culture-
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informed response style caused the differential impact of the negative-worded method effect. 

The question becomes whether the way in which reversed items are expressed in Setswana 

are different from the way in which such items are expressed in English, that is, whether the 

difference lies more on a linguistic than a cultural level? Another possibility may be related 

to the fact that many African language speaking South Africans receive their formal 

education in English. The cognitive strain involved in responding to reversed items in 

Setswana could therefore have been more than responding to such items in English, resulting 

in the discrepancy. Further research is needed to explore the operation of reversed-phrased 

items in an African context – both from a linguistic and a cultural perspective.  

These findings alert us to the complexities involved in working not only between 

different cultures, but also within multicultural contexts. Cultures and languages become 

increasingly entwined, resulting in multifarious systems of varying degrees of similarity and 

diversity. Theory, measurement and practice should move beyond merely attempting to 

comprehend and address cross-cultural diversity, to a point where the variability within 

contexts are also better understood and attended to in applications. Adding an item that 

assesses language of primary and secondary education to socio-demographic questionnaires 

may aid interpretation.    

Measurement Invariance 

Another point for discussion could be the measurement invariance of the scale. 

However, we deem any conclusions in this regard to be premature, as invariance was 

assessed on a scale that was significantly cut and may lack the necessary conceptual 

comprehensiveness to justify conclusions.  

Limitations 

Although this study made important contributions, it was not without limitations. A 

student sample was used, which restricts the generalisability of the findings to other cohorts 
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of the population. Future research should explore whether the findings replicate in other 

demographic and multicultural groups. The test construction problems with the BPNS as 

evident from the present study and the studies of Johnston and Finney (2010) and Sheldon 

and Hilpert (2012) make it difficult to determine whether findings were mainly due to issues 

with the scale as such, or whether they were due to problems with the underlying theory of 

basic psychological needs. Studying the nature and manifestation of basic psychological 

needs in an African context from an emic perspective, as well as exploring the psychometric 

properties of recently developed instruments that address some of the issues raised for the 

BPNS, would yield a better understanding of what these constructs entail in diverse settings.  

Conclusions 

The 21-item BPNS portrayed problems for all three language versions in the present 

study. Although removing problematic items and incorporating a negative-worded method 

effect improved the scale’s psychometric properties, some issues were still evident. This not 

only confirmed findings from previous studies that highlighted problems with the particular 

scale, but also raised questions regarding the universality assumption of basic psychological 

needs theory and/or assumptions about denotations or manifestations of main constructs in 

various cultural contexts. In addition, this study alerted us to the linguistic and cultural 

complexities when working in diverse and multicultural communities and the issues involved 

in reversed items. Implications for theory, measurement, and practice were contemplated.  

Footnotes 

1These scales were retrieved from the Self-Determination Theory website, at 

http://www.selfdeterminationtheory.org/questionnaires/.  

2Due to space limitations, we were not able to include the standardised pattern coefficients of 

the final models in this paper. Please contact the first author to obtain these results.   

http://www.selfdeterminationtheory.org/questionnaires/
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Figure 1. Competing models of the structure of the BPNS. BPN = Basic psychological needs, 

A = Autonomy, C = Competence, R = Relatedness, NME = Negative-worded method effect.  
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Table 1 

Fit statistics from single-group confirmatory factor analysis 

Model MLR WLSMV 

 Χ2 df CFI RMSEA (90% CI) Χ2 df CFI RMSEA (90% CI) 

Eng (n = 322) 

Model 1 593.91 189 .628 0.082 (0.074; 0.089) 845.26 189 .729 0.104 (0.097; 0.111) 

Model 2 454.09 180 .748 0.069 (0.061; 0.077) 606.51 180 .824 0.086 (0.078; 0.093) 

Model 3 560.88 186 .655 0.079 (0.072; 0.087) 798.89 186 .747 0.101 (0.094; 0.108) 

Model 4 411.98 177 .784 0.064 (0.056; 0.072) 559.28 177 .842 0.082 (0.074; 0.090) 

Model 5_Eng/Afr 108.48 69 .932 0.042 (0.026; 0.057) 177.73 69 .932 0.070 (0.057; 0.083) 

Afrikaans (n = 478) 

Model 1 780.96 189 .735 0.081 (0.075; 0.087) 1447.77 189 .805 0.118 (0.113; 0.124) 

Model 2 474.66 180 .868 0.059 (0.052; 0.065) 788.00 180 .906 0.084 (0.078; 0.090) 

Model 3 678.11 186 .780 0.075 (0.069; 0.081) 1237.75 186 .837 0.109 (0.103; 0.115) 

Model 4 423.53 177 .890 0.054 (0.048; 0.061) 676.98 177 .922 0.077 (0.071; 0.083) 

Model 5_Eng/Afr 101.97 69 .972 0.032 (0.017; 0.044) 182.58 69 .971 0.059 (0.049; 0.069) 
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Setswana (n = 256) 

Model 1 714.97 189 .459 0.104 (0.096; 0.112) 1018.82 189 .620 0.131 (0.123; 0.139) 

Model 2 354.34 180 .821 0.062 (0.052; 0.071) 390.12 180 .904  0.068 (0.058; 0.077) 

Model 3 714.80 186 .456 0.105 (0.097;  0.114) 1006.50 186 .625 0.131 (0.123; 0.139) 

Model 4 346.28 177 .826 0.061 (0.052; 0.071) 380.88 177 .907 0.067 (0.058; 0.076) 

Model 5_Tswana 115.27 85 .953 0.037 (0.017; 0.054) 136.29 85 .972 0.049 (0.033; 0.063) 

Note. MLR = robust maximum likelihood estimator; WLSMV = robust weighted least squares estimator; χ² = chi-square test statistic; df = 

degrees of freedom; p = probability value; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; 90% CI = 90% 

confidence interval of the RMSEA. Model 1 = single-factor model; Model 2 = single-factor model with negative-worded method effect; Model 3 

= three-factor model; Model 4 = three-factor model with negative-worded method effect; Model 5_Eng/Afr = best fitting model for the English 

and Afrikaans samples; Model 5_Tswana = best fitting model for the Setswana sample.  
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Table 2 

Measurement invariance of Model 5_Eng/Afr for English and Afrikaans groups 

Model χ² df p CFI RMSEA AIC Model comparison Δχ² df p ΔCFI ΔRMSEA 

Configural 210.32 138 <.001 .959 0.036 38635.36       

Metric 236.06 153 <.001 .953 0.037 38639.49 Configural vs Metric 25.55 15 .043 -.006 0.001 

Scalar 293.31 163 <.001 .926 0.045 38678.97 Metric vs Scalar 63.28 10 <.001 -.027 0.008 

Scalar_P 257.09 161 <.001 .946 0.039 38647.32 Metric vs Scalar_P 22.51 8 .004 -.007 0.002 

Note.  Model 5_Eng/Afr = best fitting model for the English and Afrikaans samples; χ² = chi-square test statistic; df = degrees of freedom; p = 

probability value; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation; AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; Δχ² = 

likelihood ratio test (difference in chi-square between nested models); ΔCFI = difference in CFI between nested models; ΔRMSEA = difference 

in RMSEA between nested models. Configural = configural invariance model; Metric = metric invariance model; Scalar = scalar invariance 

model; Scalar_P = partial scalar invariance model where the intercepts of items 9 and 18 were allowed to be freely estimated in both groups. 
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Section 5: Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations 

The overall aim of the present study was to further the process of understanding and 

measuring eudaimonic well-being (EWB) across different demographic groups by 

implementing modern psychometric techniques. This was done by exploring in three 

manuscripts the cross-cultural psychometric properties of measurement instruments that 

operationalise three prominent theories associated with EWB. 

Specific Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations from the Three Manuscripts 

The first manuscript applied Rasch modelling to explore the psychometric properties 

of the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ, Steger, Frazier, Oishi, & Kaler, 2006) among 

adults from South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Although the MLQ in general 

displayed good psychometric properties according to the Rasch model, several areas for 

revision of the scale were indicated. In addition, significant implications of the findings for 

the understanding of meaning in life were highlighted. The Presence subscale of the MLQ 

was found to be insensitive for high levels of presence of meaning in life, while the majority 

of the respondents attained high scores. The significant practical implications of this finding 

were contemplated, for example, that correlations in correlational studies will be largely 

influenced by the minority of people exhibiting lower levels of presence of meaning, and that 

the scale would probably not be sensitive to changes in the presence of meaning in life of 

people on the higher end of the continuum in experimental studies or intervention 

evaluations. The major importance of further exploration of the nature and measurement of 

the presence of meaning in life, particularly at high levels, was highlighted. The results 

furthermore suggested that some of the response categories were redundant and that using 

less nuanced categories indicative of low and medium levels of meaning in life (five or six 

rating scale categories instead of seven) should be explored. The only reversed-phrased item 

(“My life has no clear purpose”) in the scale displayed problems, which pointed towards 
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removal of this item and highlighted the potential problems involved in negated, reversed-

phrased items. No differential item functioning (DIF) was found for gender, age group, or 

education level, and for the Search subscale there was also no DIF for country, but the 

Presence subscale displayed DIF for country on four of the five items in the subscale. This 

highlighted that caution should be applied when scores on the Presence subscale are 

compared across the countries.  

The second manuscript explored the suitability of applying a bifactor model to 

Afrikaans, English, and Setswana versions of the Mental Health Continuum Short Form 

(MHC-SF, Keyes, 2006, 2009; Keyes et al., 2008), whereafter the measurement invariance 

across the three versions of the scale was assessed. In comparison with other models that are 

commonly applied to the MHC-SF, a bifactor model demonstrated superior fit. The general 

mental health factor attained good reliability and explained the largest portion of the common 

variance, suggesting that interpretation and use of the scale’s total scale score in subsequent 

analyses would be appropriate. In contrast, the subscales were not reliable and explained only 

a small portion of the common variance, suggesting that subscale scores should not be 

interpreted or used in further analyses. More comprehensive measurement of the 

subdimensions of overall positive mental health may be needed to obtain reliable scores that 

are suitable for interpretation and use in further analyses. It is of note that the Afrikaans 

version consistently obtained better fit indices than the other two versions (the participants 

who completed the Afrikaans version typically had a Western cultural heritage while many of 

the participants who completed the other two versions probably had an African heritage), 

while the Setswana version performed better than the English version (the majority of the 

participants who completed the English version did not indicate English as their native 

language, while the majority of the participants who completed the Setswana version spoke 

Setswana at home). These findings indicate that the model operationalised by this scale may 
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be more applicable to Western samples than African samples, and that the language of test 

administration should deserve careful consideration in the research process. A first follow-up 

step should be to study overall positive mental health within an African context from an emic 

perspective. In terms of measurement invariance across the three language versions, the scale 

displayed configural, partial metric, and partial scalar invariance. The average scores on the 

general mental health factor did not differ practically significantly across the groups, which is 

noteworthy given that the groups differ in terms of cultural heritage and political background. 

When looking at the performance of the items of the scale, the ‘social contribution’ item of 

the Social Well-being subscale displayed poor fit. This item appeared to target a different 

aspect (contribution towards a greater good) than the other items in the scale (all self-

orientated), and removal of the item lead to substantial improvement in the model fit. This 

finding highlighted the lack of focus on contribution towards a greater good beyond the self 

in the present scale and indicated a need for more focus on this central aspect of functioning 

well in future eudaimonic well-being research.  

The third manuscript explored the psychometric properties of English, Afrikaans, and 

Setswana versions of the Basic Psychological Needs Scale (BPNS, Gagné, 2003), an 

operationalisation of basic psychological needs theory, which is a subtheory of self-

determination theory (Deci & Ryan, 2008a, 2008b). All three versions of the scale displayed 

poor fit. After removing several problematic items and incorporating a negative-worded 

method effect, a three-factor model fitted the Afrikaans version well and the English version 

marginally well. The three-factor model did not fit the Setswana version of the scale, and a 

one-factor model only displayed an adequate fit after removal of several items and the 

incorporation of a negative-worded method effect. The reliability indices of the factors were 

low. These results suggested serious problems in the initial scale construction phase. In 

addition, the findings placed question marks over the widely accepted claim that basic 
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psychological needs and their associations with psychological well-being and ill-being are 

universal. In fact, this theory has been studied across countries and cultures, but very few 

studies examined the theory in an African context. Revisiting the universality assumption of 

self-determination theory and an emic approach to studying basic psychological needs within 

the African context was indicated. The negative-worded method effect displayed the largest 

effect for the Setswana version. This raised questions regarding the impact of response styles, 

linguistic factors, and the interaction between native language, language of education, and 

language of test administration on how respondents responded to the reversed-phrased items.   

General Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations: An Integration 

From the study of the three scales using different modern statistical approaches in 

different contexts, cultures, and demographic groups, significant conclusions regarding the 

theory and measurement of EWB crystallised. These, together with the implications thereof 

and recommendations based upon the findings, will now be discussed. 

Theory of Well-being and EWB  

The findings in this study have important implications for the conceptualisation and 

understanding of well-being in general and EWB in particular on a theoretical level. Different 

models and theories suggest that positive and negative mental health, traits, or experiences 

are related but distinct phenomena. Two of the models used in the present study are examples 

thereof. The two-continua model of mental health of Keyes (2002) poses that psychological 

well-being and ill-being are related but distinct continua, and the MHC-SF examined in this 

study aims to measure the upper continuum, called positive mental health. In the study of 

basic psychological needs, operationalised by the BPNS in this study, it has recently been 

suggested that the incorporation of both need satisfaction and need frustration into the 

conceptualisation and measurement of basic psychological needs may improve the 

measurement of the needs and better explain associations with psychological well- and ill-
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being (Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013). Research has therefore recognised the importance of 

distinguishing between positive versus negative mental health. What is, however, less 

studied, is how the dimension of positive mental health operates, how the population is 

distributed along the continuum, and in particular, how well different levels of this continuum 

are captured by the instruments available. The present study addressed the latter by 

conducting Rasch analyses on the MLQ. Analysis of the Presence subscale showed that the 

scale was insensitive for high levels of presence of meaning, while most of the respondents 

scored in that range. This raised the question whether presence of meaning in life should 

possibly be considered a quasi-trait (Reise & Waller, 2009), which contains most of its 

variation at the lower (absence) end of the continuum, while variation at the upper (presence) 

end is limited – even though most people attain such high levels of meaning in life. This 

finding has vast implications for correlational studies using this measure, and studies on the 

effectiveness of interventions in the general population where fluctuations in levels of 

presence of meaning are assessed using this measure. The question becomes whether a 

similar trend would be found for other measures of EWB. Together these models and 

findings suggest that more research is needed to disentangle how the presence versus absence 

of positive traits or experiences and the presence versus absence of negative traits or 

experiences operate and interlink, and, especially, to understand the variability of these 

dimensions at the different levels in their continua. Only once we better comprehend the 

nuances and functioning of EWB, especially at high levels, will we be able to establish its 

relationships with other indicators of biopsychosocial well-being and the impact of 

interventions with the necessary sensitivity. One way to achieve this end is by conducting 

qualitative research to understand the meaning and manifestations of constructs associated 

with EWB from a bottom-up perspective.  
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In addition to understanding the nuances of well-being and EWB at different levels, a 

relevant and important question in well-being research is what the impact is of overall well-

being (the so-called “g-factor” of well-being) versus the impact of subaspects thereof: Are 

subfacets of well-being sufficiently differentiable from the g-factor to have unique 

associations and predictive power when they are related to external variables? In terms of 

operationalisation, researchers have to decide between relying on total scores over different 

well-being scales or subscales versus using scores of individual scales or subscales in 

subsequent analyses. The drawback of using total scores is that it does not yield information 

on the associations between the subdimensions and the outcome variables. On the other hand, 

the drawback of using individual scale or subscale scores is that it holds conceptual 

ambiguity, as it cannot distinguish the unique contribution of each subdimension from the 

contribution of the overall construct that is shared by the interrelated subdimensions (F. F. 

Chen, Hayes, Carver, Laurenceau, & Zhang, 2012). The bifactor model attempts to overcome 

the disadvantages in both approaches by allowing the researcher to model the effect of both 

the overall construct and the subaspects thereof, while partialling out the common variance 

that the subaspects share when testing the associations between the subfacets and external 

variables (F. F. Chen et al., 2012). In the present study, the bifactor model showed superior fit 

to the MHC-SF in three cultural groups when compared with other commonly used models. 

However, while the general mental health factor was reliable and explained the greatest part 

of the common variance, the specific factors accounted for only a small portion of response 

variance and exhibited low reliability, suggesting that subscale scores should not be 

interpreted or used in subsequent analyses. The same was found by Jovanović (2015b) and 

De Bruin and Du Plessis (2015) when they applied the bifactor model to the MHC-SF. In 

contrast, when F. F. Chen, Jing, Hayes, and Lee (2013) fitted a bifactor model to overall well-

being, they found that both a general well-being factor and specific factors of psychological 
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(eudaimonic) and subjective (hedonic) well-being exist and that each has unique predictive 

power. In line with these findings, Jovanović (2015a) found support for a bifactor model of 

subjective well-being, with a strong general factor, but also specific factors that uniquely and 

reliably measure subfacets of subjective well-being. In similar vein, Wissing and Temane 

(2008) found that well-being has a hierarchical structure, with general psychological well-

being as a higher-order factor across different cultural groups, and lower-order factors which 

exhibited varying nuances in relatively collectivistic versus individualistic contexts. 

Gallagher, Lopez, and Preacher (2009) confirmed the hierarchical structure of well-being by 

showing that well-being has a general higher-order factor with hedonic, eudaimonic, and 

social well-being as correlated but distinct subcomponents. Joshanloo (2015) found that 

hedonic and eudaimonic aspects of well-being are correlated but distinct using exploratory 

structural equation modelling. The difference between the present study and the studies of 

Jovanović (2015b) and De Bruin and Du Plessis (2015), which did not find sufficient support 

for interpretation of subfacet scores, and other studies that yielded results in support of the 

unique contribution of subfacet scores, is that the former used very short subscales to 

operationalise the different subdimensions of well-being, while the subdimensions were 

measured more comprehensively in the latter group of studies. Together, these findings 

suggest that a strong g-factor of well-being exists, while, at the same time, unique 

subdimensions can be distinguished and interpreted, given that they are measured 

comprehensively. In addition, factor structures such as the bifactor model, which partials out 

the common variance between the subdimensions due to the g-factor, would probably yield 

more accurate results when associations with external variables are investigated, and should 

be considered in future well-being research.    

On a more specific level, it was found in the present study that the social contribution 

item in the MHC-SF did not fit with the rest of the items. Considering all three scales in the 
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present study, this was the only item that explicitly focused on a contribution towards 

something larger than the self. This is somewhat surprising, given that transcending the pre-

occupation with the self, contribution to others, and social consciousness has been recognised 

as one of the core features of meaning in life (Emmons, 2005; Reker, 1997; Schnell, 2010; 

Steger, Kashdan, Sullivan, & Lorentz, 2008). In addition, the work of the virtue ethicists 

(Fowers, 2010, 2012; Richardson, 2012) has a focus on functioning well as the realisation of 

virtues that is not used primarily for one’s own gain, but for the benefit of society and the 

greater good. Recently, theories that focus on interconnectedness between all dimensions and 

levels of life (Delle Fave & Soosai-Nathan, 2014; Helne & Hirvilammi, 2015; Wissing, 2014) 

also emphasise the essence of relationality that goes beyond the self in functioning well. The 

key and defining aspect of self-transcendence in functioning well is underrepresented in the 

theories and measurement instruments of eudaimonic well-being in the present study, and 

many other theories and measures that fall within this domain (e.g., Ryff, 1989b; Sheldon, 

2002, 2013; Waterman et al., 2010). This component deserves more attention in theory and 

measurement.  

Test Construction  

The present study pointed towards important aspects that should be taken into 

consideration during the conceptualisation, item formulation, and validation phases of test 

construction. According to guidelines on test construction (cf., DeVellis, 2012; Simms, 

2008), the first and often neglected phase is the substantive phase, where the construct is 

conceptualised in clear and unambiguous terms. It is of utmost importance to clearly define 

and demarcate the overall construct and the subdimensions thereof prior to starting with item 

formulation. In the present study, questions were raised about whether sufficient attention 

was given to this phase when the BPNS was constructed. For example, the scale was initially 

developed for administration in a work context, but then adapted to the domain-general 
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context without a thorough construct clarification for the new context. In addition, some 

items clearly tapped more than one of the basic psychological needs, which also suggest lack 

of attention to delineating the subdimensions. Another important aspect to take into 

consideration during the substantive phase of test construction that was highlighted in the 

present study, involves the conceptualisation of the construct for different levels of the latent 

variable in order to develop well-targeted instruments where the intensity levels of the 

construct captured by the measure match the intensity levels in the population. This idea 

stems from Rasch modelling, where explicit consideration is given to a scale’s targeting 

(Pallant & Tennant, 2007; Tennant & Conaghan, 2007). In the present study, Rasch analysis 

of the MLQ revealed that a very limited range of presence of meaning was targeted by the 

scale, and that this range did not match the range within the population that was studied. 

Future research should focus on not only clearly and context-sensitively defining EWB 

constructs during the substantive phase of scale development, but also to explicate what the 

constructs look like at different levels of intensity. Sufficient information regarding how 

EWB operates and manifests at different levels of intensity may not currently be available 

and qualitative studies that explore the meaning and manifestation of the constructs at 

different levels of intensity may be necessary.  

In terms of item formulation, the study underlined some potential hazards to avoid. In 

both the MLQ and the BPNS the reversed-phrased items displayed problems. Most of the 

reversed-phrased items in these scales were merely negations of positively phrased items, 

often using the word “not” to obtain the reversal. Including such items is discouraged in the 

literature (Weijters & Baumgartner, 2012; Weijters, Cabooter, & Schillewaert, 2010), since 

they do not broaden the content domain tapped by the scale, and they carry the disadvantages 

inherent in negated items (e.g., there is increased cognitive strain required to respond to 

negated items) and reversed items (e.g., response styles such as acquiescence, careless 
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responding, and confirmation bias can influence responses to reversed items, particularly in 

cross-cultural studies). However, excluding reversed-phrased items in their entirety is also 

not advisable, as these items can, for example, control acquiescence, disrupt non-substantive 

responding, and broaden the content domain tapped by the instrument (Weijters & 

Baumgartner, 2012; Weijters et al., 2010). In addition, polar opposite items may actually 

represent a different dimension of the construct, as is evident in the need satisfaction / need 

frustration distinction recently made in basic psychological need theory (B. Chen et al., 2015; 

Sheldon & Hilpert, 2012; Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013). As recommended in the literature, 

scales that measure EWB should include reversed-phrased items, but then non-negated, polar 

opposite items that use antonymic expressions rather than negations (Weijters & 

Baumgartner, 2012; Weijters et al., 2010). Further investigation is needed to examine when 

such items represent a related but distinct dimension of the construct under study.  

The Rasch analysis of the MLQ pointed out that seven response categories were too 

many for the respondents in this study and that five or six response categories may be more 

appropriate. Weijters et al. (2010) suggested that seven response categories may be 

appropriate for populations with high cognitive abilities, verbal skills, or questionnaire 

experience, such as students, but that five categories may be more apt for the general 

population. Future research should apply item response theory and Rasch analyses to the 

MLQ and other EWB measures in diverse populations to investigate whether the findings 

replicate and to examine the performance of different response category combinations. Only 

then will it be possible to make confident and accurate suggestions on the number of response 

categories that is appropriate in EWB measurement, possibly varying for different contexts 

and groups.  
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Theory and Measurement of EWB from a Cross-Cultural Perspective 

Apart from general conclusions regarding the theory and measurement of EWB, this 

study has some specific implications from a cross-cultural perspective. The study highlighted 

that theories and their operationalisations that were found to be appropriate in one context 

cannot necessarily merely be transferred to another context. Both the MHC-SF and the BPNS 

showed the best performance in the Afrikaans sample (of whom the majority typically had a 

Western background) when compared with the English and Setswana samples (of whom the 

majority typically had an African background). Both of these scales were developed in the 

West and are based on theories that have their origin in a Western context, and these findings 

suggest that the theories appear to be more appropriate for Western than non-Western groups, 

and that their transferability to the African context cannot just be assumed. This is a 

particularly significant finding for theories that claim to be universally true, such as basic 

psychological needs theory, while almost no research was done on the African continent to 

test this theory. It is, in fact, surprising that such strong claims are made while studies from 

an entire continent is lacking. This reminds of Henrich, Heine, and Norenzayan (2010), who 

remarked that broad claims about human behaviour and psychology are often published based 

entirely on samples from “Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic 

(WEIRD) societies” (p. 61), while these participants are actually unusual when compared 

with the majority of the human population on earth. Cross-cultural studies that include, 

amongst others, African collaborators, should be conducted to understand the nuances, 

similarities, and differences in the constructs that we work with in various contexts. This will 

enable well-being researchers to develop theories, measures, and applications that are cross-

culturally sensitive and nuanced.  

The findings of this study have implications for measurement practices in Africa and 

South Africa, where the majority of tests that are used have been developed in Western 
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contexts (Foxcroft, 2011). Careful consideration should be given to make sure that best 

practices are followed when tests are adapted. For example, Foxcroft (2011) provided the 

following guidelines for ethically acceptable test adaptation: Test developers should assess 

measures’ psychometric qualities in the new context and check for construct equivalence, 

make sure that the test content is culture-appropriate, adapt tests in collaboration with cultural 

experts, anthropologists, and linguists, do translations in a scientific manner, and keep in 

mind that self-reflection items may be biased in non-Western collectivist societies where 

individual desires are placed below community needs. Although responsibly adapting tests 

developed in Western contexts can contribute towards ethical assessment in Africa, there are 

limitations to this approach. A serious call for qualitative, bottom-up studies that investigate 

well-being constructs (Delle Fave & Bassi, 2009; Delle Fave, Brdar, Wissing, & Vella-

Brodrick, 2013), also from an emic perspective, within African contexts is made. Only when 

we understand these constructs better for the African and South African population will we 

be able to tailor interventions appropriately.  

Findings regarding the model fit of the English and Setswana versions of the MHC-

SF and BPNS alerted us to additional factors that may play a role in the psychometric 

properties of scales, especially in the African and South African context. Firstly, we realised 

that it is not only home language and language of test administration that may impact the way 

in which people respond to scales, but also the language in which they received their formal 

education (in South Africa, many people that speak an African language at home received 

their schooling in English). The impact may be elevated when participants need to respond to 

complex or reversed-phrased items, which requires considerable cognitive strain. Assessing 

participants’ language of schooling in socio-demographic questionnaires may add valuable 

information for the interpretation of findings. The study also drew our attention to the 

possibility that response styles could impact the way in which participants responded to 
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items, and future research needs to investigate response styles in the diverse African and 

South African context in more depth. In addition, it was suggested that there could be 

linguistic differences in the way in which items are formulated in English and Setswana, 

possibly because certain words or concepts do not exist in both languages. Once again, 

further research in this regard is indicated.  

In cross-cultural studies, the aim is often to compare the mean scores of a construct 

for the different groups. In all three manuscripts of the present study, some form of 

differential item functioning or inequivalence was found between at least some of the groups 

involved. This finding highlights the importance of first assessing for invariance and making 

model adaptations before comparing the mean scores of different cultural or demographic 

groups.  

Limitations 

Even though this study made important contributions towards the conceptualisation 

and measurement of EWB, it is not without limitations. Firstly, this study focused on only 

three theories of EWB with their corresponding measurements instruments (with one of these 

measures, namely the MHC-SF, also having a hedonic well-being component). Future studies 

should expand on this by including other models and scales in rigorous cross-cultural studies. 

Secondly, this study applied Rasch analysis to one of the scales and confirmatory factor 

analysis (using the bifactor model and a negative-worded method effect respectively) to the 

other two scales. More studies that apply these approaches to additional scales will help to 

investigate whether the findings replicate across different EWB constructs. Thirdly, other 

modern psychometric approaches, such as other item response theory models (Embretson & 

Reise, 2000) or exploratory structural equation modelling (Marsh, Morin, Parker, & Kaur, 

2014) should be applied in future studies to further understand the nature and measurement of 

EWB. Lastly, the samples in this study were restricted and generalisations cannot be made to 
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other groups and contexts. Conducting similar studies in other contexts will give insight into 

whether the findings replicate and will foster a deeper, culturally-informed understanding of 

the nature and measurement of EWB which can, in turn, inform applications and 

interventions.  

Contribution 

Although there was a traditional focus on hedonic well-being in the well-being 

literature, eudaimonic well-being enjoyed increasing attention in recent years, where the 

conceptualisation, measurement, associations, and enhancement of eudaimonic well-being 

were explored. This study contributed to this body of knowledge by applying modern 

psychometric techniques to investigate the psychometric properties of three instruments of 

EWB in different cultural and demographic contexts. The findings not only shed light on the 

psychometric properties and avenues for revision of the specific scales that were examined in 

this study in the present contexts, but also provided general pointers that will enhance the 

construction of instruments that intend to evaluate EWB and well-being in general in diverse 

contexts. The study also provided insight into EWB on a theoretical level, where new 

perspectives on the conceptual understanding and nuances of EWB were gained, particularly 

from a cross-cultural point of view. Altogether, this study furthered the science of EWB on 

theoretical and measurement levels, which can, in turn, be applied to develop culture-

sensitive interventions that truly enhance the lives of people.  
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